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Can this be
the future
of radio?
Satellite radio zaps local
listeners and DJs alike
• By Eric Hannelius

With the flick of a switch, Herb "The Captain" Ivy, perched in
WBLM's downtown Portland studio, lets a ZZ Top CD fly over
the early morning airways.
Minutes before, Ivy and fellow deejay Mark Persky were dashing through the cluttered control room looking for a Pee Wee
Herman comedy album. (Herman had just been arrested at a
Florida nightclub for allegedly exposing himself.)
"Here it is," yelled Ivy, reaching on tiptoes for the album on
the top shelf of the station's vast collection.
"Great, now find the part with Pee Wee and his pet pig,"
Persky called out excitedly, grinning from ear to ear with his
headphones almost falling off. "Ah, this i5 going to be great. Pee
W('e and his pig. Listeners are going to love this."
Say good morning to local radio.
And say goodnight to local deejays.
Because although Ivy and Persky are doing fine - their morning show has once again helped propel "The Blimp" to the top of
the recently released ratings charts - most guys like these are an
endangered species.
All across the airwaves, commercial radio stations are replacing local deejays with computer-controlled satellite programming that ranges from hard rock to oldies.
In the process, some '10cal" radio stations have done away
wi th local programming entirely. They've turned their buildings
into radio receiving outposts, and their businesses into slick target-marketing operations.
Each of the 16 radio stations competing for Portland-area ad
dollars uses satellite programming to some degree, although
most still employ at least a handful of human deejays. But as the
recession lumbers on and advertising dollars dry up, struggling
station owners are switching over to satellite programming as a
means of economic survival.
And as they do, more and more local stations will look like
WKRH, at right. Nobody home. Just a tape-changing machine,
silently shuffling commercials and sending out the tunes.
Can this be the future of radio?
At WKRH in Bath, there are no deejays. A tape-changing machine runs the show,
Continued on page 8 splicing local commercials together with satellite programming.
CBW{fonee Harbert

Deep water,
deep trouble
Dwindling numbers of fish are
forcing Gulf of Maine gillnetters to
cast their nets ever further to the
east - even as new problems
blow in from the west
GREATER
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• By Margot McWilliams

At two in the morning, Portland Harbor is as
dark as a pocket. But the deck lights aboard the
Celtic Pride are wide awake, even if the crew
isn't. Together with several other vessels, the
Celtic Pride chugs beyond the reassuring glow of
the headlight and out into the inky blackness of
the open ocean.
Raymond Alley, crewing for Captain James
McDonald, heads below to pack himself in
among food coolers, survival suits and drums of
engine oil to get some sleep.
Alley says his job is a pain. He leaves his wife
and infant son to pitch around in rough waters
with a couple of other men, wrestling cables,
winches, and hundreds of feet of net that will,
with luck, contain some fish. And Alley, like
most of the men in this fleet, has been doing this
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all his working life. He can't remember - or
imagine - doing anything else.
Raymond Alley and James McDonald are
gillnetters - Gulf of Maine fishermen who set
nets along the bottom of the ocean like a picket
fence. These nets catch groundfish by the gills as
they swim through.
Gillnetters Ii ve their Ii ves in dangerous
isolation, a hundred miles from shore. They haul
their livelihoods out of 125 fathoms of water and
pack them into 40-foot boats.
But as they stalk their increasingly elusi ve
prey further and further to the east, an unfamiliar predator approaches them from the wes~
Their traditional way of life is at risk of being
pulled from the sea - if not by its own hand,
then by that of the United States Government.
Continued on page 12
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A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: July 23 through 30, 1991.

Death of the Democratic Party?
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Organized labor is talking about turning its back on the
Maine Democratic Party in the wake of this year's fractious
legislati ve session - and without labor unions, there wouldn't
be much left of the traditional Democratic Party coalition.
President Charles O'leary of the Maine AFL-CIO said July
26 that it's time for a third political party, complaining Democrats sold out and supported Republican Gov. John McKernan
on cutting workers' comp benefits.
"The entire state is aware of the failure in Augusta, but a
legislative apology is not enough," O'leary said. "We need
constructive change."
Politicos say creation of a third party by organized labor
would only play into the hands of the Republicans. Tough,
responds O'leary. Democrats left union lobbyiSts "out in the
hall" when the time came to talk about workers' compoAnd he
says the Democratic Party did little else during the last legislative session to help working people.
State Representative Herb Adams of Portland, Cumberland
County Democratic chair and one of 26 renegade lawmakers to
vote against the workers' comp package, said he understands
the AFL-CIO's frustration. But, he added, '1 don't think this
should be the litmus test about the true beliefs of the rank-andfile Democratic Party."
Adams said he hoped O'leary's message would hit home
with Democratic leaders who struck a deal with McKernan as
the legislative session ended. Those leaders, he said, need a
reminder that the party's "original roots" lie with "average
working people."

ACT-UP lays siege to Cohen office

to your Order.
12" x 12" wtih
~t'_i"'_--.u
colored piping.
A Truly Unique
Gift that you will
find no where else.
Allow 1 Week delivery.

Generated
Market St. (in The Old

Nine members of ACT UP /Maine stormed into U.s. Senator
William Cohen's Portland office on July 30 demanding to know
why he voted to impose prison terms and fines on HIV-infected
health-care workers who do not inform their patients that they
have the disease.
Protesters hung banners emblazoned with the ACT-UP
insignia out the third-floor window of Cohen's office. They also
handed letters to two befuddled staff workers, protesting
Cohen's support of an amendment sponsored by fellow Republican Senator Jesse Helms of North Carolina.
The workers promised to pass the complaint on to Cohen,
but refused to let the ACT -UP contingent speak to Cohen in
Washington via telephone. Instead they handed the protesters a
written statement from the senator arguing that patients have a
right to know if their health-care provider has the HIV virus. "1
believe that health-care workers who knowingly and intentionally expose patients to risk, without first informing them of that
risk, should be held accountable for their actions," said Cohen's
statement.
'This is ridiculous," said local ACT-UP organizer Toby
Simon. "The AIDS crisis doesn't need health-care workers sent
to prison. It needs adequate AIDS services and education.
That's where Senator Cohen should be focusing his attention."

Andrews breaks from the pack
u.s. Representative Tom Andrews has triggered the demise
of the longstanding but unspoken agreement among Maine's
congressional delegation that members will not publicly snipe
at one another.
A member of the House Armed Services Committee, the
Portland Democrat voted with the majority July 24 to accept a
plan to close 33 military bases around the country -: including
Loring Air Force Base in Aroostook County.
U.S. Representative Olympia Snowe, a Republican whose
district includes Loring, rushed to her fax machine with a biting
condemnation of Andrews for "allow(ing) fairness and injustice
to go unchallenged."
Andrews, whom critics and admirers alike say is more of a
maverick than a team player, said principle has to come before
political solidarity. 'The fact that this is going to inflict hardship
on the state of Maine, it makes this an extremely difficult and
very painful decision and vote," Andrews said. "But I was sent
here to do what I believe is the right thing to do. I believe this
was the right thing to do for the country."
The freshman Democrat declined to take on Snowe's criticism. '1 have not criticized, I do not criticize, my colleagues for

taking the positions they've
taken," Andrews said.
'They're doing what they
believe is the right thing to do
and so am I."
The Andrews vote is also a
break with fellow Maine
Democrat and Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell.
"It is not unusual for members of the delegation to hold
differing positions," said
Mitchell. "We have worked
well together on issues in the
past and I have confidence
that we will continue to do so
in the future."

Patriot missile
bombs at festival
Carrying placards that
read '1raqi Family Festival"
and ''Weapons can't save us
- they can only destroy,"
members of Veterans for
Peace staged a protest in
front of a full-sized model of
a Patriot missile on display
during the Deering Oaks
Famil y Festi val.
Splattered with imitation
blood and lying down in
front of the 17-foot Patriot
mock-up, three protesters
drew applause and scorn
from cotton candy-carrying
festival goers on July 27.
''We decided that if the
Raytheon Co. (the builder of
the missile) could bring war
to a family festival, then we
could bring blood," said John
Forrest, a member of Veterans for Peace.
"The organizers of the
fes tival ruined it by putting
this object of war on display,"
said Forrest. '1t was particularlya bad influence for
children who see this weapon
and think it's an object of
peace when in reality it is an
object of war."
Keith Citrine, director of
the festival, said the Patriot
was put on display simply
because people were interested in seeing what it looked
like. The display, on loan
from the U.S. Army's
Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville, Ala., featured detailed
promotional information on
the missile's fighting capabilities and military successes in
the Persian Gulf war.
The missile also came
equipped with W.D. Hagler,
a civilian design engineer
with the u.s. Army in
Alabama, who stood by the
model wearing a Patriot
missile T-shirt to answer
questions from festival goers
about the weapon, which he
referred to as a "peacemaker."

Bankruptcy sinks
Captain Ross
The Longfellow II has
apparently steamed out of
Portland for the last time, but
the vessel's outspoken
captain says Casco Bay hasn't
heard the last of him or his
salty shipboard commentaries about the scenic and
political landscape of the
area.
''We' re still in business.
We just don't have a boat,"
said Captain Rodney Ross
after a bankruptcy judge

ordered him to sell his vessel
to a Chicago company to
satisfy creditors.
The Longfellow II was last
seen steaming for the Great
Lakes where the new owners
say the boat will be renamed
and used for cruises on Lake
Michigan.
The barrel-chested mariner
has given the world conflicting signals in recent years.
Last year he said he would
leave Portland for good
owing to its "socialist"
policies. Lately he had been
trying to diversify his
business by offering.cruises
on the Kennebec River. And
now Ross says he isn't giving
up on the tour boat business
despite becoming landbound.
'The boat itself was our
biggest problem, so we got
rid of the boat," Ross dedared. "All is not lost. The
company is looking for a new
vessel."

Its this fresh.

Westbrook mill
gets big tax break
''We were all out of whack," says Westbrook Tax
Assessor James D. Jesson,
explaining why the town's
biggest taxpayer will pay $1
million less in taxes thanks to
revaluation.
The S.D. Warren paper
mill will see its local tax bill
drop from $7 million to $6
million, while the average
taxpayer faces an increase of
between $200 and $300.
Altogether, property in
Westbrook increased from
$470 million to just over $1
billion from 1980 to 1991but the assessed value of the
mill did not grow as dramatically. Nevertheless, town
officials say the process was
fair.
"I'm pretty confident with
what they did," said Jesson.
The Westbrook assessor
does not expect the kind of
brouhaha in his city that
erupted when Portland
unveiled its revaluation. But
officials in South Portland are
worried about what will
happen there when
revaluation hits. Last week
city councilors put off South
Portland's revaluation
indefinitely, saying this is the
wrong time for such a project
because residential property
values are temporarily
inflated compared to the
flagging market in commercial real estate.

COpS blockade
COW Island
Sound travels extremely
well over water, as residents
of Great Diamond, Little
Diamond and Peaks islands
know all to Well thanks to the
tradition of raucous summer
parties on a notorious little
piece of uninhabited land
known as Cow Island.
Portland police, fed up
with the ongOing drunken
revels, have a novel idea for
maintaining quiet on Casco
Bay. They've launched a
program of blockading Cow,
which is located just north of

• Continued on page 4
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We know what you're thinking. Unless you
buy it off the dock or from a seafood place, it can't
be fresh. Well, it's just not true.
Sizzler has fresh fish every day. As fresh as it
gets. And that includes all your favorites like Swordfish, Alaskan Halibut, Idaho Trout and Pacific Red
Snapper. Whatever's in season.
•
So come into Sizzler and
get a fresh meal. We wouldn't be
caught serving it any other way. (BUFFET COURT & GRILL)

Sizzler

0

The New Buffet Court & Grill
So. Portland. No. Windham. Brunswick. Bangor
Maine
Mall Rd.

Romcvclt
Trail

Cook',
Comer

Bangor
Mall Blvd.
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MAINE'S LARGEST,
FUll SERVICE
KITE STORE

Windham bans
business banners

AWNINGS
Custom designed awningS -

unique alternative to signs.

Leavitt & Parris Inc.

free esUmates, InstaIlation & delivery

• Continued from page 3

883-4184 • 448 Payne Rd. Scarborough

Great Diamond.
"We're not going to order
(the party-goers> in their
boats and send them home
after dark when they've been
drinking," said Captain
Edward Googins of the
Portland Police. "The best
way is to stop the parties
before they get started."
Karen Stimpson,
trailkeeper for the Maine
Island Trail Association, said
July 26-28 was a quiet
weekend for Cow Island. She
hailed the crackdown as a
chance for an "abused island"
to restore itself ecologically.
"It's unfortunate that it has to
come to this," Stimpson said,
blaming "a small group of
people who don't understand
what islands are about."

We'", In the NYNEX Yellow Pagee.

Welcome to
Casco Bay Weekly.
These new and returning
advertisers help support us
in our endeavor to provide
you with an alternative to
the daily news.
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IVso featuring our selection of EARTHWISE
and natural skin care products
Tom's Natural Outlet
5 Depot St. (off Rt #351
Kennebunk, ME • (2071 985-3874
open Man-Sat 9 to 4:30

• Tracy Johnson Fine Jewelry,
Portland
• Kennedy Studio, Old Port,
Portland
• African Imports & New England
Arts, Old Port, Portland
• Joseph's, Old Port, Portland
• The Theater, Portland
• Dean Velentgas Gallery,
Portland
• Mast Cove Galleries,
Kennebunkport
• Custom Design Renovations,
W.H. Graham, Portland
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Will you lend
us a hand?
Several thousand copies of this week's
Casco Bay Weekly include a special insert, our 1991
Reader Survey.

Butts out on
Raymond Beach
Selectmen in Raymond
refused during the week of
July 25 to set up a smoking
area at the town beach on the
shores of Sebago Lake - so
what may be the nation's first
smoke-free municipal beach
will stay that way, at least for
now.
"It's ludicrous, pure
zealotry," said spokeswoman
Maura Payne of the R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Company,
adding that she hasn't heard
of such a policy at any other
public beach in the nation.
But Selectman Clifford
Hawkes Jr., a former smoker,
said he thinks it's fine for
Raymond to lead the way. "It
has to start somewhere,
doesn't it?" he asked.

Dick diversifies

If your.pa~r. includes a survey booklet, we'd really

apprecIate It If you would take 10 minutes or so to
answer our brief questionnaire.
Some of your answers will help us better direct our
news coverage. Some will help us continue to attract
the advertising that enables us to provide the paper
for free.
All of your answers will help make
Casco Bay Weekly a better paper.
Thanks for the hand.

();f4
Monte Paulsen
Editor &. Publisher
Casco Bay Weekly

THE KATAHDIN

$169.95
Your Choice:
King
Queen
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THE BEDWORKS
WATERBED & MATTRESS CO.

299 FOREST AVENUE

773-5762

(Formerly at Comer Brook Mall)

Domestic violence is
becoming an epidemic, sex
crimes are causing Maine's
prison population to mushroom, consumer fraud is a
booming business, and U.S.
Attorney Richard Cohen is
unveiling a new "task force."
Cohen, whose previous
"task force" evolved into the
drug-warrior BIDE secret
police agency, has a new
mission: making Maine safe
for rich people, whose homes
he says are being targeted by
roving bands of burglars.
The U.s. attorney said
more than 20 such burglaries
have been reported in Maine
since April. And he says the
trouble with nabbing these
crooks is that they make bail
and then flee. Still in the
slammer are two selfdescribed "Gypsies" who
speak only Polish. They were
arrested last month and
charged with conspiring to
make off with stolen jewelry
and sil verware.
"We're talking here about
hundreds of millions of
dollars a year worth of
property that's being pillaged
from homes throughout the
country," Cohen said.

You can fly Old Glory
whenever you like in
Windham - but from now
on, any flag displayed
permanently for commercial
purposes won't fly with local
zoning officials.
Authorities in Windham
say banners have been
proliferating along the town's
Route 302 shopping strip and they see the trend as an
end-run around the
Windham sign ordinance. So
the zoning board of appeals
has decreed that commercial
banners are not allowed if
they're displayed for more
than 90 days and if they're
bigger than 32 square feet.
The code enforcement officer
is busy visiting the area's
banner-flyers to inform them
of the change.

the U.S. Marshals Service, the
money is being provided to
ensure space at the prison for
up to 56 federal prisoners.
The county gets to use the
cells when the space isn't
occupied by federal prisoners. After 15 years all of the
spaces will revert to the
county.
Local officials say the
federal money will allow the
cash-strapped county to build
a bigger jail to hold more
prisoners and not pinch the
pockets of taxpayers. At 372
cells, the new jail will be
almost as big as the Maine
State Prison in Thomaston.
In addition to the $2.8
million, the feds will also
continue to fork over a $60
daily payment for any federal
prisoners housed at the jail.
Construction is scheduled
to begin in the fall, with
completion planned by late
next year or early 1993.
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Merit pay flunks
Cape Elizabeth may be a
wealthy community, but
apparently it's not wealthy
enough to pay its public
school teachers based on
merit rather than seniority.
The new contract between
teachers and the local school
district discontinues Maine's
only program of paying
teachers based solely on their
performance in the classroom.
"I really do believe in the
concept, but no one had
really put out a five-year or
10-year projection of what it
was going to cost," said
school board member
Rosemary Reid. "The taxpayers of Cape Elizabeth really
cannot afford it."
Last year, some teachers
with four years of experience
got paid $32,338 under the
merit program - the same
pay received under the
traditional seniority system
by teachers with 23 years of
experience.

Tech tuition jumps
Tuition at Maine's six
technical colleges, including
Southern Maine Technical
College in South Portland,
will climb $120 this year,
reaching $1,320, school
officials announced. That's
$44 per credit, an increase of
10 percent over last year's
rates.
Unlike the University of
Maine system, the state's
technical colleges saw their
share of the state budget rise
this year despite the fiscal
crisis in Augusta. But the
$700,000 increase statewide
was not enough to cover the
increased cost of the technical
colleges' programs. Cuts,
along with the tuition increase,
were the result. At Southern
Maine, the masonry program
is being discontinued.

Feds invest in jail
Cumberland County has
received $2.8 million from the
federal government to
guarantee space for federal
prisoners in the new county
jail to be buil t near Union
Station Plaza.
Under the agreement with

Another loser:
Casco Northern
Add Casco No'rthern Bank
to the list of local banks with
out-or-state parent companies
that are continuing to lose
money thanks to overinvesting in shaky real estate
ventures.
Bank of Boston Corporation announced July 24 that it
had lost $49 million during
the second quarter of its fiscal
year. But at least Casco
Northern's owners seem to be
stemming the tide, having
lost $89 million during the
first quarter.
The announcement comes
a week after Portland-based
Peoples Heritage declared a
$5.6 million second-quarter
loss, and Heet Bank said it
would begin the process of
formally swallowing up
Maine National Bank just as
it did the failed Maine
Savings Bank.

Your premiums at
work at UNUM
The Portland -based
UNUM Corporation announced second-quarter
earnings of $55 million July
25, an increase of 9 percent,
despite a growing cloud over
the insurance industry
nationwide.
Many analysts say the
insurance business will be the
next to go the way of savings
and loans as well as commercial banks, all of which have
been in financial turmoil in
the curren t economic morass.
But, said UNUM Chairman
James F. Orr ill, "UNUM's
strong capital position and
conservative investment
philosophy are assets in
today's environment."
UNUM is a $10 billion
insurance company that
specializes in disability
insurance.

PR, profits at CMP
What do you do if you're a
power company that has just
put state regulators on notice
that you want a big rate
increase, but you find
• Continued on page 6

Don't you
think it's time
you tried the
personals?
To place a Casco Bay Weekly
personal ad, call 775-6601.
To respond to a Casco Bay Weekly
personal ad, call 1-900-370-2041.
call costs 99¢ a minute.
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Tree of Life
An ancient symbol of
producti veness,
wisdom and life

•
abacus
american crafts
44 Exchange Street
Portland, ME 04101

772-4880

Rings and pendants available in sterling silver, 14K and 18K gold
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Picture Maine:
people & Places photo contest
Submit your favorite Sx7 color photograph
and completed entry form available at
either BPS Photo Express store location
by September 3rd, 1991.

prizes Include:
2 free nights at the Lord Camden
Inn, 550.00 gift certificate to dine

out at Alberta'S cafe or Anjon's
restaurant, &10 rolls of Konica film.

coffecti6fes
nand crafts
foCK-art
2 Wharf Street.
The Old Port •

Announcing the 3rd Annual

See st ore fo r complete deta ils

In

Portland, ME 04101
(207) 772·7490 •
Open Daily

TWo convenient locations:
71 US Route 1, Scarborough
30 City center, Portland

DISAPOINTED WITH DINNER?
ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX

725-6077
ROLLERSKATING RINK
available for birthday
parties & functions
ARCADE

Maybe you should
have called nest ...

SNACK BAR
SKATE SHOP

-THURSDAYRock-n-Roll Night
dIe The Dalton Gitng

lP

8-11:30

-fRIDAYRock-n-Roll Night
f\'e The Dalton Gitng

\J

8-tam

-SATURDAY5halcer
- THURS, fRIl.. SATwith your host
Frankie Pote
-SUNDAYChern Free Rock-n-Roll
legacy - Ages 13-20

\Jt\'e

GOOD FOOD
DRINK SPECIALS
RIN
729~1114

Functions ~ Catering
RTE 20 I ' AUGUSTA RD

TOPSHAM, ME

Let the Casco Bay Weekly Talking Menu suggest just the restaurant you've been
looking for- or help you rediscover an old favorite. The Talking Menu offers brief
descriptions of more than 70 great restaurants throughout the Ponland area.
Just call 1-900-680-MENU from any touch-tone phone and follow the simple
instructions. After indicating where and what you want to eat, you 'll hear brief
descriptions of several local restaurants that meet your dining criteria.
Most restaurants on the Casco Bay Weekly Talking Menu change their listings
several times a month. So in addition to hearing about new spots, be sure to check
out old haunts that may have added new menu items or specials since you last
visited.
Talking Menu cost 95¢ a minute, charged to your phone bill.

1-900-680-MENU
Take the guesswork out of dining,

• Continued from page 5

yourself announcing that
your second-quarter earnings
soared 120 percent?
If you're Central Maine
Power, you call that a
"deceiving statistic" and rush
out a press release sa ying
your conservation programs
saved enough electricity to
supply 16,700 households last
year.
"It is true earnings are up
substantially, but nobody can
leap from that statistic to the
conclusion that CMP is
rolling in profits," said
spokesman Clark Irwin July
24.
"CMF may well have
saved more energy and
capacity per customer than
any other utility in the United
States," said Senior Vice
President Richard Crabtree
July 25.
Irwin said it only appears
that CMP is rolling in dough
because its second-quarter
results from ]990 were so
awful. He said profits are still
well within the level consid·
ered "reasonable" by the
Maine Public Utilities
Commission, which sets
CMP's rates.

Massage squeeze
in Gorham
An anonymous telephone
call to Gorham's town office
asking whether massage
parlors are allowed in that
municipality has spurred
town officials to draw up a
massage parlor ordinance.
When Code Enforcement
Officer Dave Grysk received
the call in early July, he
passed the information on to
Town Manager Paul Weston
who called on the planning
board to draw up a sample
massage parlor ordinance
banning genital massage in
Gorham.
Although there are no
massage parlors currently
operating in the town,
Weston said Gorham was
trying to act early, before any
parlors moved in from other
towns that have banned
genital massage.
Gorham jOins a growing
list of area communities that
either have ordinances on the
books banning genital
massage or are considering
such an ordinance. Portland,
South Portland, Scarborough
and Biddeford have banned
genital massage. Old Orchard
Beach and Saco are considering similar ordinances along
with Gorham.

Jock's paycheck
plan bounces
The McKernan administration announced July 26 that it
would temporarily forget
about its plan to shave $5.5
million from last year's
budget by gradually pushing
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back payday for state employees.
The plan would have had
the effect of transferring one
week's payout of the fiscal
year that just ended and into
the one that began July 1.
This enabled the administration to balance the state's
books for fiscal 1991.
But the state's labor
relations board ruled that the
plan violated collective
bargaining laws. And on July
27 a superior court judge
refused to overrule that
decision. So the administration is moving payday back
to where it used to be while continuing its legal
challenge to the labor board's
ruling.

Dead tunes soothe
Old Orchard
It was a weekend of
reggae music and Grateful
Dead tunes (from two
members of that illustrious
band) July 26-28 at SeaPAC in
Old Orchard Beach, quiet
stuff compared to the noisy
fare usually heard at the
former baseball stadium. But
city councilors are still
moving toward reducing the
noise limit at the facility from
the current 75 decibels to 45.
Councilors voted 3-2 in
favor of the change July 25,
but the proposal needed the
support of four councilors
because it was introduced as
an emergency measure that
would have taken effect
immediately. A vote on the
non-emergency version of the
measure is planned for late
August, when the summer
concert season is nearly over.
Neighbors say the noise
from SeaPAC forces them to
barricade themselves into
their homes and turn up their
televisions to drown' out the
cacophony. But town officials
are driven to do business
with concert promoters
because they agreed to
assume the ownership of
what was once The Ballpark
if the baseball team there
struck out. That happened in
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weird news
... Officials in Pi ttsfield
were befuddled when an
elderly man died and left 26
cats at home with no one to
care for them. Two calls to the
state animal welfare board
produced no solutions, so the
fire department stepped in to
help.
Fire officials backed one of
their trucks up to the house,
hooked a hose up to the
vehicle's exhaust pipes, and
ran the other end into a room
where the cats had been
herded. Then they fired up
the engine and made swift
work of the problem.
The Somerset County DA's
office is mulling over whether
to press charges of animal
cruelty.
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stations that went dark in 1990.
"These have been bleak years for everybody in radio," said
Stiker. "It's like hiking through the toughest section on the
Appalachian Trail in Mahoosuc Notch and wondering when
you are ever going to come out of it."

Satellite savings

Mike Wolstat cues up a record during "Nocturnal Emissions" on WMPG.

THE FUTURE OF RADIO?
Continued from front page

"We are just
supplying a
product that
people wont. And
in on economy
like this you have
to do it as costeffectively as
possible. Satellite
programming
can provide that.
It's that simple. "
Frank Burke

A spin across Portland's radio dial would lead the average
listener to believe that the local PM and AM airways were a
bountiful medley of live local programming.
Various forms of music, news, talk radio and religious
programming pour from the radio, all rompeting for scant
listening time and peddling prod ucts along the way. Disc
jockeys and talk show hosts spew jokes and monotone diatribes
about the world.
Depending on the power of one's receiver, the average
Portlander can pick up between 15 and 25 AM and PM radio
stations: some broadcasting from our back yard, some broadcasting statewide and using enough power to light a small city.
Of those, 16 compete for advertising revenue in Portland.
It wasn't always this way. Back before the Reagan era, the
number of licenses handed out by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) in a year remained rather low.
With the dawn of Reagan and deregulation, the FCC started
handing out licenses at an electrifying rate. Some 1,515 radio
licenses were handed out between 1981 and 1991. In 1981 there
were 7,943 radio stations licensed with the FCC in the United
States. By June of 1991 there were 9,458.
Deregulation also relaxed the number of radio stations that
an individual or business could own. In 1984 the FCC changed
the rules so that an owner could own 12 AM stations, 12 PM
stations and 12 TV stations - one per market - across the
country. Formerly, the limit was seven.
(On the same premise - that increased competition will be
good for the industry and the listener - the FCC is currently
debating a whole host of other changes in radio. They include
raising or eliminating ownership limits for AM stations;
keeping the cap on the number of stations one can own but
allowing an owner to buy any rombination of AM and PM
stations; excluding from the limits any station with very low
ratings; and allowing an owner to own as many stations as he
wants as long as his combined national-audience share is below
a designated percentage.)
"Deregulation changed the nature of radio," said Gary
Bowden, a former program director at WGAN. "All of this was
done under the banner that more would be better. But that has
been proven not to be the case.
"Instead, you saw a lot of non-radio people getting into the
business and doing a lot of the same thing," said Bowden, "so
that in actuality the listener is getting less, not more, because
radio has become more homogeneous."
The opening of the radio station floodgates by the FCC
ushered in a new breed of radio station owner, according to
Bowden. Instead of the traditional programmer-<>wner-<>perator
running the radio business, the '80s witnessed the investor /
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entrepreneur climbing into the radio booth.
Radio became hot property. These investors pushed the price
of stations through the roof in the 1980s. By 1987 the average
AM/PM combination station was selling for $6.2 million, nearly
double what it was in 1985.
"During the 1980s, radio became a hot speculative business
that attracted investors with no radio programming experience
at all," said Bowden. "A lot of the people in radio now are
business people first and foremost. These new owners concentrate less on the listener and local programming and more on
the bottom line."

Last February, on exactly the frequencies abandoned by
WIGY, two new radio stations were born in a two-story wooden
house anchored to a huge white satellite dish.
WKRH and WJTO went on the air using almost exclUSively
satellite format programming from the Satellite Music Network
Co.
"There is absolutely no way we would have been able to get
this station off the ground in this economy without satellite
format programing," said Frank Burke, president of WKRH and
WJTO. "It would have been impossible."
Satellite programming made Burke's radio career possible.
Neither Burke nor his wife had experience in radio before they
bought WKRH and W]TO. Companies like Satellite Music
Network and Unistar offer dozens of radio formats - from
heavy metal to classical music - that can be picked up by
anyone with a satellite dish and a computer.
These and other satellite programming companies experienced phenomenal growth during the 1980s. The Satellite Music
Network grew from an operation run out of the Dallas home of
founder John Tyler to the largest satellite format programming
service in the country, with more than 1,000 radio stations using
one of its 10 different radio music formats.
Every radio station in the Portland market uses satellite
programming to some degree, whether it be just a few minutes
of national news or 24 hours a day of heavy metal.
WLPZ is one of the growing number of stations that has
gone all-satellite. WLPZ uses the Z-ROCK format 24 hours a
day. All of the programming originates from a studio in Dallas,
Texas.
For a Portlander listening to WLPZ there are subtle clues that
the material is not being programmed locally. For example:
instead of giving the exact time, the deejay in Dallas says it's 10
past the hour or 10 till the hour, never telling the listener which
hour it is. The station also uses an 800 number for listener callins. But never does the station tell its listeners that the programming is coming from Dallas and not Portland.
"I really don't think the average listener tuning in to WLPZ
or some of the other stations using satellite format programming cares that the material they are listening to isn't being
programmed from Portland," said Turner Porter, the general
manager of WLPZ and WWGT, which was recently sold to the
Atlantic Morris Broadcasting Co.
"They just want to hear good music," said Porter, "and that's
what we've been providing."
Burke agreed. "The PM listeners who tune in our classic rock

format on WKRH want to hear Jerry, Mick, Springsteen and
Robert Plant," he said. "Whether or not it originates in Dallas or
Portland is irrelevant. I really don't believe the listener cares
where it's coming from.
"We are just supplying a product that people want," said
Burke. "And in an eronomy like this you have to do it as costeffectively as possible. Satellite programming can provide that.
It's that simple."
Like the signals from Burke's stations, the supply-side
sentiments that emanate from his mouth echoed perfectly the
snappy sales prose the Satellite Music Network provided Casco
Bay Weekly. The glossy sales literature is filled with marketing
ideas, demographic studies, promotional gimmicks and ronsulting advice.
"You're always going to have to do some local news and
weather to romplement the satellite programing," said Burke.
"But if you can get high quality music and national programs
for a good price that people want to hear, I don't see anything
wrong with it."

To the best of

Listeners getting less
On Sunday nights, Mike Wolstat and Ken Campbell juggle
CDs and obscure records at WMPG. They are the hosts of
"Nocturnal Emissions," a progreSSive music program that
delves into the more arcane corners of music history. And they
are unpaid volunteers.
WMPG is a nonrommercial community radio station.
"Nocturnal Emissions" is just one of more than 60 programs
presented on WMPG each week. From "Swedish Music and
Culture" to the "Maximum Rock 'n' Roll Show," WMPG's sole
aim is to serve the listener, according to production director
Steve Hirshon.
Wolstat and Campbell have a vast record and CD library at
their fingertips - ranging from Donny Osmond to the Butthole
Surfers. And, perhaps more important, what they play is
entirely up to them.
"I think 'MPG has grown in popularity because of our local
flavor and because their friends and neighbors are on the air,"
said Hirshon, also a volunteer and also the host of a weekly
sports talk show called "Thru the Seasons."
"Our success is dependent on the community. The real
energy has to come from the community," he said. "That's
where the diversity is. Many of our shows have come to us from
people in the community who wanted to do them because they
thought they would hold an interest for others in the community."
Hirshon concluded: "At WMPG the listener and the community are paramount to the success of the station."
But at WMPG, "success" doesn't involve money and it
doesn't involve ratings. WMPG, like the highly acclaimed

this reporter's
knowledge, all
the people
interviewed for
this story were
human.

Continued on page 10

The business of radio
Spring and fall bring more than changing seasons to the
radio business. They bring changing fortunes. They bring
Arbitron.
Most Portland-area commercial stations subscribe to the
Arbitron rating service, which surveys a cross section of the
radio listening public and thereby measures how the stations
stack up against each other.
Arbitron ratings are vital to radio stations competing for
advertiSing in Portland and across the rountry. They are also
expensive. A subscription to Arbitron can rost in excess of
$25,000 a year.
But the Arbitron ratings are the only objective guide advertisers have to who's on top and who's not. The radio station
sitting on top of the heap is going to bring in a lot of national,
regional and local advertising - while the stations below the
top three are left to fight for scraps.
'
Up until 1988, advertising remained robust enough to
support all 16 Portland area stations, some better then others.
"Everybody was doing OK," said Bud Stiker, general
manager at WCLZ, "but in the back of a lot of our minds people
were saying this can't last."
They were right.
When the recession descended, radio entrepreneurs who had
bought stations at the height of the 1980s' speculative boom
discovered they would never be able to recoup their money. By
1990 the average price for a combination AM/PM station had
plummeted to just $1.8 million.
The soft market, rompounded by flat advertising revenues,
has forced many owners to sell their stations at a loss, go off the
air, or find a way to cut rosts and run the stations for less
money.
At least two local stations are quietly up for sale at any price,
acrording to one radio insider. If they cannot sell, these station
owners may be forced to go off the air and hand their licenses
back to the FCC.
"Going dark," as pulling the plug is called in radio lingo,
was almost unheard of before the Reagan FCC. But since 1990,
some 197 AM and 30 PM stations across the country have taken
this drasti.-: step. WIGY-PM and AM in Bath was one of those
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Frank Burke stands by the WKRH satellite dish, firmly anchored In Bath.
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statewide public radio network MPBN, is subsidized by the
University of Maine. And like noncommercial stations everywhere, it is not rated by Arbitron. So there's no way to really tell
if more people are listening to the "wizard of formatlessness" at
WMPG or to the satellite deities in Dallas.
Nonefueless, most of the people employed at local stations
exhibited some bias toward local, human programmers. (Then
again, perhaps the bias was Casco Bay Weekly's. To the best of
this reporter's knowledge, all the people interviewed for this
story were human.)
Burke admitted a certain built-in defensiveness about
satellite programming. "Some radio station operators are
defensive about the technology; they don't want the public to
know that they are using it, that the material is coming from
somewhere else, that there is not a person in the control booth
popping in tapes or running the show." But for Burke and a
growing number of other station owners, the bottom line is
loud and clear.
"For many of those owners just hanging on, the temptation
to go to a satellite format can be very strong," said Eve Rubins,
general manager for WBLM. "Bllt it's a double-edged sword.
Sure you can save money, but you lose the ability to speak
directly to your local listeners. And ultimately that is still what
most people want out of radio."
WBLM has been at or near the top of the Portland ratings for
the past eight years. It may be no coincidence that 'BLM was
built in what is fast becoming the "old-fashioned" way: two exdeejays by the names of Robert Fuller and J.J. Jeffrey bought a
run-down station housed in a Litchfield trailer in 1975 and
turned it into Fuller-Jeffrey Broadcasting Co., a 12-station radio
empire.
"With satellite you lose a large amount of control," said
Stiker. '1t's no longer in your hands. You lose the ability to do
as much local programming as you might like to."
Said Hirshon: '1 think some radio stations have been forgetting about the listener, which is too bad.
"Radio is so unique. It's so subtle. It doesn't possess you like
TV does. We need to start thinking about radio again as a
companion, an energizer and an informer for the listener and
the community."
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DEEPWATER,
DEEP TROUBLE
Continued from front page
Raymond Alley learned to fish from his father. Back then,
gillnetting was a different operation.
"We'd go out about 10 miles," said Alley. ''We wouldn't be
gone but overnight, and we'd come back with the boat full.
We'd have easily 15,000 pounds of the best whitefish. We'd get
5 to 15 cents a pound, and we'd consider it a good day's wage.
"Today," said Alley, "they're gone. It's unbelievable."
Alley is one of many local fishermen who claim that
"groundfish" - the flounder, haddock, hake and other species
sought by gillnetters - are growing scarce in the Gulf of Maine.
There is evidence to support Alley's claim: groundfish
catches have been in decline for a decade, markets have increasingly tolerated lower-grade fish, and the gillnetters themselves
must now travel vast distances to fill their boats.
• Although Portland Fish Exchange General Manager
Dennis Frappier and other industry promoters are presently
boasting about this summer's record cod catch, marine biologists at the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) insist that
recent hauls are just a ripple in an otherwise downward trend.
Only 77,000 metric tons of ground fish were landed in 1989,
down from 152,000 in 1983, according to the NMFS. During the
last 10 years, the size of the New England fishing fleet has
almost doubled, but the catch they've hauled collectively has
sunk by half.
• The quality of Gulf of Maine ground fish has declined even
faster than the quantity. There is a hierarchy to groundfish. The
whitest of them, hake, haddock and flounder, have always been
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the top choices. But as landings of these species declined, fish
buyers began paying for fish that had once been considered too
worthless to bring ashore.
.
Pollock - a gray meat - was once to haddock what chicken
legs and eyeballs are to boneless breasts. Today, however, a fish
sandwich that once would have contained a sizable chunk of
haddock now contains pollock instead. .
• The days of fishing 10 miles from shore are long gone.
Most disturbing to the fishermen themselves are the distances
they must travel to land even low-grade ground fish.
'Nowadays," said Julie Hodgkins, whose husband Steve is a
Portland gillnetter, "the guys have to go so far to find the fish sometimes as far as 120 miles offshore. To make the trip
worthwhile financially, they have to stay out from five days to a
week."
The extended trip requires more fuel, more ice, more food for
the crew and far more sophisticated navigation electronics. All
of these cost money, and all that money makes modern-day
gillnetting an expensive endeavor.
But it's not just the tighter profit margin that worries Julie
Hodgkins.
"Some of the boats aren't really big enough or well-enough
equipped to be that far out," explained Hodgkins, the tension
audible in her voice. "But they've got to go. They've got kids
and house payments to make."

Overflshed and undermanaged
Since fishermen and industry observers can't even agree on
what's happening to the Gulf of Maine, it's not surprising that
there is little consensus as to why groundfish stock might be
declining.
"You've got a volatile issue there," said Bob Morrill, Portland
agent for the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). "I
doubt that you'll be able to get anyone willing to be quoted."
Morrill was right. While most of the giUnetters who spoke to
Casco Bay Weekly agreed that Gulf of Maine ground fish were
growing scarce, few would open their jaws for this fish wrapper.

During the 1970s, most local fishermen loudly blamed their
problems on the Russians. 'Those Russian boats took quite a
chunk out of the stocks," said Alley. 'They're quite up-to-date.
More than we are. They've got whole factories aboard to
process the fish. They can hold six months' worth of catch, and
never have to go ashore to refuel or unload the fish."
But with the exception of a few pogy-processing ships such as the Riga, anchored this summer in the northern reaches
of Casco Bay - Soviet ships have not fished close to shore since
1976, when the U.S. adopted a 200-mile territorial limit.
"Dragging" is another fishing practice that gillnetters claim
depletes groundfish. Whereas gillnetters set stationary nets,
draggers drag nets attached to cage-like frames along the ocean
floor.
"What happens," said Ted Creaser, groundfish specialist
with the Maine Department of Marine Resources in Boothbay
Harbor, "is that... once a bunch of fish are piled up against each
other in the back of the cage, they form a virtual living wall. It's
like a giant traffic pileup inside that cage. Nothing can get
through. There's no escaping."
What sets dragging apart from gillnetting is the indiscriminate way it kills fish. Scott Kraus, a researcher at the New
England Aquarium, explained that gillnets "have a much larger
net size, which allows juvenile fish to swim through. Because of
the smaller size of the mesh on the draggers' nets, thousands of
juvenile fish are caught, die, and are discarded." According to
Kraus, many Gulf of Maine draggers compound this problem
by dragging over spawning grounds, where juvenile fish are
more plentiful.
But gillnetters also have their critics.
"The main problem with gillnets," said Creaser, "is that they
uselessly destroy fish when the nets are left unattended for too
long. When they're left unhauled, they,fish forever."
Neglected gillnets are called "soaking" nets. These nets fill
with fish, which die before they are hauled and therefore cannot
be sold. Most either rot or are devoured by sea fleas. Because
soaking gillnets continue to fish indefinitely, the discarded haul
is sometimes huge.
"Most gillnetters are responsible people," said Julie
Hodgkins. "It's the few who aren't who give us a bad name."
According to Hodgkins, soaking nets are left by inexperienced
fishermen or by gillnetters who are forced to abandon them
because of storms or mechanical problems.
But the squabble between gillnetters and draggers isn't
what's killing the fish. The deadliest threat to gulf groundfish is
most likely the Simplest: there are simply too many fishermen.
When Congress passed the 200-mile limit in 1976, it also
created tax incentives designed to encourage investment in the
fishing industry. As a result, the number of boats working New
England fisheries nearly doubled, and the type of gear they
employ became more sophisticated, enabling them to catch
more fish.
"Too many days at sea, too many boats," is how NMFS
biologist Steve Murawski described the situation to Maine
Times. 'There is the chronic problem of way too much fishing
effort."
Proposals to drain this "effort" have flooded in from all
quarters. But most of them - measures such as increasing
gillnet mesh size (which would enable young fish to pass •
through), closing certain seasons or limiting entry into the
fishery - involve controversy, and have therefore been avoided
bytheNMFS.
A Boston-based environmental organization added to that
controversy earlier this summer, when it sued the NMFS over
its management practices. The suit, brought by the Conservation Law Foundation, asks the U.S. District Court in Boston to
set a deadline by which the NMFS must write and implement a
plan.
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Porpoise problem surfaces
But while Boston environmentalists have been floating legal
motions to protect the fish that feed Maine gillnetters, West
Coast environmentalists may have put local gillnetters on the
endangered species list.
The porpoise problem was spawned in 1973, when Congress
passed the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA).
'The MMPA was mainly intended to go after the driftnetters
and purse seiners in the Pacific," explained Captain Kendall
Morse, a retired NMFS enforcement officer living in
Scarborough.
"Drlftnets," continued Morse, "float just below the surface of
the water (unlike gillnets, which sit on the bottom), and it's near
the surface that dolphins tend to swim. The purse seiners are
the ones that go after the tuna. And, as everyone knows, the
bottlenose dolphin swims with the tuna."
When the MMPA came up for renewal in 1988, a group of
Seattle environmentalists seeking to strengthen the law brought
suit in federal court. They wanted to protect porpoises from the
driftnetters and purse seiners.
In response to the Seattle suit, Congress enacted the Marine
Mammal Exemption Program, which made it legal for fishermen to catch a marine mammal accidentally - but illegal not to
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report that kill. The exemption, which only lasts until October
1993, was intended to preserve the fisheries while utilizing the
fishermen in the data-gathering process.
But the well-intentioned compromise aCCidentally caught
Maine gillnetters - and may drown them within two years.
The exemption ranked all fisheries into three categories,
according to their take of marine mammals. Fisheries in which
boats are likel y to take one or more marine mammal every 20
days were classified as "Category I" fisheries. Gulf of Maine
gillnetters were placed in that category.
And for three years now, Maine gillnetters have been
watched men. They are required to register with NMFS, to carry
logbooks in which they must enter marine mammal catches,
and to take government-appointed observers with them on a
random basis. In 1990 there were 344 gillnetters registered in
the exemption program.
There are unquestionably some who aren't registered.
There are unquestionably few who are happy about it.
'The government doesn't have their priorities right," said
Celtic Pride skipper James McDonald, who is upset about being
compared to driftnetters and purse seiners.
'There's no friggin' way we're catching what they claim we
are," he said. "Catching a porpoise is an infrequent thing. I
myself have only seen one porpoise caught by our boat in the
last four months."
Douglas Beach, who runs the Gloucester-based Protected
Species Program, is the man responSible for keeping an eye on
men like McDonald. He agrees with McDonald that the NMFS
statistics are insufficient.
"Our hope is to have better figures by later this summer,"
said Beach, "and to be able to develop a proposal that will
establish a program which addresses the problem of incidental
porpoise-take in such a way that the porpoises will be protected, but the fishermen allowed to operate with a minimum of
interference."
That proposal, called a Legislative Environmental Impact
Statement (LEIS), must be presented to Congress by February of
1992.
"What we have to accomplish in this study," said Beach, "is
to establish the total number of porpoises that can be taken
without causing too serious a decline in the overall population."
Beach's job isn't easy. For one thing, it's highly unlikely that
the resistant gillnetters are accurately reporting the porpoises
they kill. For another, he has no way of knowing how many
mammals are killed by Canadian fishermen working the same
waters.
Beach readily agrees that Gulf of Maine gillnetters were not
the intended targets of the exemption program. But he is
undeterred. Neither his difficulties nor his sympathies will
protect local gillnetters from the Widely cast net of the MMPA.
"We have no choice," said Beach. ''We are under a clear
mandate to protect the harbor porpoise in whatever way we
can."

independent gillnetters keep casting their eyes and their nets
ever further to the east.
As they do, most fail to see the legislative storm clouds
gathering in the west.
Those drafting the LEIS would like to work out a plan
favorable to Maine fishermen. But Beach warned that the
prospects aren't promising for the gillnetters.
"Even if it turns out that figures show the incidental take to
be within the presently accepted limits (one porpoise per boat
per 20 days), that's still over 300 porpoises every 20 days," said
Beach. "And that's not even factoring in the Canadian take."
After the LEIS goes to Congress, he said, it will become a
political game - the fishermen vs. the environmentalists.
And the political reality is that the environmental team is
highly active, vocal. and well-financed. "They're keeping a keen
eye on the welfare of marine mammals, and believe me, they
have their ducks in a row," said Beach.
"But fishermen are a different story," said Morse. "They're
extremely difficult to get organized. Doing something by
committee goes against their nature. They don't look much
beyond the next day's haul. and they're used to solving their
own problems."
"These guys have known," said Beach, "about all of this
legislation. But I don't think they've ever really believed that
the law applied to them. They believed that it was only the
West Coast fishermen that the environmentalists were after, and
that the government hadn't even thought of the guys back here
in Maine."
This head-in-the-sandbar attitude was borne out time and
time again as local gillnetters refused to be interviewed for this
story. Said one skipper: "Things are quiet now. There's no need
to attract any attention."
When asked what he'd do if he woke up one morning next
year and found he could no longer go to haul, Captain
McDonald paused.
"I don't know," he said, scratching his head.
The Celtic Pride rocked back and forth gently.
"This is the only thing I really know how to do. I'd have to
go lobstering, I guess, but that industry'S overfished, too." He
said some boats might rig up for long lining, but the cost of rerigging would be beyond most fishermen's reach.
A scornful look crept across McDonald's face when the
possibility of government assistance was suggested.
"I doubt it," he replied. ''We're not much on relying on the
government. They don't take particularly good care of us
anyway. Most of us would rather shovel shit."
And with that, Captain McDonald returned his attention to
unloading fish.
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Cutting their own throats?
So while industry promoters and marine biologists argue
over the health of Gulf of Maine groundfish, Portland's fiercely
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The golden age of Portland radio
We, the people, own the airwaves. They, the private businesses, get
to borrow them. And in exchange for that privilege, those profit-seeking
businesses are supposed to serve the public interest.
You'd hardly know that from listening to commercial radio in
Greater Portland, as Eric Hannelius points out in this week's cover
story. Lust for cash has driven the radio business in these parts toward
pumping out prepackaged, satellite-fed, demographically correct audio
anesthesia. Not one commercial station makes the slightest pretense at
reflecting the rich diversity of cultures, political perspectives, musical
traditions or lifestyles that is the essence of life in the Casco Bay
bioregion.
But whether it's WLPZ's zero-rock, or WGAN's exclusion of anyone
to the left of Jasper Wyman from its talk format, or the puerile burblings
of the local boys on WBLM, or the narcoleptic elevator music of
WHOM, or the no-news-is-good-news, good-old-boy programming on
WPOR, you can't blame the station owners for running their companies
as if money were all that mattered.
The Federal Communications Commission under presidents Reagan
and Bush made it that way. Calling it "deregulation," the Reagan-Bush
FCC gave away the public's airwaves - our airwaves.
Gone is any pretense of a requirement that stations serve the public
by covering the community. Abolished is the right of the people to take
matters into their own hands by challenging a station's license renewal.
Vanished is the ban on "trafficking" in radio stations, so greedy speculators can now trade in broadcast properties as if they were junk bonds or
pork-belly futures. These changes sent commercial radio down the drain
in a swirl of consultants' reports and get-rich-quick schemes.

But radio in these parts has never been better. Into the vacuum left by
commercial radio have stepped the people themselves, via the Maine
Public Broa9casting Network and the University of Southern Maine's
WMPG.
MPBN can be stodgy and tiresome with its emphasis on well-worn
"fine arts" fare, but this is a station spending in excess of $300,000 a year
on local news programming while the rest
of radio has forgotten what local news is.
And anyone who has ever heard "Car
Talk" or "Weekend Edition" knows that not everything that arrives via
satellite has to sound as if it were produced by some machine orbiting
the Earth.
And USM deserves the unfettered gratitude of all Portlanders for its
decision several years ago to turn WMPG into a serious, alternative
radio station. Whether it's blues in the evening, gospel on Sunday
mornings, programming from and for the local refugee community,
women's music, interviews with local activists, a locally produced look
at world news, or even a show by and for kids, this community station is
proving that radio is far from dead or irrelevant.
WMPG's summer program guide actually invites the public to come
in and produce new programs. "Don't worry," says WMPG. "We train."
Those four words - Don't worry, we train - sum up why there is
"no need to fret over the demise of commercial radio. As long as MPBN
and WMPG continue to thrive, the notion of broadcasting as a public
service endures - and everything else on the air is just an annoyance
that will, if the present economy is any clue, go dark before too long.
(DMK)

How the MCLU killed the Maine Civil Rights Act
• By Ma rtha McCluskey

Colby College men who want to spend their
college years tearing off chicken heads, rolling
naked in beer, spanking and subjugating each other,
and haraSSing women will no longer be free to
institutionalize their construction of masculinity
through Lambda Chi Alpha - or any of several
exclusively male and typically misogynist and
homophobiC fraternities that once dominated the
school.
The Maine Supreme Judicial Court - the state's
highest - recently rejected the Maine Civil Liberties
Union's claim that Colby violated male students'
civil rights by punishing them for participating in
Lambda Chi, banned by Colby along with all other
fraternities in 1984. The court reached its result in
favor of Colby by sharply limiting the right to sue
private parties under the Maine Civil Rights Act. As
MCLU attorney Richard O'Meara correctly observed, the court's decision against the fraternity
basically repealed the statute, passed two years ago
to give people the right to protect their civil liberties
against violation by anyone - not just the government.
Is this a serious blow to civil rights? An occasion
for disdainful joking about adolescent excesses and
unfortunate chickens? A feminist civil rights
victory? An expression of prudish conservatism by
Maine's judiciary? The conflicts over this test case
show the confusion in the liberal approach to civil
rights.
Both the MCLU and the court in its decision
argued that tolerating the intolerant is fundamental
to basic American liberties. The court invoked the
principle of tolerance to protect Colby's choice to
ensure that its students can associate free from
fraternities. The MCLU insisted that the principle of

tolerance protects male Colby students' choice to
associate in fraternities.
O'Meara, who represented the frat on the
MCLU's behalf,
claimed the Colby
case is an example
of the wave of
intolerance sweeping the country as colleges enforce
"politically correct" views on their students. The
MCLU echoed the liberal refrain that tolerance for
one means tolerance for all. In their view, it doesn't
matter whether Lambda Chi's purpose is to organize
charity fund -raisers or to glorify male violence. By
protecting even our enemies, the story goes, we will
establish a neutral precedent that will protect each
of us.
But a glance at American history shows that
power more than precedent is what protects people.
And the powerful stay that way by hiding their
special privileges behind a pretense of neutral
rights. A prime example is these complaints of
"political correctness" from fraternities and other
defenders of traditional white male privilege. The
MCLU defends Lambda Chi' s decades of forcing its
views on the rest of the campus as a long tradition of
free expression. The MCLU denounces Colby's
recent attempt to restrict the fraternities' values from
its campus as intolerant coercion and intimidation.
The Colby case says out loud what popular
opinion and legal scholarship have long whispered:
the strict civil libertarian position often just doesn't
make sense. If the Maine Civil Rights Act requires
Colby to sacrifice its associational values to tolerate
those it wants to exclude (fraternities), then so will
fraternities have to sacrifice their associational values
to tolerate those they want to exclude (women).
Would the MCLU also have brought a suit on behalf
of fraternities who claim (as a Middlebury College

citizen

frat is now doing) that as a private group it wants a
free association right to exclude whomever it wants,
namely women?
Rights tend to conflict, making neutral tolerance
of all impossible. Those with the power to make
decisions between competing rights usually find
that they can best tolerate the rights of those most
like themselves. Civil rights will be served better by
subjecting these choices to open debate than by
hiding them in a pretense of neutrality.
The MCLU chose the male fraternity members'
rights to free association over the rights of the
students, particularly women, who had chosen to go
to a college free from fraternities. Not surprisingly,
the court chose the Colby administration's rights
over Lambda Chi's.
For the MCLU, the danger that Lambda Chi
would not be able to continue its tradition of
expressive activity outweighed the danger that such
a difficult test case would destroy the law's new
remedy for oppressed groups. For the court, the
danger that an elite private college would not be free
to set its own standards for expression outweighed
the danger that the justices' restrictive interpretation
of the statute would destroy the law's purpose of
protecting victims of private hate groups.
So a law designed by progressive activists to fight
hate-group violence has been used to defend a
group with a history of hate violence - with the
result that the law can no longer be used against
private hate groups. The short history of the Maine
Civil Rights act is an example of how using good
legal principles on behalf of bad causes in the name
of neutrality tends to end up simply destrOying the
principle.
Martha McCluskey is a Colby College graduate, an attorney,
and a fair-weather friend of the court.
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letters
seeing bicyclists ride through
the red lights and stop signs
they are as obligated to obey
as any car driver. I do not like
walking on Congress Street
and being startled by bicyclists trying to thread the
needle between pedestrians.
And I am very sick of seeing
these idiots riding without
helmets. Helmets are like seat
belts in my mind, a goodsense, preventative measure
providing protection from a
variety of hazards.
Someone may write in and
claim these riders are only a
small percentage of the total.
Fine, maybe they are. But the
same case can be made for
drivers. And as I drive
through Portland, I will
continue to stop for pedestrians in crosswalks, and I
won't flip the bird to any
bicyclist obeying the rules of
the road who may slow me
down for a few seconds. But
as long as there is a large
segment of bicyclists who
refuse to accept the responsibilities of sharing or even
owning the road, I'll refuse to
accept any assertion that car
drivers are the sole and
intrinsic cause of unsafe
streets.

Bailing out of the
bailout
Thank you for taking issue
with Beet Bank and what
they represent (CBW 6.27.91).
We all need to do that. But
most of us haven't gotten off
our duffs long enough to
allow our brains to function.
We all know that banks
created much of our current
economic distress by their
unconscionable greed. We
should know, also, that the
specific bankers who did it
are still running the operations and that their thinking
continues on its telescopic
course of self-interest. These
may be the "seasoned
bankers" H. Donald
DeMatteis predicts will "pass
their gains onto consumers."
I'm more inclined to agree
with the attorney general
who concludes that if they
didn't do it in the past and
they aren't doing it now, it's
unlikely they'll do it in the
future.
If the bank bailout was a
mechanism to rekindle the
economy, it's a failure. The
banks aren't sharing their
dollars with the small
business segment that
represents 80 percent of our
economic strength and 100
percent of our hope. The pool
of available capital is limited.
And the large-scale investment in bailing out the
bankers can be made only by
using money that could more
fruitfully be invested elsewhere. If, as George Bateson
contended, capital is the
"stored fleXibility" for any
structural transformation, we
greatly narrow our industrial,
agricultural, commercial and
residential options by
investing so heavily in our
banks. To the extent that
capi tal is spent on anything
else, employment will rise.
Perhaps we need to look
again at the bailout to see if it
helps anyone other than
bankers and bureaucrats.

9~71ut'e ~"i>
J. Thomas Crump
Portland

Hold the polemics
Generally speaking, I like
your paper, but my esteem
for your insight and credibility plummeted after I read
the editorial blasting Governor McKernan for his attempt
to achieve workers' compensation reform (CBW7.19.91).
What you fail to perceive
is that this controversy does
not pit the interests of injured
workers against business. It is
in the interests of all citizens
of Maine to have the system
reformed, except those who
currently make huge profits
off the administration of the
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Simonne and Robert McCarthy enjoy
pizza at the Deering Oaks Family
Festival on July 25.

system. That's the problem;
that too many dollars spent
on the system go into the
hands of lawyers who
represent workers. The fees
charged by these attorneys
are not governed by the
marketplace but are awarded
by the Workers' Compensation Commission, which
routinely awards fees of up to
$125 per hour and higher.
These fees are charged to the
employer's workers' compensation insurer. Under this
regime, the incentive is to
over-litigate all cases. The
more paperwork an attorney
generates, the more money
goes into his pocket. Thus,
litigation costs associated
with even minor injuries
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often range into thousands
and thousand of dollars.
This is the central problem
with the system, and although I consider myself a
Democrat, I greatly admire
the governor for standing up
to these interests, which
finance very powerful
lobbies. I think a more
enlightened press would be
less polemic on this issue.

{L/(J)0CO) Dc4~
Martica S. Douglas
Portland

Road responsibility
Why is it that so much of
the pertinent and provocative
content printed in Casco Blly
Weekly is shrouded in layers
of self-righteousness and
sanctimony? A reader may
even come to believe that the
contributors and editors of
the paper have found the
world's supply of wisdom

• By Tonee Hllrbert

because of the way in which
they attack anyone or thing
that may not be a part of their
plans to save us from ourselves.
An example of this is the
column by Paul Karr (CBW
7.18.91) bemoaning the
woeful provisions made for
non-motorized vehicles on
Portland streets. The piece
was well founded and
supported, but before Mr.
Karr anoints the mantle of
innocence on local bicyclists,
and the burden of evil on
local drivers, a few objections
are in order.
As one who has walked to
work in all kinds of weather,
and been frustrated by the
abysmal state of mass
transportation before becoming a car owner, I can appreciate any attempts to end our
self-imposed reliance on cars.
But there are responsibilities
not being met by an aggravating number of local
bicyclists.
I am sick of being forced to
the center of a roadway by a
bicyclist going against the
flow of traffic. They belong in
the flow of traffic, not
bucking it. I am fed up with
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Ban the blowfish
I moved to Maine about a
year ago from California from Sacramento, to be
precise. What lured me here?
Love, work and the prospect
of better editorial writing.
Most people in California,
you see, do not know how to
write well. Blame it on the
sun, the smog or the ed ucational system; the sad fact is
that nearly all California
writers revel in twisted
syntax, ridiculous metaphors
and loop-the-loop logic.
So, I open my Casco Bay
Weekly of July 18 and what do
I see? An article by Todd
Walton, the blowfish of
Sacramento! An article awash
in all of the sins mentioned
above, plus a few more too
distressing to dissect here.
Don't you know that the
only thing drawing many
people to Portland these days
is their attempt to get as far
away as pOSSible from writers
like Walton? Please, please
refrain from running such
daffy articles in the future.
Or, if you're committed to
featuring bad writing
regularly in your pages, at
least choose an author from
Maine.

e.p~
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• Eros + Thanatos: Cycles of
decay and regeneration are
investigated in the films of
Bradley Eros and Jeanne Liotta,
who will be visiting Portland
from New York tonight at 9 at
the Wherehouse, 29 Forest Ave.
Caspar Stracke, a young
German filmmaker currently
living in New York, will also
show his film "Kopf. Motor.
Kopf," an exploration of the
theater of cruelty. Admission is
$5. For more info, call 874-9770.
• Play is a play is a play is a
play. Through the Paris salon
of Gertrude Stein and Alice B.
Toklas passed the luminous
talents of an era: Picasso,
Braque, Matisse, Hemingway,
Fitzgerald. Tonight at 8, you
can visit the salon with Doing
Strange Things in the Name of
Art, a Greenwich Vi11age co-op
for performing artists. They'll
present "Gertrude Stein and a
Companion," an illuminating
portrait of both Stein's celebrated career as a writer and
her enduring relationship with
Alice B. Toklas, in the storefront of the former Bookland at
Maine Savings Plaza on Brown
&: Congress streets. Eight other
performances will also be
given. Tickets are $15 and

• All-Mozart MusicFest:
Tonight at 8, Bowdoin Summer
Music Festival will close its
season with an all-Mozart
concert featuring pianist Peter
Basquin (of the Aeolian
Chamber Players) performing
the Piano Concerto No. 20 in 0
minor with the Mozart Festival
Orchestra. Also included in the
program: the Quartet in 0
Major for flute and strings
performed by flutist Linda
Chesis, violinist Michi Sugiura,
violist Seung Young Choi &:
cellist John Whitfield; and the
Quartet in E-flat Major for
piano and strings with violinist
Almita Vamos, violist Roland
Vamos, cellist Andre
Emelianoff &: pianist Basquin.
A reception with the artists will
be held after the concert in First
Parish Church, at the comer of
Maine Street &: Bath Road in
Brunswick. Tickets are $12. For
further notes, call 725-3895 .

• Lifestyles of the furred &:
feathered: Wolfe's Neck Woods
State Park in Freeport offers a
walk through the woods today
beginning at 2 p.m. on "Animal
Habitats and Homes." Pat
Bailey, interpretive specialist
for the Bureau of Parks &:
Recreation, will lead the hourlong search for signs of animal
activity. The tour is wheelchair
.accessible (the park has a well-

See this woman shake her
bootee Friday, August 9.

groomed wheelchair path) and
is free with park admission:
$1.50 for those 12-64, 50 cents
for 5-11, and free for those
under four and over 65. Call
865-4465 for further details.
• Furiously fast finger-picker:
Tonight at 8:30, you can and
should hear Leo Kottke, master
of the 12-string guitar, as he
performs at the Leavitt Theater
on Route 1 in Ogunquit. Heard
frequently on public radio's
"Prairie Home Companion,"
Kottke's acoustic music is hard
to describe: sorta like jazz,
sorta like new age ... but really
his best stuff is the kind of
music you listen to with your
feet. Tickets are $15. Call 6463123 for details.

• A local celebration for global
peace: Portland's third
Hiroshima Day Family Peace
Fair, celebrating local and
i(lternational peace awareness,
win be held tonight in Deering
Oaks Park beginning at 5.
Organized and hosted by
Maine PhysiciansJor Social
ResponSibility, Maine Veterans
for Peace and the Maine Peace
Campaign, the fair will feature
entertainment by the folk duo
Salem Street, singer I
songwriter Steve Gerlach,
poet / storyteller Martin
Steingesser and the jazz quintet
Bop Haus Music, among
others. It will also feature
Japanese lantern building and
will culminate with a lantern
floating ceremony as a gesture
to world peace. For more
details, call 772-6710.

• Boys' Town it ain't: Go see
"Boys N the Hood," John
Singleton'S riveting portrayal
of kids trying to survive a
drug-infested, arive-byshooting neighborhood in
south-central Los Angeles.
More than the story of Tre
Styles, an upright kid trying to
make it out of the ghetto,

Saturday\ August 10, .pm
Porrlond Performing Arls
Cenler . 2SA Forest Ave.

Tix $15 - Call 774·0465

THURS-SUN

9-1

or Arnodeus & GolielY Music
s,()/,,,,,,4,,, Wit/G%..

OPEN THURSDAY
UNTIL 7 PM
555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND. 761-3930

• Nantucket narratives: Mary
Peverada, director of Portland
Library's Children's Program,
will tell tales nautical and
otherwise for kids 7-12 today at
10:30 a.m. on the deck of the
Lightship Nantucket (or in the
ship's wardroom, if weather
dictates). The storytelling
session is free. Lightship #12
Nantucket is berthed at Maine
Wharf on Commercial Street in
Portland, adjacent to the Casco
Bay Ferry Terminal. The
lightship is open for regular
tours between 10 a.m. and 4
p.m., Wednesday through
Sunday in the summer.
Admission for adults is $3,
$1.50 for seniors &: kids under
12, and families are charged a
max of $7. For more info, call
775-1181.
• Overcoming homophobia:
Tonight from 7:30-9, The
Matlovich Society presents Dr.
Jo Ellen Yale, psychotherapist,
UNH faculty member and
poet, who will speak on
overcoming homophobia.
Yale's field of expertise is
homophobia, for which she has
done corporate and government workshops all over the
country. The Matlovich society
is an educational and cultural
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I ONLY 2·1/2 MILES TO L.L. BEAN

:

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
BOOKSTORE

Enjoy
Iced Cappucifll)
this week $1.50

• Twenty-seven minutes in the
country: Portland Museum of
Art is offering a series of lunchhour videos focusing on artists
in current exhibitions. "A Day
in the Country," the companion piece to "Impressionism
and Post-Impressionism: The
Collector's Passion," will be
shown today at 12:30 p.m. This
27-minute video with music by
Debussy and commentary on
the Impressionist movement
will introduce you to 40
important landscape paintings
by artists such as Monet, van
Gogh &: Renoir. Bring your
lunch or buy it at the Museum
Cafe. Call 775-6148 for details.

Cheap thrill: Ride the busl
Most Portlanders - especially those who have come here
from away - are familiar with the concept of "bus." In New
York City in the summertime, they roll down Fifth Avenue
giving irritable urbanites a cool view of Central Park and wistful
thoughts of places like Portland, Maine. In San Francisco,
trolleys roll down Knob Hill giving passengers Bay Bridge views
and a pleasurable armlength ache from hanging off the cable
car corner by a couple of fingernails. But in Portland, the bus is
too often viewed as the pathetic artifact of a public transportation system Idling into obsolescence.
Board one on Congress Street, however, and you may be
surprised to see how many Portlanders use the system dally to grocery shop, get to work, attend classes, visIt the doctor.
For 80 cents (40 for those over 6S and the handicapped, free
for kIds under S) you can take In the edlflclal elegance of
Congress Street, get to know neighbors of all ages and social
persuasions, or just relax Into the lulling, mindless rhythm In
the belly of a big beast lumbering homebound through
fam11lar streets. Other bus benefits: Cars are expensive, our aIr
Is dally more soiled from auto excreta, and someone else will
do the drivIng for you.
Someone at METRO, In fact. Now you can check out thIs
alternative mode of transportatIon with "lunch Hop," a free
ride from Congress Square to Exchange Street by City Hall, or
any two points between. It's a short trIp, but you can thInk of It
as an hors d'oeuvre, whettIng your appetite for longer excursions. The offer Is ongoIng, seven days a week, from 11 a.m. to
2 p.m.
And whlle you're cruisIng up and down Congress Street,
you'll have time to remember why you live In this place: It's
dean and green, wild and wIde-open. RidIng METRO will help
keep It that way. No fuss, no muss: hop on the bus.

Stonecoast
Writers' Conference

VOTED #1 DANCE CLUB

• Kotzschmar konzert: John
Weaver, organist of NYC's
Madison Avenue Presbyterian
Church will play the music of
Bach, Franck, Barber &: others
on the Kotzschmar organ
tonight at 7:30 in Portland City
Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St.
Free with donations requested
at door. Pipe up if you want
more details: 767-3297.

CHEAP THRILL

WELCOME

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE

775-8187

"Boys" is a walking tour of a
culture impoverished of selfworth, family values, and the
value of life itself. See it and
marvel that Portland, Me. and
south-central Los Angeles are
part of the same country. At
Hoyt's Clark's Pond, 333
Clark's Rd., S. Portland. Call
ahead for show times and
prices': 879-1511.

-.;: 'I'

Beginning and Advanced
monthly classes fO( adults
& Children

Classes begin August S.
Call for info.

.

The snapdragons are in bloolll.
Relax in the shade of the
pema-wing canopy, share a split
of wine or a home-baked pastry
with a friend. Enjoy brealcfast,
lunch, dinner or Sunday brunch
on our garden patio - Portland's
oasis of civilization.

THE

132
772,4334

132 Washington Ave.,Ptld

WI:QT

CJrOE
Q[bThUQ,IHT

58 Pine Street

773·8223

Jj

• World's largest Sand Painting
• Gift Shop • Store

Off U.S. Route 1 and 95
• Desert Rd .• Dept. CB •

Freeport 04032
Open May 10th
to October 14th
Tel. (207) 865-6962
WITH THIS PD. $1 OFF

ADULT ADMISSION
UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON

ALSO, CAMPING AVAILABLE

Join the
peace crane
Sunday,
August 4.

• Dance till the stars come
down from the rafters: Bates
Dance Festival presents Part I
of its faculty gala tonight,
featuring the acclaimed
modern dance ensemble Bebe
Miller &: Company, Jawole
Willa Jo Zollar, artistic director
of the Urban Bush Women,
noted ballet artist Rachel List,
and others. A discussion will
follow the performances.
Tickets are $12 and $7; call 7866161 for reservations.

tent
(bring
your tent); one pancake
breakfast; one sweat lodge
steam sauna; and swimming
(bring a suit if you like). The
cost for a single is $35, $50 for a
double, $95 for a triple. Earth
enthusiast, woodman, singer /
songwriter &: dancer Krolick
will share with you the
wisdom, wonder &: beauty of
southwestern Maine's White
Mountain foothills. Excursions
will also be offered Sept. 7 &:
Oct. 5. Send a deposit of $8 per
person (refundable or transferable to another date) with first
and second choice weekends to
Krolick at RFD 2, Box 365,
Limerick 04048. For further
info, call 625-8189.
• Seminal bebop saxman
Frank Morgan, possibly the
world's greatest living sax
player, will perform tonight at
8 with pianist George Cables.
Hailed in the '50s as Charlie
Parker's heir apparent,
Morgan's career was cut short
by his descent into heroin
addiction, arrests and 3O-year
imprisonment in San Quentin
Penitentiary. Forgotten by
many, Morgan emerged from
prison in 1985 and has since
recorded eight albums, all
critically acclaimed, all
displaying a musical sensibility
encompassing far more than
the bebop for which he is
famous. Hear this man caress a
melody and you will also hear
Johnny Hodges, Sidney Bechet,
Benny Carter, Coleman
Hawkins &: Lester Young. Hear
him and you may well swoon.
Do it tonight at Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A
Forest Ave. Call 774-0465 for
tickets and more info.
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• Back country bike excursion:
Trail guide and host Clifford
Krolick will lead you on a
mud-in-your-eye miniweekend, starting at noon
today and ending around 2
p.m. tomorrow. The weekend
includes two bike treks, each 34 hours long; one overnight

This man Is a sax
machine. Meet him
Saturday, August 10.
The Original

Pousette..Dart

Come to Freeport,
and Visit...

I
Desert
I· : --: of Maine
I . Maine's Famous
I Natural Phenomenon
I Giant Sand Dunes • Narrated
I Coach Tours· Natura Trails
I • Sand Mist ·1783 Bam

organization of gays and
lesbians committed to sharing
their history as well as providing person-affirming presentations and discussions in a
supportive social environment.
The society meets on the
second and fourth Thursdays
of the month on the second
floor of the People's Building,
155 Brackett St., Portland. For
more info, call 773-4444.

'rA77 : ~~~: !~~
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great music
• Thursday, August 1:
C..ll Cor info.
• Fri. & Sal., August 2 & 3:
Crom NYC mast.er guitarist
Sieve Blum and his Trio.
• Wednesday, Augusl 7:
Jim Lyden Trio - Dinner
Jau fealuring Larry
Garland on piano

• Thur.day, August 8:
K. Barry Saunden
Quintet Ceaturing
Alan Neve..
re.ervationl welcome
cloaed sundays & mondllY.
20 danforth al •• 772-8114

Band
....
Thursday, August 8
9:30 pm
Opening Band:

Robin Lane

....

Tix: $12 at Port Gardens
Pub and Rendezvous
Records in Kennebunk.

'We

port gardens
inn & restaurants
Ocean Ave. Kennebunkport
967·3358
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New &
Used
lCD's,
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1986 Mercedes Benz 420 SEL

Entertainment

with Mer~ Benz 2 year
unlimited mileage warranty

PERFORMANCE MOTORS
MERCEDES·BENZ
183 U.S. ROUTE I, FALMOUTH, MAINE 04105
TEL (207) 781·3207

• OmtinlUd from 1O-d4y CALENDAR

SILVER
SCREEN

101 DIIlmlltlanli Dogs, dogs and more

10%
STARS
***
***
****
2 $9
Atmosphere

Y. Service

Food

and

LOBSTERS

99

FOR

THE ROMA
casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining

dogs. Disney at its spotted best
Another You Richard Pryor and Gene
Wilder team up togetheragainas acouple
of con men who can't slop themselves
from lying.
Bllckdnlf'l Two fire-fighting brothers in
Chicago come to 1enns with the memory
of their late fireman father, their resentment Iowardeach other and each other's
different approach to the profession duro
Ing on ongoing arson investigation.
DeNiro is a fire·fighting investigator, and
Suthertand plays the arsonist. With Robert DeNiro and Donald Sutherland.
Beijing Watermelon A greengrocer In
Tokyo overcomes his prejudice of tFoe
Chinese by helping Chinese students
setlle In Japan. Hlsunselfishworkcauses
problems for his business and his relations with his family. Subtilled.
Bill & Ted'. Bogua Joumey More adventures (as if we needed them) in the
life and times of Bill & Ted. Starring Alex
Winter and Keanu Reeves.
Borz N the Hood South Central Los
Angeles' mean streets is the backdrop
for this story about inner city kidslrying 10
grow up unscathed in an environment
riddled with gangs and drugs.
Citizen Kane Orson Wells' 1941 classic
based loosely on the life and times of
William Randolph Hearst. With Wells
and Joseph Collen.

Hot 8hot. Charlie Sheen and Lloyd
Bridges star n this spoof about the Top
Gun pilots of our armed services.
Iron & 811k StCIIY of a 1~year.Qd American boy so taken by his first martiaJ arts
movie that he learns to speak Chinese
by washing dishes In a Chinatown res1eUrant and goes on to major In Chinese
IlteralUre In college. Eventually he travels 10 mainland Chlnatoteach Englishat
a small college and to find the true source
of Chinese culture and philosophy.
Jungle F _ Spike Lee's new film about
Interracial love. Says Lee, "We wanted
the two neighborhoods - that black!
Italian thing."
Kindergarten
Cop
Arnold
Schwarzenegger goes undercover
a
kindergarten cop in this thrtller about a
cop trying 10 catch a thief.
La Femme Nlklta French thriller In which
a woman becomes a secret agentfor her
country to escape a death sentence lor
killing a policeman. Then she falls in love
and begins to question the morality of
her line of worl\.
We Stlnu Mel Brooks blazes his way
into our hearts agaln, this time as a real
estate millionaire whose fortune goes
down the draln. Nice slice of life for local
developers to see and ponder.
Mob.tera Christian Slater and some bratpack hangers-on star In this 1930s period piece about gangsters in Chicago.
Naked Gun 2 1/2 Lt. Frank Drebin investigates an expiosion at a Washington,
D.C.energy plant and the case relnvolves
himwith hlsoldgirtfrtend. S1aning Priscilla
Presley, Leslie Nielsen, George Kennedy
and O.J. Simpson.
PoInt Breek PatrickSwazyeplaysasurfer
who likes 10 rob banks when he's not on
his board. Gary Busey and Keanu
Reeves play FBI agents who go under·
cover in shorts and tans to catch the
surfboarding bank robbers. Now here's
a story.

as

769 Congress Street, Intown Portland 773·9873
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion)
M-F 11:30 am·9 pm· Sat 5-9:30 pm. Sun 5-8 pm

r

Lobsters,

BUl??elS,
Salads,
Ice Cream,

~&~ ~

•

Jeffe

•
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UKFSJDE

COOLFOODONACOOLDECK
Route 114 on Sebago Lake, 787-3009
20 minutes from Gorham

men - BUy Crystal, Bruno Kirby
and Daniel Stern- atlemptlo recaplUre
their lost youth by going on a modernday callie drive.
Cyrano de Bergerac Based on Edmund
DeRosland's epic of unrequited love,
this film - the most expensive ever
produced In France - stars Gerard
Depardeu. English subtitles were translated in verse by author Anthony ~r
gess (Clockwork Orange, et al).
DMces WIth Wolvee Kevin Costner's
epic revives the Western from a Native
American perspective. Beautifully filmed,
wnh a stirring narrative, even if the issues are somewhat oversin..,tifled.
Doc Hollywood Michael J. Fox stars as a
plastic surgeon on his way to Hollywood
who gets sidetracked In South Carolina
and falls In love.

ruthless
lawyer with a
marriage who is forced 10 reprioritlze his
life alter suffertng armesia in a near-fatal
accident Also stars Annette Bening.
Rocketeer Based on the popular comic
book series, BIll Campbell assumes the
HUe alias in this action tale about a daredevil pilot who, donning a streamlined
helmet 10 hide his identity and strapping
a rocket pack to his back, becomes an
ally 10 G-men in their batlle against Nazi
agents. StCIIY is set in 1938.
Rebln Hood Kevin Costner plays the legendary hero of Sherwood Forest In this
sweeping epic filmed in England. Among
the ensemble are Christian Slater, Morgan Freeman and Mary Elizabeth
Mastrantonlo.
AMencrMtz Mel Gulldenatem _
Dead Hamlet's comrades S1ep in and
putol character In this adaptation olTom
Stoppard's play.

WHAT'S
WHERE
General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland
774-1022

Da/88 effective Aug 2-Aug 8
101 Dalmatian. (G)
1 :15,3:10,5:10,7

Backdraft (R)

9
Hot Shob (PG-13)
12:30, 2:40, 5, 7:30, 9:50
Naked Gun 2 1/2 (PG-13)
12:40, 2:50,5:20, 7:20, 9:25
Regarding Henry (PG-13)
12:30,2:55,5:20,7:45,10:10
Rocket_(PG)
12:15,2:35
Dutch (PG-13)
4:50, 7:10,9:35
Robin Hood (PG-13)
1,4,7,9:55
Moht. . (R)
12:50,3:15,5:30,7:45,10

Hoyts Clark'8 Pond
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland
879-1511

Dates effective Aug 2-Aug 8
Shows 1-4 SUn-Thurs;
shows 1-5 Fri & Sat
Another You (R)
12:40
Doc Hollywood (PG-13)
1 :30, 4:20, 7:30, 10: 10, 12:20
Point Break (R)
12:50,3:50,7,9:40,12:10
Bill & Ted'. Bogus
Joumey (PG)
1 :20,4:10,7:20,9:50,12:05
Terminator 2 (R)
12:30,3:30,6:40,9:30,12:15
VI Warshawskl (R)
1 :40, 4:30, 7:40, 10:20, 12:25
City 811ckers (PG-t3)
1 :10,4,6:50,9:20, 11:50
Boyz N The Hood (R)
1,3:20,6:30,9, 11:30
Thelma & Loul. . (R)
3:40,7:10, 10

The Movies
10 Exchange St., Portland
772-9600
BeIjing Wattll'llMtlon (NR)
July 31-Aug 4
Wed-Fri 7, 9:30
Sat-Sun 1, 7
Ro....crantz & Gulldenatern
AreDMd(NR)
Aug ~Aug7
Sat-Sun 3:30, 9:30
Men-Tues 7, 9:15
Wed 7
Cyrano de Bergerac (PG)
Aug 7-Aug 13
Wed 9:15
Thurs-Mon 7, 9:30
Tues 7
Sat-Sun Mat 1, 3:30

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle sts, Portland
772-9751

~ummer

Da/88 effective Aug 2-Aug 8

Rose

c?>pecial

12

Q~ for

$15
&pecial1y Wrapped
10 • 14 inch

I'O!le6

Same Day
Dellveryl

HARMON'S

S

584 Congresa Street

117 Brown Street

Portland

Wcatbrook

774,5946 Free parking aJ bolh 100000Wns, 854,2518
All major credit cards

orders.

Dutch Comedy about a man who goes 10
pick up his girtfriends son at boarding
school to bring him back for Thanksgiving. Stars Ed O'Neil of TV's "Married
With Children."

, more eXillOllive
sequel to the 1984 hit. Arnold
Schwarzenegger stars as a kindhear1ed
cyborg from the luture who does battle
this time wilh another, not-so-kindhearted
Terminalor.
Thelma & Lou ... Two women leave their
crummy menfolk at home 10 head out on
the road. They encounter crummy men
everywhere they go. Thank God there
are no cuhural stereotypes in cinema
anymore. With Geena Davis and Susan
Sarandon.
Truly, Madly, Deeply A cello player who
dies comes back as a ghost to live with
his wife, who tires of him and kicks him
out 01 the house. Stars Alan Rickman
and Juliet Stevenson. Directed by Anthony Minghella.
VI Warallawakl Kathleen Tumer plays a
private eye who carries a large gun and
an even larger ego.

CItizen Kane (NR)
1 :10,6:40,9:25
Jungle Fe.,.r (R)
1 :20,6:50,9:30
Truly, Mtldly, Deeply (NR)
1 :30,7,9:10
life Stlnu (PG-13)
1 :40,7:10, 9:2O
Iron & Silk (NR)
1 :50,7:20
Cyrano de Bergerac (PG)
9:15

La Femme NIkIta (R)
2,7,

9:3O

Pride's Comer Drive-In
Route 302, Westbrook
797-3154

Open nightly through Labor Day

0 . _ WIth WOIvN (PG-13)
8:15
Kindergarten Cop (PG·13)
11 :15

STAGE
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"PrIvate L1v. . " Vintage Repertory Company presents Noel Coward's witty, sophisticated comedy about the English
leisure class, set in the 19305. August 6,
7,20,21. Performances held at8 pm, at
Jordan Hall, Tel'1llle Ave, Ocean Park,
Old Orchard Beach. Tlcketsare$9 aduhs.
$6 seniors and children. For more info,
call 828-4654.
Rus.lan Puppet Theater This summer,
Schoolhouse Arts Center at Sebago Lake
presents Valeria Konstantinovna's cultural program telling about theater in the
Soviet Union and performing with puppets made by the children there. Audi·
ence participation is also included in the
fun, and after a lesson on how to work
the puppets, volunteers will stage their
own puppet play. The show runs Tues &
Wed eves Aug 6, & 7at7:30pm. Admission is $4. For more info, call 642-3743.
Solo Dance Artl.t Margie GUlls, hailed
by The New Vorl< Times for her "angst,
ecstasy and earthiness," performs diverse selections from her repertoire. Dis·
cussion and reception to follow. August
1 &2at8pm,in Bates College's Schaeffer
Theatre, Lewiston. Admission: $121$7.
Advance reservations: 786-6161.
"Two Artl.t. with Maine Connection.:
Georgia O'Keefe and Loul.e
Nevet.on," will be portrayed in a onewoman show by actress Helena Hale at
the Kennebunkport Community House
Aug 8 at 7:30 pm, in connection with the
weeklong Celebration of the Arts- Cap·
turing the Spirit In her theatrical presen·
tation, Hale will show the character of
each artist as well as her work. Tickets
are available at the door lor $7 orthrough
River Tree Arts at 985·4343.

of God" John Pielmeier's provocative drama tells the story of a novice
nun who has delivered a child that has
mysteriously died. The only person aware
of how this may have happened is her
Mother Superior, and the only person
capable of finding out the truth is a psy·
chiatrist with her own serious doubts
about religion. Presented by The The·
ater Project (School Street, BrunSWiCk),
Aug 1, 2 & 3 at 8 pm. Call the theater at
729-8584 for more info.
"Anything Goe." Community Little Theatre of Auburn celebrates Cole Porter's
100th birthday wilh a presentation of his
high seas musical adventure. Aug 9, 10,
• 15,16& 17 at8 pm. There will also bea
senior citizen/student dress rehearsal
Aug 8 at 7:30 pm at the Performing Arts
Center, Great Falls School, Auburn.
Admission is $9. For reservations, call
795-5853.
"Big River" Mark Twain's great classical
novel "The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn" comes to the Maine State Music
Theatre stage as "Big River," running
July 23-Aug 10. Evening performances
are nightly at8, except SUnday & Monday. Matinees are at 2 p.m. Wed, Fri &
Sun the first week; Tues, Thurs & Sat the
second and third weeks. Pickard Theatre, Memorial Hall, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Admission:$10·$21. For reservations, call 725-8769.
"CarouHI" The Freeport Community
Players will perform Rogers &
Hammerstein's musical Aug 9, 10, 16 &
17, starting at 7:30 pm. Set in a fIShing
village on the coast 01 Maine early this
century, "Carousel" is the tale of star·
crossed romance occasioned by a trav· CItyTheater Associate. will hold dosed
aUditions for their first production of the
eling circus that makes a summer stop at
1991-92 season, "The litHe Shop of
the small village. Tickets are $8, $6 for
Horrors: Aug 25 & 26 at 7 pm. Come
students & seniors. At Freeport High
prepared to sing (song of your choice; a
School. For info, call 865·6041.
pianist will be available): walk across
"C Inderel Is" Windham Center Stage Thestage without tripping (unless that's reatre presents Richard Rogers' and Os·
quested): and read Irom a script that will
car Hammerstein's mOsical version of
be given to you. For more info, call Judith
the universal fairy tale. Performances
Peeler, manager, at 282-0849.
are Aug 1,2,4,9& to at? pm: and Aug
3& 11 at2pm. Reserve tickets by calling
Doug Prichardat774·7926 or Marrianne
Libby at 892·3315.
Comedy at the Cave Every Thursday at
8 pm, comedians Tirn Ferrell. Joanne
Chessie & Kevin Shone marvel the
masses at the Cave (295 Forest Ave) .
Their no· holds-barred, two-hour comedy slug fest will jab, jolt and jostle your
humor membranes. Ferrell, Chessie &
Shone serve up a different show every
Thursday, with a diverse mix of audience·suggested improvisations, new
sketches and monologues. Serious fun
for only $3. For more inlo, caJ1871Hl070.
"Gertrude Stein & A Companion" The
luminaries of an entire era passed
through the Paris salon ofGertrudeStein
and Alice B. Toklas. Doing Strange
Things in the Name of Art, a NYC artists'
co-op, presents a rich portrait of Stein's

AUDITION

writing career as well as her enduring
relationship with TokJas. Aug. 1,2,3,8:
9,10& 15, 16, 17 in the storefront 01 the
former Bookland at Maine Savings Plaza
on Brown & Congress streets. Curtain is
at8 pm. Advancetix are $t5 and available at Bookland downtown. Reserva·
tions are recommended; call 883-0507.
"Killing Mr. Wlthera" Comedy thriller
set in Death Valley at The Last Chance
Pump & Grille . Though you'll be captive
in a seedy diner, you will be served a
sumptuous four-course dinner by a
rogue's gallery 01 the shadiest persua·
sion. Mystery Cafe, Portland's only din·
ner theater, offers a choice of chicken
marsala, vegetarian lasagna, sirloin steak
orgrilled swordfish with a smoked salmon
and pesto cream sauce. Shows every
Friday and Saturday at 8 pm, in The
Baker's Table banquet room, 434 Fore
St in the Old Port. Call 69~3063 or 1·
8()().834·3063 for reservations and more
info.
Tony Montanaro and Ka ... n Hurll Cel·
ebralion Barn Theater will present an
evening of mime, improvisation, dance
and storytelling Aug 3 at8 pm. Tony and
Karen combine their individual strengths
as master mime and acclaimed ballet
dancer to produce a performance of skill,
humor & imagination. Montanaro is a
student of Marcel Marceau & Etienne
Decroux. Hurll hasstudiedwiththeJoffrey
Ballet and has danced with the the
Darmstadt Opera Ballet ofW. Germany.
The theater is located on Stockfarm
Road, just off Route 117 North in South
Paris. Tickets are $5 for adults, $2.50 for
kids 12 and under. Call 743·8452 for
reservations.
"The PrIvate Ear" and "The Public
Eye" Vintage Repertory Company presents two one-act comedies by Peter
Shaffer, author of "Amadeus.' August
13, 14,27 and 28. Performances held at
8pmin Jordan Hall, Temple Ave, Ocean
Park. Old Orchard Beach. Tickets: $9
adults, $6 seniors and children. Formore
info, call 828·4654.

CON
CERTS
THURSD

IlV
H'
8.1

Bowdoin Summer Music Featlv" (clas·
sical) 7:30 pm, Kresge Auditorium,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Donation
of $2 for festival's student scholarship
fund. 725-3895.
Gtenn Dwyer uuggling jokester & clown)
12:30pm, Deering Oaks, Portland. Free.
874·8793 or 874-8300 ext 8791.
Chandler'. Band (pops) 7 pm, Fort Allen
Band, S. Portland. Free. 874-8793 or
874·8300 ext 8791.
The Moonbeams (a cappella vocal quartet) 6 pm, Olin Arts Center Amphitheater,
Bates College, Lewiston. Free. 786·6330.
B ...nda Moore (contemporary folk) noon,
Tommy's Park, Middle & Exchange
streets, PorUand. Free. 772-6828.

FRIDAY 8.2
Be Bop Jazz Quartet (jazz, dancing, fish
fry) 8 pm, The Porthole, Custom House
Wharf, Portland. 865·6202.

Bowdoin Summer Mualc Fe.tlval con·
cert(dassicaJ)8pm, First Parish Church,
corner of Maine Street & Bath Road,
Brunswick. The all-Mozart concert fea·
tures pianist Peter Basquin performing
the Piano Concerto No. 20 in D minor
with the Mozart Festival Orchestra con·
ducted by artistic direclor Lewis Kaplan:
the Quartet in D Major for flute and
strings performed by flutist Linda Chesis,
violinist Michi Sugiura, violist Seung
Young Choi & cellist John Whitfield; and
the Quartet in E nat Major for piano and
strings played by violinist Almita Vamos,
violist Roland Vamos, cellist Andre
Emelianoff & pianist Peter Basquin. A
meet-the-artists reception will be held in
the church after the concert. Tickets:
$12.725·3895.
Lo.t & Found (original jazz, rock & Latin)
noon, MonumentSquare, Portland. Free.
772·6828.
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Mulberry Street
Large Selection of Sale Items
at 50% OFF
83 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

SATURDAY 8.3
Steve Keye (folk singerisongwriter) 8 pm,
the Chocolate Church, 804 Washington
St, Bath. Tickets: $6 in advance, $8 at
the door. 729·3185.
Leo Kottke (12-string acoustic guitar master) 8:30 pm, Leavil1 Theater, Ogunquit.
With guitarist Harvey Reid. Tix: $15.
646·3123.

SUNDAY 8.4

GCIDD DAY MARKET

Steve Key (contemporary folk) 8 pm, at
The Curtis Litlie Theater, The Chocolate
Church, 804 Washington St, Bath. Tix:
$6 advance, $8 at door. 729-3185.

medicinal herbs

Homeopathic treatments,
Herbal tinctures.

"cruelty free"

Body products, lotions, soaps,
halrcare. Available In bulk.

organically grown

Maine produce. Complete
selection of grajns, beans,
nuts, pasta 8. more.

~

·Portland's original whole foods store"
Established in 1970.

MONDAY 8.5
William Turner (folk-rock, light funk &
reggae) noon, Maine Savings Bank
Plaza, Congress & Casco streets, Portland. Free. 772·6828.

TUESDAY 8.B
Camp Encore/Coda Oazz) noon, Congress Square Park, Portland. Free. 772·
6828.
Papa Love. Mambo (tropical rythms) 7
pm, Deering Oaks, Portland Free 8748793 or 874-8300 ext 8791.
John Weaver (organist) 7:30 pm. Port·
land City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle S1.
Organist of Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church in NYC plays music of Bach,
Franck. Barber & others on Kotzschmar
organ. Free with donations requested at
door. 767·3297.

WEDNESDAY 8.7
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o

o
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~

v

A

155 Brackett Street, Portland • Open 7 days a week. 772-4937

atmosphere
",et

~\C.e

\Ood
atmosphere
Se,.v/
ce

Marlon Anderaon (organist) 12:15-1 pm,
Cathedral of the Immaculate Concep·
tion, Franklin Street & Cumberland Av·
enue, Portland. Free with donations ac·
cepted.773·7746.
Jim Gallsnt (acoustic guitar) 7:30 pm,
Western Prom, Portland. Free. 874-8793
or 874·8300 ext 8791.
AI Hawke. (country & bluegrass) noon,
Tommy's Park, Middle & Exchange
streets, Portland.
Sandy River Rambler. (bluegrass, country, folk & gospel) 7 pm, Mill Creek Park,
S. Portland. Free. 767-7650.

UPCOMING

portland press herald rates walter's 3 stars across the board
a new eatery at 15 exchange st.

MagiCian Ralph G .... nwood 8/8191
(kids' show) 12:30 pm, Deering Oaks,
PorUand. Free. 874·8793 or 874-8300
ext 8791.
Bill Morrl. .ey 8/8/91 (folk) 9 pm, Raoul's
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave,
PorUand. $7. 773-8886.
Frank Morgan 8110191 Uazz alto & piano}
8 pm, PorHand Performing' Arts Center,
25A Forest Ave. With pianist George
Cables. Tickets: $15. 774·0465.

On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine
• Continued on 1"ge 20

774-3550
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Entertainment

ART
OPENING

PUBLIC
HOUSE

Mondays: Restaurant
Employees: 1/2 Off Regular
Drink List with check stub

Fri 2nd

Tuesdays: Neighborhood
Night 75e Draft

o Positive

Wednesdays: Uve
Entertainment Drink Specials

Sat 3rd
Hot Cherry
Pie

Thursdays: Ladles Night

DJ Dancln', Lady of the
Evening "Dinner Drawing-

Wed 7th
Jay St,
Traditional
Jazz Band

Frl & Sat: Uve Entertainment

Sundays: Irish Night, Uve
Entertainment

45 Danforth
~,

st.

(207) 871-1579

air condilloning • shaded pallo
outdoor BBQ 3-7 dally' dinner til 10:30

OJ(£HD&'

~R.S: ~1'TbA.S,

COSMIC RELIEF

CLUBS
THURSDAY 8.1
TBA (call for inlo) cale no, 20 Danforth St,
PorUand. 772-8114.
The Raze (rock) Spring Poinl Cale, 175
Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Annl Clark (acouslic) Tipperary Pub,
Sheralon Tara Hole!, S. Portland. 7756161.
Dave Bromberg (progressive lolk),
Raoul's, 865 Foresl Ave, Portland. 7736886.

FRIDAY 8.2
Danny Grav. . Gazz) lillie Willie's, 36
Markel SI, Porlland. 773-4500.
steve Blum & HI. Trio (jazz) cafe no, 20
Danforlh SI, Portland. 772-8114.
o Positive (rock) Falher O'Hara's Public
House, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 8711579.
The Sen.. (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Markel
SI, Portland. 774-5246.
Eek A Mou.e (reggae) Raoul's, 865 Foresl Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
WIng and a Prayer (rock) Spring Poinl
Cafe, 175 Picken SI, S. Porlland. 7674627.
Peter GleasOn/Arnie Schussler Duo
(acous~c) Tipperary Pub, Sheralon Tara
Hole!, S. Portland. 775-6161.
The Raze (classic & conlemporary rock)
The Wrong Brolhers Pub at Port BillianE, 39 Forest Ave, Porlland. 7751944.

SATURDAY 8.3
Hot CherTY Pie (rock) Falher O'Hara's
Public House, 45 Danforlh SI, Portland.
871-1579.
MidnIght Ryder (Soulhem rock & blues)
Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore SI, Portland.
772-2739.
Roy Fraz. . Trio (jazz) Linle Willie's, 36
Market SI, Pordand. 773-4500.
steve Blum" HI. Trio (jazz) cafe no, 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
The Kind (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Markel
St, Pordand. 774-5246.
John Hammond wi Paul Geremia
(blues) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Wing and a Prayer (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickett SI, S. Portland. 7674627.
straight Lace (rock) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hole!, S. Portland. 7756161.
The Raze (classic & contemporary rock)
The Wrong Brothers Pub al Port Billiards, 39 ForeSl Ave, Portland. 7751944.
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HOST FAMILIES
NEEDED NOW!
it

Expose
culture.

to another

~~~_:~~e~ed

girls and

18 years old, from
boys. ages 1.5 l 0 ranee Germany,
Scand inav13, F En land need
Honand, I~a~y and hOS~ them for the
families wllhng to
coming school year.
'1
d make a life·

Enrlch your faml Y~n overseas
long friend of a you g, lily and
visitor. Call noW to 'h:nge student
select your own exc
I}
(single parents may app Y .

Call Rene Turner at
207/283-8 877 or

Irene

at 1-800-333-3802 (Toll Free)
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.. , .........,....
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Sean Sherrin (Irish music) Falher
O'Hara's Public House. 45 Danforth St,
Porlland. 871-1579.
Blue. KItchen (blues) Gritty McDufrs,
396 Fore St, Portland. 772-2739.
Jenny & Jeremy (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, Pordand. 774-5246.
The Acoustic Connection (acous~cl
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickell St, S.
Pordand. 767-4627.
Sunday Brunch In the Ballroom (classical) Portland Regency, 20 Milk St, Portland. 774-4200.
Rockln' Vibration (reggae) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
8oIstlce(acoustic) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf
St, PorIIand. 773-0093.

MONDAY 8.5
Monday NIght at the Movl.. (TBA)
Moose Alley, 46 Markel St Portland.
774-5246.
Open Mlc Night with Randy Morabito
(b.y.o. jam) Raoul's, 865 Foresl Ave,
Portland. 773-6886.
Open Mlc Night with Ken Grimsley
(b.y.o. jam) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf SI,
PorUand. 773-0093.

Leo Kottke tells the tru't h
Leo .Kottke, aboriginal acoustic fingerstyle wizard, will be
appeanng at the Leavitt Theater in Ogunquit on August 3. As you
all ~o",: ~ or should know - Kottke's compositions are quirky
and mtngumg, a."d his guitar playing is monstrously good.
I had a talk WIth ~ o~ July 25 at the Grog in Newburyport,
Mass: It was not an mtel"Vlew, as such - we were sequestered in
the kitchen hall, bustled by passing waitrons, cooks and others. He
~as tired, I was pooped. I forgot my list of erudite questions. It's
Just as welL
We talked a little bit about "Great Big Boy," his first "all-vocal"
CD. It's very accessible stuff, much more so than Leo's last few
releases. Morgan Timmons of the Cowboy Junkies sings on it· so
does Lyle Lovett. It's produced by Steve Berlin, who plays sa~ for
(and pr?rluces) Los Lobos. "Great Big Boy" is a fine, weird,
rewardmg collection of tunes.
Ho~ever, the liner notes contain some really questionable
matenal, st.uff I had trouble believing, Well, noOOdy's going to lie
to the public on my beat - I called him out on it. I spoke the
words. that millio~s of K~ttke fans allover the world are going to
be saymg .once thiS CD.hlts the streets: Leo, are you putting us on?
WD: Old you really Jump off the I'OOf with a bag over your head
at the age of six, and, if so, why?
LK: I thought that it would perform perfectly well as a parachute.I don't think I'm alone in that And I'm not alone in failing
either. I went to a lot of work, by the way, I didn't just hold a bag'
over my head, I taped a couple
handles onto it. Some part of
this procedure did work,
because the handles broke
before I hit the ground, so there was some resistance being offered
by the bag. It wasn't a total failure, but I'm lucky to be alive,
WD: OK, I can believe that - I guess, It also says here that you
fell in a lake when you were two and a half, and that you were able
to breathe, due to a bubble that formed over your head. Is that
true, too?
LK: Absolutely. This one I had over the years come to discount
or ?isbeliev~ because it's not poSSible, but five years ago my Aunt
RUi was talking to my mom, and they happened to remember that
I fell in a lake. That's my first memory, back when I was two and a
half, She said, "Y'know, I pulled him out of there and his first
words were 1 blowed up.'" So it's not something I invented later
on, And I was under the water for quite awhile - it sure seemed
like it ~o ~e. ~nd I remember this bubble coming up from under
~~ chm Just like a sock forming around my head, and I breathed
mit.
WD: Where did the air come from?
LK: I have no idea. I have no idea. If it didn't issue from beneath
my chin, I would think that maybe I exhaled and breathed it in.
But, in either case it's laughable. But it happened,
Sure it did.
In any event, Kottke will be available for cross-examination at
the Leavitt Theater real soon. Decide for yourself. Tickets are $15.
For more information, call 646-3123.

music

W.D. Cutlip

TUESDAY 8.8

Zan. Michael Raven (acoustic) Wharrs
End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.
Open Mlc Night with the Cool WhIps
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brolhers Pub al
Deaprtt Avoc:adoa (blues) Grilly McDutrs,
Port
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
396 Fore SI, Portland. 772-2739.
775-1944.
Open Mlc Night with Peter Gle..on
(b.y.o.jam) Spring PoinlCafe, 175 Pickett
SI, S. PorUand. 767-4627.
WIll Turner (acoustic) Wharf's End, 52
Wharf St, PorUand. n3-o093.

DANCING

WEDNESDAY 8.7
Jim Lyden TriO, featuring Larry Garland on plano (jazz) cafe no,2O Danforth
St, PorUand. 772-8114.
stats street Traditional Jazz Band
(jazz) Father O'Hara's Public House, 45
Danforth SI, Portland. 871-1579.
Bachelors' Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 46
Markel SI, PorUand. 774-5246.
Redllght Revue (SWing) Raoul's Roadside Allraclion, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
New Band Night (rock) Spring PoinlCafe
175 Pickell SI, S. Portland. 767-4627. '

The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
nighlly, 8 pm on... Fri-Sal unlit 3 am.
Cover: $2. 871-0663.
Salut. ., 20 MilkSI, PorUand. Open nighUy
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
T·Blrd's, 126 N. Boyd St, Porlland. FriSal, Dancing '50s & '60s; Wed, Conlemporaries. 773-8040.
Whe,.house Chem Free Dance Club,
29 Foresl Ave, Pori land. Progressive
music. Fri-Sal, 9 pm-l am. 874-9nO.
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed:
Progressives. Thu: Visual Vibe. Fri:
Deejay/Live Music; Sal: Cutting Edge
Dance; Sun: Requesl Nighl. 773-8187.

Cong ..... Squa,. Gallery, 42 Exchange
St, Portland. Opening Aug 1 from 5-7 pm
for Alan Sanbom's Iradilional but contemporary watercolors in classical palene. On view thru Aug 23.Surnmerhours:
Moo-Wed, 10:30-5; Thurs & Fri, 10:309; Sat 12-9; and Sun 12-5. 774-3369.
Dean Velentg .. Gallery, 60 Hampshire
St, Portland. Opening receplion Aug 2
from 5-8 pm for "Views of the Head
Behind: a series of sculplure dealing
wilh body and mind by Celeste Roberge.
Viewing will evoke conceplsof mind and
creation, as one sorts through fragmenls
of clay shapes and attempls Ihrough
personal hislory 10 assemble a recognizable past. Showing through Sapll. Gallery hours: Thurs 12-8; Fri & Sat 12-5;
Sun 12-4; and by appt. 772-2042.
The Gallery at the Chocolate Church,
804 WashIngton st, Bath. Reception
Aug 2 from 5-7 pm for a juried show of
paintings and sculplure tilled "Maine: A
Summer Place: running Ihrough Aug
31. Gallery hours: Tues-Fri, 9-4; Sat,
noon-4. 443-4090.
Thoma. Memorial Library,6SconDyer
Road, Cape EHzabelh. Recep~on Aug 8
from 6:30-8 :30 pm for Elizabeth Burke's
"Visual Slips: painlings and drawings.
Showing through Sep114. 799-1720.

AROUND TOWN
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The Photo Gellery, Portland School 01 Hobe Sound Galleri. . North, 58 Maine
Art, 619 Congress St. An exhibilion of oit
and walercolor paintings by Freaport
artist Eric Glass: vinlage aircraft, childhood memories and Ihe current Maine
scene. Showing Ihrough Aug 30. Gallery
hours: Mon-Fri, 9-5. Freeactn. 775-3052.
The PIne T,.. Shop and Bayview Gallery, 75 Market SI, Porlland. Invilational
group exhibition of whimsical animals in
lWo-and Ih ree-dimensional forms. Works
by Robert Stebleton, Dan Daniels,
Claude Schmulz, Kalh Ince, Mary
Brosnan, Helen SI. Clair, Tina Ingraham,
Norton Latourelle and Suzanne Knechl.
Exhibit runs Ihrough Aug 31. Gallery
hours; 10-6, Mon-Sal. 773-3007.
Portland Museum of Art, Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: TU8-Sal,
10 am-5 pm; Sun 12-5 pm; open Thu till
9 pm. Admission: adulls $3.50, senior
cmzensandslUdenlswilh 10 $2.50,children under 18 $1, group rale $3. Free
admission Thu from 5-9 pm. 773-2787.
'Impressionism and Poet-Impres.lonlem: The Collector's Passion Drawn
from privale collections, Ihese works 01fer a chance to see Impressionist and
Posl-fmpressionisl maslerpieces Ihat
have seldom been shown publidy. Artisis included in Ihe exhibilion are Monel,
Gaughin, Degas, Renoir and Hassam.
On view Ihrough Oct 13.
'Dos Isla.: Works of Elena Jahn A
robusl use of color and strong emolion
pervade Ihe painlings and pastels by
Jahn, who divides her time belween
Monhegan Island and Puerto Rico, two
very different islands Ihal inspire a dialogue of opposiles in her work. Despile
Ihe dualily of the artisl's lifeslyle, her
painlings and paslels are unified by a
strong graphic quality where Ihe drawing
appears very geslural and empha~c.
Says Jahn, "In bolh the work in Maine
and Puerlo Rico, I am after strong emotion: I want movement, shock, change,
disruplion, and passion." Thru Sepl22.
'Photographs from a Lost Frontier:
M. Marvin Brecklnrldge An exhibilion
of early hisloric American pholography
fealUring 29 black and white pholographs
by M. Marvin Breckinridge Panerson, a
first lady of Ihe diplomatic corps, war
correspondent, linguisl, pilol, wriler and
pholographer. Taken while she was a
member of the Frontier Nursing Service
in Kentucky during the 193Os, Ihe photographs provide insight inlo Ihe dignily
and characler of the Appalachian people.
The story of how Mrs. Panerson forded
rivers rivers in Appalachian Kentucky in
every season on horseback in order 10
lake Ihese pholographs is a story aboul
courageous group 01 health-care pioneers, The Fronlier Nursing Service. A
1930s film shol by Mrs. Patterson and
documenting Ihe Fronlier Nursing Service will be shown throughoullhe exhibilion, which runs through Sept 15.
The steIn Gallery, 20 Milk 51, Portland.
Group SCUlpture by gallery artists, lealuring a wide variety of techniques, textures and styles. Blown, cast, sandblasted, conslructed, elc. A speclacular
display oltorm, shape and color. Through
Aug 31. Gallery Hours: Mon-Sal, 11 arn6 pm; Sun, 12-5 pm. 772-9072.
Sun Gallery, 496 Congress St, Portland.
Paintings and drawings by Lauri
Twilchell. Through Aug 25. Gallery hours:
Wed-Sal, 11 am-6 pm. 773-8816.

Abacus, 44 Exchange SI, Portland. Conlemporary handerafled jewelry of Gabriel
Ofiesh, through Sep12. Hours: Sun, 115; Mon-Sat, 10-9.772-4880.
A1berta's,21 PleasanlSt, PorUand. Marth
Nickles' photographs and selecled other
works by other artisls Ihrough Aug 15.
775-1514.
An Art Space, 273 Presumpscon SI,
Portland. "Pholographs by John C.
Ferris, "showing Ihrough Aug 16. Gallery
hours: Mon-Fri, 1-6.871-8285.
Baker's Table, 434 Fore St, Portland.
Recenl works by Cumberland arlist
Evelyn Winter Ihrough Aug 18.
The Baxter Gallery, Porlland School of
Art, 619 Congress St, Porlland. "1991
Walershed Artisls,· a seleclion of works
from residenls al Watershed Cenler for
Ihe Ceramics Arts, iocaled in North
Edgecomb, ME. This 1W0-part installation will be presented by 1990-91 residenls and the four artisls who will be
ar~sts in residence Ihis summer: Joe
Bova, Bruno LaVerdiere, Michael Lucero
and Farley Tobin. Through August 16.
Summer gallery hours are Mon-Fri, 10
arn-5 pm. 775-5152.
Froet Gully Gallery, 411 Congress SI,
PorUand. A new group exhibillon fealUring the works 01 all gallery arlisls, including ons, walercolor, paslels, and sculpture in a wide range of styles and subjects by Dalav lpear, DeWitt Hardy, Eric
Green, Laurenze Sisson, Alfred
Chadboume, Martha Groome, Sharon
Yates, Cabol Lyford and John Laurent.
Gallery hours: Mon-Frl, 12-6 pm, or by
appoinlmenl. 773-2555.
Greenhut Gallerl . ., 146Middte SI, Porlland. Show of recenl paintings by Alison
Bowdoin College Museum of Art,
Goodwin, whose work is rich in color and
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College,
full of primitive, playful patlems that Cl'8Brunwick. ·Trees: an exhibition comale her own unique landscapes in acrylic,
prised of works in a variely of media
oil stick and oil paslels. Through Aug 5.
including drawings, prinls, photographs
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10:30-5:30. 772-2693.
and illustrated books dating from Ihe
The Maine Emporium Upstairs Gal191h century to the presenl, presents an
lery, 85 York St, Portiand. Works by
opportunity 10 view works that concenPortland arlist Michael Walerman
trale 00 the rich symbolic image of Ihe
Ihrough Aug 25. Lectures and painting
tree. Highlighlsoftheshowinclude drawdemonslrations by Waterman Aug 15 al
ings by Rockwell Kent and James Hart;
5 pm. Hours: Mon-Sal, 11-6; Sun, noonprinls by Camille Pissarro, OcIilon Redon
5. 871-0112.
and Theodore Rousseau; and photographs by Eliot Porter and Jean-EugeneAugusle Atget. Exhibil runs through Sepl
29. "Leonard Baskin: Prinls, Drawings,
and Sculpture' will run Ihrough Aug 18.
The museum is open 10 Ihe public free of
chargl'. Hours: Tuesday-Saturday, 10
am-5 pm; Sunday, 2-5 pm. Summer
guided lours are also available Ihrough
Augusl24: Tuesdays & Thursdays al 2
pm, and Wednesdays & Fridaysal12 :3O
pm. For further info, call 725-3275 .
Cry ofthe Loon Art Gallery, Roule 302,
S. Casco. "Endangered Species: an
environmenlal show with work of six
accomplished artisls showing scenes of
Maine: James Elliot, Charlene Engel,
Margo Trout, David lillie, Avey Claire
and Bill Irvine. Through Aug 12. Hours:
daily 9-6. 655-5060.
Elements Gallery, 56 Maine St,
Brunswick. Robert Stebleton's conlemporary folk wood carving and painling :
aulhentic duck decoys 10 willy interprelalions of familiar imagery. Thru Aug 17.
Hours:Tues-SaI,10arn-5pm.729-1108.

a
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St, Brunswick. Rich, powerfut works by
N:>by Shahn In tempera on paper, multifaceled encaustic collage based on nature by David Driskell, and Site-specifIC
slee! and stone scutplUre by Ron Cross.
Through Aug 17. Gallery hours: ThursSat. 10 arn-5 pm. 725-4191.
O'Farrell Gallery, 46 Malne SI, Brunswick.
New painlings by Eileen Gillespie, whose
work is organic in nature and focuses on
minutiae, of which the artist says: "It Is
that which to me is sublime that I lake
notice. It may be the intricale substruclure of a leaf, the exoskeleton 01 a shell,
the strange light of dawn necking Ihrough
Ihe air, an odd passage." Showing
IhroughAug 17. Gallery hours: Mon-Sal,
10 am-5 pm. 729-8228.
Wellehen Ubrary, Saini Joseph's College, Standish. "An Atrican-American Art
Exhibit" wilh works of black American
artists spanning a period of over 150
years, from the early 1800s to conlemporary limes. Some of Ihe artists represented include Robert Duncanson, Henry
O. Tanner, Horace Pippin, Jacob
Lawrence, Romare Beardon, Elizabelh
Caillen, David Driskell and Samella
Lewis. Thru Aug 8. 781-4420.
The York Institute Museum of Matne,
371 Main St, Saco. "My Best Wearing
Apparel : Maine Women and Fashion,
1800-1840: on exhibil through Sept 6.
The show highlighls Ihe exquisite but
lillie-known colfeclionsofthe Maine Hislorical Society. Assembly dresses, silk
ball gowns, traveling garb, wedding
dresses and mourning clolhing are fealured. Made, owned and wom by Maine
women, Ihese garmenls reflect Ihe sly1e
of DowneaSlladies during Ihe years be!ween Ihe Revotutionary and Civil wars.
Museumhours:Tues-Fri, 1-4 pm;Thurs,
1-8pm. Hours:Tues-Sal, 1-4 pm;Thurs,
1-8 pm. For inlormation, call 282-3031 .

SPECIALIZING IN SHORT & LONG TERM BOARDING
NUTRITION, EXERCISE & SUNBATHING AND T. L. C.
o~

Jane Simpson e 9 Harlow St. Scarborough 883-9611
,

Off Route 1, across from Dunstan School Restaurant

OTHER
Folk Arte A grant from Ihe NEA 10 Maine
Arts, Inc, producer of the Maine Feslillal
and New Year's Portland, will support a
Ihree-part statewide folk arls program
during Ihe 1991-92 season. Also funded
under Ihis program are five regional folk
arts sampters which will be held Ihls tall
and winter in Machias, Presque Isle,
Belhel, Sanford and al a site 10 be delermined in central Maine. These samplers
wiU draw upon folk artists who live and
work in each of those areas. Anyone
inleresled in participating in Ihese evenls
or would like more info should contact
Maine Arts at m-9012 (maiing address
582 Congress SI, PorUand 04101).
Impr...lonlsm and Post-ImpresslonIsm:TheColieclor'. PassIon Curalor
of Collections Marth Severens will give a
gallery talk on this exhibi~on Aug 1 al
5:15 pm al Portland Museum of Art (7
Congress Square). Severens will discuss how Ihe Impressionisls broke
through tradilionallhinking and how Ihe
Posl-fmpressionisls expanded on their
originality. The gallery talk is Iree.
Severens will givelhe same leclUre Aug
2 a112:3O pm, when il will be free with
Impressionism exhibilion admission. For
more inlo, call 773-2787.
Individual Artlsta Fallo_hlp Awarde
for fiscal year 1991192 are available from
the Maine Arts Commission. Six awards
of $3,000 each wil be awarded in November '91. This year's competition will
be open to Writers and Designers as
oullined by the program guidelines.
Awards are based primarily on artislic
excellence and all applicanls musl complete an applicalion lorm and submil the
appropriate malerials. Deadline is Sepl
3. Conlact Ihe commission olflCe lor
guidelines and application alSlate House
Slalion 25,55 Capitol SI, AuguSIa 04333,
tel. 289-2724.
Lunch-Hour Summer Shorts Portland
Museum of Art is launching a series of
lunch-hour videos and films focusing on
currenl exhib~ions. The Impressionism
series begins Aug 7 wilh "A Day in the
Country," a took al French landscapes,
scored wilh music by Debussy, and conlinues Aug 21 wilh "Mary Cassat: Impressionist From Philadelphia: a 30minule film covering Ihe career of one of
the few women involved in Ihis seminal
arl movement Films begin a112:3O pm,
are fre9 with museum admission, and
will be shown on Ihe museum's lower
level. Viewers may bring their own
lunches or buy a brown bag lunch from
lhe cafe. For more information, calilhe
museum at 775-6148.

• Continued on page 22

LOBSTER FESTIVAL
AVAILABLE ALL DAY. EVERY DAY. ALL SUMMER LONG
Twin Lobsters
Corn-<ln-the-Cob
Bread & Butter

$10.95

Shore Dinner
1 Lobster & 1 lb. Steamers
Clam Chowder. Corn-on-the-Cob
Bread & Butter $9.95

)
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Lobster Dinner
I Lobster.
Corn-on-the-Cob
Bread & Butter
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$7.95
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Reservations Encouraged. 773-3760
COrner of Middle & Market Sts.• In the Old Port

(jood ~ood· (jood'Drinf(
(jood Company
• au Port s'Best Outaoor cafe
• Luncfi & Vinner
• Vaify :Jfappy 9{ou" 4 to 7
• £ATE fJ{JCjfflVI9{9{'E'l(
Serving until llpm
• Jllwara Winning Wine List

\\O~nn!l Z) ~
)~

t'~
SeafOOd 'Emporium
U'

~~-->\

-1qJw tEar & Outdoor cafe Serving Lunch & Dinner 11:30am-llpm
Lounge Hours 1l:30am-lam
425 Fore Street· Old Port, Portland' 772-7713
Credit Cards Accepted. Ample Parking· Formerly Blue Moon

-22 GIsro Bay WakIy

Entertainment

. . ... .. . .. . ..... .... . .. . ..
Rfrican Imports

• Contillzad from page 21

ART

MULTI·CULTURAL AR1S

Who is Making; Your

Wedding Rings?

Open
Invitation
to the
Community
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Oil of Casco Bay by Margot Trout .

Endangered Spaces: Environmental Show
continues through August 11
Avy Claire

Bill Irvine

James Elliot
Charlene Engel
David Little
Margot Trout
Plus works of art
by galleryts artists

Custom Orders, Specializing In
Ie- Engagement RIngs Ie- Wedding RIngs Ie- BridaJ Jewelry
775-2468

M'a.s~ve Galleries
AUGUST3-SEPTEMBER 7, 1991
Reception from 5-7 pm, SaturdlJY, August 3rd

LOO~

ART GALLERY
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Th. River T .... Outdoor Art Festival
will be held Salurday. Aug 3 . from 10-5
on lhe River Green in Kennebunkport.
Paintings. drawings, phOlogr'aphs and
graphics by local and regional artisls will
be shown at the fair ground. The Maine
Brass Quinlet will add to Ihe festivilies
and lunch and refreshmenlswill be avai~
able. The River Tree Arts Music School
Studenl Orcheslra will perform and
children's aclivilies will be featured . For
info. call River Tree Arts al985-4343.
Savag. and Civilization: Impr. . .lonI.t Art and the VI.w of the Oth.r
Pordand Museum of Art Curator of Education Elizabeth De Wolfe tours visilors
through lIle exhib~ion "Impressionism
and PosHmpressionism: The Collector's
Passion' willl an eye to the artists' depictions of lIleir own and olller cultures.
August 8 at 5:15 pm, and Aug 9 a112:3O
pm, Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress
Square. Limited capacity: lirst 50 only.
Free with Impressionism exhibilion admission. For more info. call 775-6148.
The Sfxth Annual Down....t Wildlife
Art F••tlval will feature 60 artists exhibiting their carvings, paintings. sculptures. pholographs and prints. The festival is open to Ihe public from 10 am-9 pm
Salurday, Aug 3, and from 10 am-5 pm
Sunday, Aug 4. At Freeport High School,
Holbrook Street exlension , Freeport.
Admission is $3. 397-4742.

Mitch Billis • Recent Works

7 days S-M
9:00-6:00

655-5060
Rte 302 - South Casco

Most Cove Lone and Moine Street
• (207) 967-3453
Kennebunkport. Moine. Jean

Mary Bl'Oloon,

. pointed

INVITATIONAl GROUP SHOW August I - 28

IIII

featuring animal imagery in 2 & 3 dimensional form .

THE PINETREE SHOP &
BAYVIEW GALLERY
75 Market St.• Portland, Maine • 773-3007

I

I

CELESTE ROBERGE
VIEWS OF THE HEAD
FROM BEHIND
AUGUST 2 - SEPTEMBER 1, 1991
OPENING RECEPTION
FRIDAY, AUGUST 2
5-8 PM
dean velentgas gallery
60 hampshire street. porl1and, maine. 772.2042
GAllERY OPEN THURS. 12-8
FRI.-SAT. 12-5, SUN. 12-4 a. BY APPOINTMENT

Make the
------ART SCENE
eom"alive!
Reach 50,000 readen who want to know where ~o
go, to look, appreciate and purcha8e fine quality
works of art!

/

~ur

Adverti8e
gallery in this special),ection to be
published bi-weekly from A~t 1 to October 10.

'/7/

Call 775-6601 for
8pecialra~e8and .
for more information.
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Elena Jahn: Perspectives
• Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congre5S Square, through sept. 15

NEW ENGLAND
ARTS
~
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SENSE

Ston.c:oa.t R.adlngs & Lec:tur.s
Sionecoast Writers' Conference at USM
Portland is offering a series of readings.
leclures & panels free and open to lhe
public. For more infoon any of Ihe following, call 780-4076. Aug 1: 1 :30 pm. Nonfiction Writing Panel with Barry Sanders,
Roy Gallant. SusanShetterfey & Deborah
Digges, Room 113 of USM's Maslerton
Hall. 7 :30 pm, Reading by Roy Gallanl &
Barry Sanders, Portland Public library
Audilorium. Aug 2: 1 :30 pm. Panel on
Writing and Polilics with David Bradley.
Marlin Jones, Paul Guernsey & Belsy
Sholl, Room 113, USM's Maslerton Hall.
7:30 pm, Reading by David Bradley .
Portland Public library Auditorium. Aug
5: 1 :30: Panel on Book Publishing with
David Godine. Kenneth Rosen, Betsy
Sholl & Amy MacDonald , USM's Lulller
Bonney Audilorium. Aug 6: 1 :30 pm,
Panel on Lilerary Magazines wi!h Lois
Rosenlhal, Richard Rosenthal, Robley
Wilson & Sena Je1er Naslund , Room
113, USM's Maslerton Hall. 7:30 pm,
Reading by Peggy Fisher & Sena Jeter
Naslund. USM's Luther Bonney Audilorium. Aug 7 : 7 :30 pm, Reading by Barbara Hope & Deborah Digges, USM's
Lulher Bonney Audilorium. Aug 8: 1:30
pm. Panel on Gradua1e Schools in Creative Writing wilh Slephen Dobyns.
Cheryf Drake. Judy Delogu , Jacquie
Fuller & Barry Sanders. Room 113,
USM's Masterlon Hall. 7:30 pm, Reading by S1ephen Dobyns, USM's Lulller
Bonney Auditorium.
Craft of Fiction with DIanne Benedlc:t
This weekend workshop will focus intensely bolh on !he craft and process of
wriling fICtion . The wor!<. will be divided
into 5 two-hour sessions, beginning lhe
morning of Aug 3 w~h an in1ensive workshop SalUrday morning directly into Ihe
fundamenlal elements of fiction, and
ending Sunday evening with a discussion of problems Ihal impede the creative flow of writing. and how to overcome them. The course is not designed
to cover writing already in progress. but
scene·wr~ing directiveswiH be given during Ihe first session , designed to enrich
and deepen each writer's wor1\ by chan·
neling herlhim into Ihe deeper levels of
the creative self. Work generaled by
Ihese direclives will be workshopped on
the second day. Open to wri1ers of all
levels of experience. Cost is $50 members of Maine Wrilers & Publishers Alliance. $60 non·members. limiled to 15.
Pre-registralion required. Mail checks to
the alliance al 19 Mason Streel.
Brunswick, or call 72~333 .

Elena Jahn paints about issues, particularly
political and environmental ones. This is probably in part because her lifestyle puts her into a
position from which certain observations are
unavoidable. She lives in two places: Monhegan
Island and Puerto Rico. Both the natural and
political climates on these two islands are
radically different. And whereas one could settle
down on one of them and become inured to the
surroundings, one is forced, by moving back and

each panel having as its central theme a face that is
a variation of Edvard Munch's "The Scream."
Even the fish swimming through "The Life of the
Sea" are freaked. They're silently screaming too_
In keeping with the tradition of Munch and
James Ensor and other Post-Impressionists seeking
to paint a deeper reality, Jahn seeks to shock and
horrify. Understandably enough, since Jahn is now
an observer of the struggles of Latin American life,
her work also bears the influence of the Marxist
mural paintings of revolutionary
Mexico. These too are paintings of
terribleness, and the faces that
reflect it. The causes of this
existential angst are, most
apparently, political oppression in
Puerto Rico, and the decimation
of the environment, which is
more apparent in her Monhegan
paintings. But beyond these two
identifiable causes, there seems to
be, pervasively, just plain old
cosmic, nightmarish stuff. And
although both political oppression and environmental destruction are situations that should
give any thinking person nightmares, and the more awareness
we have of them the better, one
feels a bit beaten over the head
with the repetitiveness of Jahn's
images.
In "Night Vision," for example, the painting is dominated
by the angst-ridden faces of both
a human and a dog in the
foreground . These faces are set
against a nighttime skyscape.
There's an ominous-looking path
leading away from them. The
person's hair is literally standing
on end and, in red and orange
hues, seems to be on fire. A
second dog is walking away from
them along this path, as if on his
way to the abyss. The whole is
framed in huge spruce trees that
look as though they're obsessed.
Elena Jahn: "Sentinels: Night Vision," oil, turpentln. washes" 011
The trees on the right panel
pastel, 395/16 x 271/2",
appear to be illuminated by some
ghostly source of light. The sky in
forth to observe those surroundings, as if for the
the background is alive with inexplicable and
first time. Such transiency, it seems, keeps the
apparently dangerous celestial movement. This is
consciousness awake.
all sufficient; the mood is terrifying enough. But in
Such transiency also seems to create enormous
the middle of the sky is suspended the face of a
mental distress, for these are paintings of
skeleton. The unnecessary presence of this skeletal
relentless angst. There's a schizophrenic element.
face is the equivalent in painting to capitalizing
One of the paintings is a diptych, with the
and underlining words in writing, for example:
division occurring directly through the center of a
'This painting is SCARY!"
person's angst-ridden face. In virtually all of
These are passionate paintings, and they're
Jahn's works there is, either centrally located as
visually compelling. Jahn paints with bold brush
the focal point of the painting, or else hidden in
strokes in vivid, Expressionist colors. She does a
th periphery, a spectral face staring sightlessly
series of richly imagistic paintings of Puerto Rico
out of the
that are scenes within painted borders_ These
canvas_ The
borders echo the central story by a repetition of
faces are
symbols (composed of, among other things, both
either
Catholic and Indian iconography) drawn from the
incorporated into intricately designed borders or
center of the painting. These brilliantly colored
are buried in, say, the foliage of the jungle. One
paintings draw the viewer deep into the world of
begins to feel as though the object is to play "find
Latin American life and landscape, suggesting the
the hidden ghost face."
many and mysterious layers of that existence.
In one painting called "The Hidden Side of
Finally, in a blaze of white, red and green
Truth," the face, in six renditions, is the subject of
Aurora Borealis, Jahn pays homage to the late
the painting. This painting is a horizontal work in
Reuben Tam. These she borders in script: "Swing
six panels, each representing an aspect of the
low, sweet chariot... " The presence of this painting
cosmos: wind and earth; planets' light; polar star
is entirely at home in a collection of paintings
(traveler's guide); fires and volcanoes; dear
about consciousness-raising.
waters; and the life of the sea. There's no fun
Margot Me Williams
going on here. [t's a nightmarish series, with

Amn ••ty Int.matlonal will meet a17 :30
pm on Aug 13 al Merrill Memorial library, Main Sireel. Yarmouth . lnteresled
persons are welcome 10 aUend. Plans
are underway for our local celebralion of
Amnesly's 30th ann iversary, a picnic!
party 10 be held at !he Royal River Pari<.,
Yarmouth, on Aug 22. Forinfo. call Paul
Shupe at 781-3551 or wri1e to PO Box
364, Yarmouth 04096.
ACT UP (AIDS Coalilion To Unleash
Power) is a diverse group of volunleers
united in anger and committed 10 nonviolent, direct action to end the AlDS
crisis. ACT UP meels every Monday
from 7-9 pm al lIle People's Building ,
155 Brackett St, Portland. New members are always welcome. For more
information, wri1e 10 ACT UPlMaine, P.O.
Box 5267, Portland 04101 , tel. n47224.

MAINE'S FIFTEENTH ANNUAL
CELEBRATION OF THE ARTSI
Traditional arts "villagl!." StorYtelling, folk dancing,
traditional musk and crafts. Wort<shops and demonstrations. (Learn how to call a square dance or make
a cedar canoe!)
Contemporary arts exhlbltlons and performances.
Jazz, ·blues, rock. New theatet Illternational music
and dan'e, Visual arts. Maine's finest contemporary
crafts showl
Don't forget the kld$f Friday is Kids' Day, but there's
plenty of entertainment for kids all weekend long
(not to mention the playground and the beach!)
Spectacular new site! Pine woods and salt water
bay make Thomas Point Beach the perfect environment for all Maine Festival activities.
Tickets available at most Shop 'n Save
Supermarkets in Maine beginning July 15 and at
the gate throughout the event. Call Maine Arts,
Inc (207) 772-9012 for full schedule information.
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All performances are FREE 10 /be Public. liM up includes Tuesday
nighl COlleens, Wednesday~ Sunset PoUt Series, Thursday afternoon
Children's Shows and Thursday nighl Chandler's Band concerts.

AUG U S T ,
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Thursday, August 1

Tuesday, August 13

Glenn Dwyer

Maine Brass Quintet

Juggling Jokester & down
Deering Oaks, 12:30 pm

Summer's Hottest Classics
Deering Oaks, 6:45 p.m.

Thursday, August 1
Chandler's Band
Fort Allen Park, 7 p.m.

Wednesday, August 14
Sunset Folk Series
(Rain Date Only: Tune in
to WMGX to see if concert
has been reschuled for this
date); Western Promenade,
7p.m

Tuesday, August 6
Papa Loves Mambo
Tropical Rhythms
Deering Oaks, 7 p.m.
Wednesday, August 7

JIm Gallant
Great Acoustic Gu itar
Western Promenade,
7:30 p.m.
Thursday, August 8
Magiclan
Ralph Greenwood

Kid's Show
Deering Oaks, 12:30 p.m.
Expforlng the Tao Come join us Wednes- Notary Public: Workshop The American
days al 7:30 pm, al Maybe Someday
Instilule of Banking will sponsor this
Bookslore, 195 Congress SI. Free. and
evening seminar led by Alfred E.
all are welcome . No experience necesPiombing. a nalional notary law expert.
sary. Call Bonnie al n3-3275 or Jim at
Aug 13, from 6-9 pm, at the JeweU Man4-9217 if you have questions.
chine Tool Technical Center audilorium
at Southern Maine Technical College,
Getting started wfth Flc:tlon This dayFort Road, S. Portland . Fee is $35. For
long workshop is for lIle beginning or Ihe
more info. call 772-7842.
retuming wriler. Writing exercises and
discussion will help the writer address Rec:yc:llng at Shop 'n Save Hannaford
Bros. now recycles 'Hi-Cone' plastic
these questions: Where do I begin? How
do I find my stOlY and my characlers?
carriers. The six-pack carriers, customHow do I creale lension in Ihe slory?
arily used for carrying soda, beer and
other multi-pack beverages, may be reBring writing materials. Taught by Eliza·
belh Cooke. the aulhor of 'Complicity.'
tumed by customers and placed in the
Aug 24, from 10 am-3 pm. al Waynftele
plastic recyding bins located in all Shop
School, Spring Street, Portland. Cost is
'nSavesupermarlletsin Maine. For more
$30 members. $35 olhers. Limited 10 15
info, call 1-800-442-6045, eXI2488.
participanls. Pre-registration is required;
payment In full should be sent to Maine
Wrilers & Publishers Alliance, 19 Mason
• Continued on page 24
SI, Brunswick 04011. leI. 729-6333.

IN:

Thursday, August 8
Chandler's Band
Fort Allen Park, 7 p.m.

"

THE PARKS"

Thursday, August 15
Troy &: Frltz

Master Juggler & Zany
Contortionist
Deering Oaks, 12: 30 p.m.
Thursday, August 15
ChandJer's Band
(Rain Date Only: Tune in to
WPKM to see if concert has
been rescheduled for this
date); Fort Allen Park, 7 p.m.
liJJin l«aIiDn lor all/JBr/ONMJlCIS

w.d. Su",11 FoI'SIIrias and
CbartdJlf's Band) is Reich. Co""nu"Uy
<Aftw, 166BracJwt Str..t.

(UCIl{1l

Sr.clnm:WCIl.leostIIannel13. 881 &Jeny's. The Whip100 S;mI. WPal, WIIlM, ShlIIr's, WMGX, SIIop 'n
Sive, I'tf1(M, Kiss 100, AmIYlIIs.l'IlIar 9MiQes. GPA~ Casco Biy Weeld~ Nltlonli OistrfbutOlS, I,.;.. The
i'lpef Pilch. Barber Foods. Bumh.n & 1bTIJ1, John HIyes, FIIsh LOOsilr; Oisar.ey qs, tarlmllaf Cmfy
Venlul!S, I'IlrtIlnd ~bber.

For further information call Portland
Recreation at 874-8793 or 874-8300 x 8791.
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BLACK BEAR LANDSCAPING
A COMPLETE LANDSCAPING COMPANY

• Free Estimates
• Competitive Rates
• Tree Work Also Available
Jack M. Oswald. 8 Years Quality Service. 879-0076

FRESH

KET

PASTAS &

WE STRIVE TO INSPIRE!
OUR WONDERFUL PASTAS:
sun-dried tomato mushroom
sweet red pepper lemon horseradish
tarragon
ginger
saffron
garlic herb
roast garlic
dill

curry
cilantro
chili
cajun
basil

6·8 flavors daily, 24·hr. advance on special orders

OPEN

MON·TUES·SAT 11- 6:30 PM
WED·THURS·FRI 11-8 PM

Entertainment
• Continued from "..g. 23

SENSE
Shaker Mu.'c A wOfkshop at Sabbathday
Lake Shaker Village, on Route 26 in New
Gloucester. Explore the historical origins
and evolution of Shaker music. learn
Shaker songs and hymns. and partic~
pale in a typical Shaker Singing meeting.
Aug 17 from 10 am-4 pm. Fee: $25. Send
non-refundable deposit of$15 by Aug 15
to RR #1. Box 640. Poland Spring 04274.
For more info. call 926-4597.
World Peace Ltbrary A group of
PorUanders seeks to establish a community-based resource center for people
pursuing the goals of world peace. social
justice and environmental preservation.
They are seeking donations of back issues and subscriptions to progressive
periodicals, books and other media, office furniture & equipment. etc. To help.
call EliioU at 775-0105.

SUN
12-5

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146
Open Every Day
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GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O.
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Atlult/PediR.tric Metl;c;ne • Office GynecololJY
MIOn;pu/ation • PreventlOhve Med;c;ne
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Walk-In and by Appointment

222 St. John St., Suite #322, Portland, Maine. 871-1300
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"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide
A sensible, direct and
easy-to-read parenting guide.
Designed to provide direction for
parents, to furnish them with
understanding of their child's
behavior and to Instili confidence.
Issues and behaviors are
common In childhood and
adolescence. Tells parents what
to do and what not to do. Indexed
and alphabetized. Written by carl
Metzger, M.D., who has a privat8
psychotherapy practice in
Portland, and hosts "Health line,"
a weekly radio talk show. Send
$10.95 check or money order to:
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Good Parenting Guide
P.O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101

OFF THE
CLOCK

Common Ground Country Fair Volunteers The Maine Organic Farmers and
GardenersAssociation is looking for help
to create the 1991 fair. Volunteers are
needed for set-up starting Sept 14. the
fair (which runs Sep 20-22), and dean
up. running through Oct 4. Hundreds of
volunteers are also needed during the
three days of the fair for selling tickets,
parking cars, assisting with juggling and
sWing workshops, recycling and answering questions, among other activities.
Volunteers are expected to work a minirrom of four hours. In retum they eam a
much sought-after volunteer T-shirt and
a free pass to the fair. To receive info and
a registration packet, contact the Common Ground Country Fair at P.O. Box
2176, Augusta 04336, tel. 623-5115.
Open Door Student EJlc hanlle Open
your home to an exchange student and
you will gain as much as you give. A
young man from Leningrad arrives in
August and will be aUending Portland
High School for the fall semester. He
needs to live with a Portland family. A
second student from Paraguay will be
here forthe entire school year, and could
live with a family anywhere nearby and
attend the Iotal high school. Call United
Way's Volunteer Center at 674-1000 to
explore this opportunity.
Parent. Anonymou. Use your hardeamed experience as a parent to help
others by becoming a Parent Helpline
volunteer with Parents Anonymous. Help
others find constructive ways to handle
those difrlCult childraising moments. Volunteers handle calls from their homes.
are given extensive training, and are not
required to take overnight shills. Call
United Way's Volunteer Center at 6741000 for more info.
RefulI_ Need Fuml.hlnll. Help provide a safe. comfortable home in their
new land tor relugees who are reseuling
In Greater Portland. Please donate any
household furnishings, kitchenware,
small kitchen appliances. TVs, linens &
pillows. baby dothes and equipment that
are in good, usable condition. Bring them
to 107 ElmStorcal1671-7437 to arrange
pick-up.
Retired Senior Volunteer Program, an
organ ization which places people 60 and
older in meaningful positions, offers the
following opportunities: Art lovers can
train to guide visitors through a small art
Freeport art collection. part of the University of Maine's Satellite Art Program.
Environmental enthusiasts can do research on and monitor a PorHand river
for pollution . Nostalgia buffs can lead a
yesteryears discussion group in senior
housing. If you have 2-4 hours a week to
give of yourself, can Priscilla Greene at
775-6503 for Jurther info.

WELL
NESS

Grlevlnll support Group for bereaved
persons healing from the death of a
loved one. Meets in Portland Tuesday
eves from 7-8:30 pm. Donation. Call
Kristine Watson, M.A .• at 77!Hl366.
Homef... If you need assistance in becoming not homeless. call Hospitality
House Inc al 453-2986. or write P.O. Box
Hinckley, Me 04944.
Inllraham Vol unt. .rs Help available by
phone 24 hours a day. Can 774-HELP.
Injured Workers Meeting for workers
having difficulty w~h workers' comp system, 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall Hall
next to Sanford Unitarian Church, comer
of Lebanon and Maine streets, Sanford.
H'. P.O.B.8.I.B.L.E. (Partners of Survivors Stop Incest by Learning and Educating) offers phone support, workshops
and self-help support groups. Portland
group meets bimonthly. Info, call 1-547-

3532.

Bring back
the books!
Portland Public Library
has declared amnesty
through Sunday, Aug. 4 for
all forgetful readers. Dig out
those misplaced masterpieces now, because on Aug.
5 Portland's mild-mannered
librarians will throw the
book at you for tardy
returns: fines will increase to
20 cents a day for adult
books, 10 cents for kids'. On
Aug. 19, the library will start
checking out overdue
accounts to a collection
agency. So book on down to
any branch library, bookmo-,
bile or the Elm Street book
drop - before you find
yourself in a real bind.

HELP

A Brain Tumor Support Group meeting
at New England Rehabilitation Hospital
of Porttand(NERH-Portland), 13 Charles
St. This group has been designed by
NERH-Portland and the American Cancer Society to meet the special needs of
adults with brain tumors and their families. The group meets the second and
fourth Thursdays of the month. Interested participants should contact Rev.
Wish prior to their first meeting for a brief
preliminary interview. People are encouraged to join any time by calling Wish
at 775-4000. ext. 542.
Cancer Support Group The Visiting
Nurse Service of Southern Maine hold
this rronthlysupportandeducation group
enabling those affected by cancer to
help others, providing information about
resources and helping to decrease the
anxieties fell by those diagnosed and
their families. Info and support is facilitated by social workers, nurses.
oncologists. nutritionists and cancer survivors. All meetings are held at the VNS
Saco Office at 15 Industrial Park Rd, at
no cost. Call 264-4566 or 1-600~04VNS for more info.
Dlabete. Support Group Sponsored by
the Visiting Nurse Service of Southem
Maine, this monthly support and education group for diabetics and other interested persons provides a place for shar·
ing and probtemsoiving around the many
facets of diabetes. Information and education is provided by a registered nurse
and a variety of guest speakers. All meetingsare heldattheVNS' SacoOlfice, 15
Industrial Road. Free. For more information. call 264-4566 or 1-800-660-4VNS.
DMD (Depressed-Manic Depressed) Portland Confidential support group meeting
Monday nights in room #2 at the Dana
Health Center, Maine Medical Center,
Portland. For more info. call 774-4357.

"

Outrillht, the Portland Alliance of Gay
and Lesbian, Bisexual and Questioning
Youth. offers support and information for
young people 22 and under, In a safe
environment, every Friday from 7:309:30 pm at the Preble Street Chapel,
corner of"Preble and Cumberland avenues. For Information, write or call:
Outright. P.O. Box 5028, Station A. Portland 04101, tel. 774-HELP.
Parent Support Group sponsored by
Parents Anonymous and the Family Resource Center is held weekly at the Family Resource Center on Fridays from lOIl :30 am. Parents are given an opportunity to meet with others and discuss
parenting issues and concerns. No fees.
no waiting lists. For info, call 671-7445.
The Path of Recovery Portland Sufi
Order offers a series of small meetings
involving meditation based on the Sufi
teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and
sharing focused on bringing spirituality
Into our lives. Meetings are modeled
after 12-step groups and welcome anyone with a desire to recover from addictions or codependency. Meetings are
Tuesdays, 7:30-6:45 pm, at Woodlords
Congregational Church. 202 Woodfords
St, Portland. Open to the public. Donations are welcome. For more information, call Jan at 676-2263 or Eli at 7741203.
Senior Outreach Servlc. . In response
to the needs of older people. Southem
Maine Area Agency on Aging is providing Senior Outreach Services to the following Iocatlons: Agency's offices at237
Oxford St, Portland. every Friday from
10 am-I pm; Pride's Corner Congregational Church, 235 Pride St. Westbrook.
first Thursday of each mof\th, for residents of Westbrook and Gomam, from
10 am-I: 'Ross Center. 36 Washington
St, Biddeford. second Tuesday of each
month, for residents of Biddeford, Saco
& ooB. from 10 am-l pm. An Elder
Advocate will be available to assist residents with their aging-related issues and
concerns, such as Medicare, insurance.
housing. social security, etc. This service is provided free of charge. 775-6503
or 1-600-427-7411.
Speclallnt ......tAAMeetlngforPaopIa
Living With AIDS meets weekly on
Tuesdays at6 pm at the PWA Coalition,
377 Cumberland Ave, Portland. Meeting
desig ned to provide a safe space in
which to discuss HIV issues, while living
positively sober. This meeting is open
only to those who have tesled HIV/Positive or have been diagnosed with AIDS.
For more information, call 671-9211 .
Tran..upport A peer support group for
transsexuals, cross-dressers, their
friends and families who desire a beUer
understanding of gender-related issues.
We currenlly meet on the second Sunday of each month at 6 pm. For more
info. write to Transsupport, PO Box
17622, Portland 04101.
WINGS, a non-profit organization dedicated to providing support for low-income single parents announces The
Kids' Place. providing day care for children from infancy to eight years in South
Portland. Reasonable rates and nurturing environment. For more information.
call767-2010. Also. weekly support group
helps set goals that lead to self-sufficiency and to facilitate discussion of problems single parents encounter. Tuesdays. 7-9 pm at 139 Ocean St, S. Portland and Thursdays, 7-9 pm at 11 Day
St, Westbrook. Also: WINGS now sponsors an Aces chapter in Maine, for single
parents who are seeking to get the state
to collect child support payments.
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Bold journeys, human poems
• "Red Horses" by Kathleen Llgnell, Northern Lights, 1991
Though Kathleen Lignell has been living and
working in the Penobscot Bay area for some time
now, she certainly wears out some shoe leather
in the summers. Readings in Belfast one night;
talks at Orono; down to Portland for a one-night
reading; back upstate to participate in a conference or lead a workshop for prospective (and, as
yet, unjaded) poets. She also co-edited "The
Eloquent Edge," a remarkable anthology of
Maine women's writing in which a bit of her
work appeared.
In between - perhaps because of - all these
travels and responsibilities (she is also a professor of English at the University of Maine),
Lignell has steadily become one of this state's
best-known,
most
expressive
women
poets. And she has written a fine novella about
the once-mighty buffalo which evokes something about this animal American literature has
rarely captured elsewhere: its toughness,
perhaps, or just the power in its placid existence
- its simple, authoritative presence in the land.
Her latest book, "Red Horses," consists of
another series of journeys, this time through the
bold landscapes of the American West - Lignell
is a native Californian - culminating in a return
home to Maine. This is also a book about
presence, but the poems here are not on the
mystical scale say, of Denise Levertov'si they are
articulate about emotional truths, not just
existential ones.
Take the prize-winning poem "The Range of
Light," for example, which sits at the heart of the
book. This long poem moves among one of the
most spectacular landscapes in the countryYosemite - with some of its most impressive
figures: Ansel Adams, John Muir. Yet the
omnipresent, brooding figure in the narrative
(and, indeed, the book) is none of these. Instead,
it's Lignell's own father. He sits hand in hand
with Muir in the mountains, thinking "the
ashes/dropped from the face of the cliff were
his." He "flaps his arms, up and down, like
cumbersome wings," finally realizing "there are
no limits/to the flights of imagination." It's dear
Lignell has been deeply moved by her time in
the western landscape, and also by her relationship with her father. Perhaps the two have even
become entwined by nOWi perhaps she understands each by its relation to the other.
Lignell also journeys to the Southwest and to
the deserts of California in this book, and writes
a set of "Calamity Jane Poems" which reflect a
tough admiration - a longing, perhaps? - for
the character of Jane, a gun-toting, no-excuses
character from the old West. But Jane isn't made

a hero; she's merely presented as what she truly
is-ahuman being stripped to the essentials. This
kind of a personality, so shopworn among the
male "lone-wolf" characters in pulp literature, TV
and old movies, has almost never been fleshed
out in a woman's body by a woman.
In the book's final poems, there is a return to
Maine as anchor, as in "Twice in Millinocket":

I put my hand between your thighs, quiet
delicate, remembering patches of snow ...
... We're walking
In a world without memory.
There are no slashed trees for guides.
In "Grand Manan," she goes right to the heart
of things:

... I try to Imagine
the white-tailed deer of the mainland ...
... as they leap and swim through the heart
of the spawning herring In the Bay of
Fundy.
LIke everyone else, they thrash, try to
survive,
eyes full of wonder. Like them, we no longer
remember where we were born
or how far we have come.
One senses Lignell has found her final home
here.
Lignell's writing is seldom so direct as this,
and at times it can be frustratingly enigmatic;
she'll leave thoughts unresolved, leave off trains
of thought or lines of inquiry. She'll digress. But
that's not a complaint: the effect is of a woman
with one foot squarely in each of two worlds, one
mystic and one personal. Lignell's poems gain
great weight by admitting frankly that the
"traffic" of a woman's life in the 1990s in America
is harrowing and often emotionally expensive.
They reveal how these complications are often as
much a part of her life as the landscapes - real or
imagined - she's taken us through, as much as
the ragged Maine coast she has chosen as her
home.
Thus she can follow up a poem like the strange
"Paper Fish" (where a paper fish comes to life)
with a poem called "Pumping Iron" about how
"the heart, inevitably,! will grow harder" until
'10ve, too, is hard." Like her father in the book's
earlier poems, some unknown man swims
murkily just beneath the surface of these more
personal poems; typically, though, Ligne!l doesn't
explain what's going on. She just weaves the
magic and misery of love into her conversations
with the land.
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OpportunHle. for Support In Healing
Two groups: Theme-centered support
group for adults in recovery from addiction. and a men's support group. Use of
joumals, art. role plays. humor, metaphors. anecdotes, assignments, exercises and literature encouraged. Forinfo,
fees and interview, call Rick Bouchard.
LMSW, at 828-2031.
Portland Sufi Ortler offers meditation
sessions with creative visualization,
breath, sound,light, and divine qualities.
Structure and content are based on the
teaChings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and Pir
Vilayat Inayat Khan. Open to all. no
experience necessary. at 232 St. John
St. Portland. This summer the order is
also offering a healing class, a universal
workshop. and healing retreats. For more
information aboutthe order. can Rosanne
Jalbert at 846-6039.
Portland Yoga Studfo (616 Congress
St.) offers Hatha Yoga for People With
AIDS through Aug 26 from 12:40-2 pm
every Wednesday, at 22 Monument
Square (take the elevator to the fifth
floor). The cost is $1 per class for those
who can afford it. Call the studio at 7975664 for more info.
StretchIng the Spirit A yoga class of
gentle breathing and stretching ending
in deep relaxation. All are welcome to
this creative approach to body, mi nd and
spiritual well-being. Please bring a mat.
Wednesdays from 5:30-6:30 pm. Saturdays from 9-1 0 am at the Swedenborgian
Church . 302 Stevens Ave, Portland. $3
donation. Formoreinformation, call 7726277.
Summer Yoga Weekend Gabriel
Halpem, director of The Yoga Circle in
Chicago. will give a special weekend
workshop Aug 16, 17 & 18, co-sponsored by The Yoga Center and Portland
Yoga Studio. For alilevelsofHatha yoga
students. Location: Portland Performing
Arts Center Dance Studio. 25A Forest
Ave. Cost of entire workshop is $95, $25
for a two-hour class, $35 for a three-hour
class. For more info. call Elaine & Francis
at 797-5664, Jennifer at 799-4449 or
Vickie at 775-0975.
The TeenlYounll Adult Clinic is a place
to go if you have a health concern or
medical problem, need a sportslSchool
physical done. or have birth control issues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21,
every Monday from 4-8 pm. at Maine
Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St. Portland. Call 671-2763 for an appointment.
Walk-ins seen if they arrive by 7 pm.
wen Child Clinics The Visiting Nurse
Service of Southem-Maine offers physical exams by a nurse practitioner or
physician. Immunizations. lead testing.
hematocrit. vision. hearing. nutrition and
developmental guidance by trained. registered nurses. Clinics will be held at the
following times and places: Aug 7 & 12,
9-12 noon, at Visiting Nurse Service
Office, Saco. All clinics are open to chi~
dren in York County from 0-16 years of
age. A fee scale is available. Call 2844566 for an appointment.

Adult He.Hh Clinics The Visiting Nurse
Service of Southem Maine offers blood
pressure & blood sugars monitoring, urinalysis, hemocults, tuberculosis testing,
tetanus vaccinations & routine foot cam.
Clinics will be held at the following times
and places: Aug 2, 9:30-11 am. at the
Visiting Nurse Service Office, Saco: Aug
6. 1-2:30 pm. at the McArthur House,
Biddeford; Aug 9, 9:30-11 :30 am. at the
Salvation Army. Old Orchard: Aug 13.
10-11:30 am. at the Prospect Manor,
Biddeford: Aug 14.10:3O-12noon.allhe
Ross Center, Biddeford; aug 15, lOII :30 am, at Ledgewood Apartments.
Biddeford. You must be 16 or older to
participate. Appointments are neceSS3lY;
call 264-4566.
Aquatic fit"... & AqU&-Aerobtca USM
Lifeline will be offering its next 10-week
sessions starting Aug 12. Classes are
non-competitive and geared to all fitness
levels. Aquatic Fitness incorporales lap
swirTYTling into its program and win be
held at the Riverton Pool at6 am and the
S. Portland municipal pool at 6 pm on
Mondays, Wednesday & Fridays. Aquaaerobics classes include stretching. calisthenics and aerobics to music. all done
in the shallow end of the pool. Classes
will be held at the Riverton Pool at 6:45
am on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Non-swimmerswelcome. Pre-registration is required: dealine is Aug 5.
Call 760-4170 for more info.
Buddhl.t-Oriented Meditation Group
now meeting every Sunday. from 10-11
am. at 1040 Broadway,S. Portland. Small
donation. For more info, call 774-2174.
Cholesterol & Blood Preuure ScreenIng The Visiting Nurse Service of Southern Maine will hold a screening Aug 7,
from 1-3 pm. at the Salvation Army in Old
Orchard. Screening indudes a heart
health history. fingerstick blood cholesterol. blood pressure and pulse. one-onone counseling, information handouts &
assistance with referral for further treatment if needed. There is an $6 fee. and
you must be 16 or older to partiCipate.
Appointments neoessary: call 264-4566.
Devetoplnlla Personal Yoga Practice
Pornand Yoga Studio offers this course
Aug 3 from 8:30-10:30 am. During the
first hour: a presentation and discussion
of how to fashion an ongoing home yoga
practice and how to modify it to meet
different noods. Second hour: an actual
class of Iyengar Hatha yoga. At 616
Congress St, Porttand. Cost is $16. For
more info. call 797-5684.
Healthy Beginning. offers classes for
expectant and new parents to assist you
in making your birth and parenting a
(
joyful and fulfilling experience. Upcom~O
ing dassesinclude Early Pregnancy Aug
12, from 7 -9:30 pm. There is also a new
r \
parents support group forming this summerifall. For more info or to register, cal
Mary Taylor, ICCE, at 829-3362.
~
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Inceet Survivor Groups for women sur.'
,
vivorsofsexualabuseflnceslheldwookly
at Womenspace Counseling Center in
'.
Portland: Mon 10-11:30 am. Connections I dro!>,in support groups $7-$10 per
meeting; Monday 6:30-6 pm, Connections II dro!>,in support group $7-$10 per
meeting; Thu 6:30-6:30 pm, survivor's
sharing counseling group $20-$30 per
session. All groups are facil~ated and
strictly confidential. For more info, call
Vivian Wadas, MA. at 671-0377.
Kid. First: Parentlnll Through Divorce
A four-hour educational program for parents who have minor children and who
are involved in a court case Involving
those children, whether it be a separation. divorce or other change of parental
rights and responsibilities. This program
is modeled on one which has received
nationwide acclaim and has been operating for over two years in Georgia. Aug Audubon Summer Public Info Service
Maine Audubon Society is offering an
3, from 8:30 am-12:3O pm, Room 150,
expanded public info service this sumPortland Regional Vocational Technical
mer on natural history & environmental
Center. 196 Allen Ave, Portland. Fee:
issues. Many of the calls the society
$30; caM 773-2296 to register.
receives are about injured or "orphaned"
A Love Sollll to God Discover how you
wildlife. If the animal is injured or truly
can experience the light and sound of
orphaned, Audubon will refer you to a
God in your everyday life. Learn how you
licensed wildlife rehabilitator. But frecan experience spiritual love, freedom,
quently. wild animals are bestteft alone.
wisdom and truth through the singing of
Info's available on baby birds, gypsy
"Hu: a love song to God. Maine Satsang
moths, loons, bird feedng, protecting
Society, Inc. - a chartered affiliate of
waler quality, enhancing wildlife habitat
Eckankar - Invites you to an introducand many other topics. Barbara Cherry,
tory discussion Aug 14 at 7:30 pm. at
public info specialist, will answer your
Scarborough Public Library, 48 Gorham
phone calls or tellers as well as mail fact
Road, Scarborough. Donations acshoots or other appropriate info to all
cepted. For more info, call 781·5005.
Interesled persons. The service is froo
RaI.lnll HeaHhy KId. In Our Commuand available Mon-Fri from 8:30 am-5
nity: Empowering the Biracial Fam"
pm until Aug 30. Call781-233Oorwriteto
lIy Support group faciHtated by Diane
Public Information, Maine Audubon S0Kindler, LCSW, Aug 7 from 6:3O-a pm.
ciety, Gilsland Fann, 118 US Route One,
Free of charge althe YWCA, 87 Spring
Falmouth 04105.
St, Portland. Call 674-1130 for info.
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Entertainment

Call about Rates,
Dates and
Possibilities.
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. BUDGET BOARDING
Supply YOUI Pet's Favorite Food
We Provide the It.C.

I

cat: 3.50; small dog: 4.50; med dog: 5.50; Ig. dog; 6.50

PET LOVERS

CORNER~~~~~~N~Ac~~TER

1087 Forest Ave. Portland •

·797-2414

SORRY YOU DIDN'T
CALL FIRST?

Bailey 1.land and the Basin Cruls.
narrated by Bud Warren Aug 6 from 10
am-6 pm. Cape Small, the New Meaclaws River. Lunch Dutch treat at Bailey
Island. Cost is $41 for members, $46 for
non-members. Reservations required;
call Maine Maritime Museum al 4431316.
Bird Banding Program with Jun.
Flck.r, Wells Reserve at Laudholm
Farm, every Wednesday at 8am, through
August. Wells Reserve is localed off
Route 1 north of Wells. Licensed birclbander Ficker invites public to watch as
birds fty into invisible net and she bands
them, after identifying where they're coming from and gathered other information
she needs from birds. If you're very lucky.
you may be allowed to hold a banded
bird before it is released again. No charge;
but there's a parking fee in July and
August of $5, unless you're a member.
The truly dedicated can ride their bikes,
for which there's no parking fee. For
more information. call 646-1555.
Caco Bay Blk. Club meets the third
Tuesday of every month, at 7 pm in the
Por~and Safely Building (police station)
on Middle Street. The publiciswelcome.
The club also has the following rides
scheduled:Aug 4, Lake Winnepausakee
Loop, 60 miles, meet at Shop 'n Save,
Route 1 , Biddeford to car pool, 8 am, or
Sanford Teachers Credit Union, routes
202 & II, 8:45 am, for more info call
Roger Coulomb at 985-6273; Aug 10,
annual club picnic, Range Pond State
Park; Aug 17-18, second ann ual Grafton
Notch bike hike. SO miles each day, sag
wagon support, campground Sat nite,
for info call Holly Braley at 892-0207.
Call the 24-hour ho~ine at 774-1118
Bob Murray at 892-7029 or Gary Davr.;
at 892.e257 for more info.
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Let the Casco Bay Weekly Talking Menu suggest just
the restaurant you've been looking for - or help you
rediscover an old favorite. The Talking Menu offers brief
descriptions of more than 70 great restaurants throughout the Portland area.
Just call 1-900-680-MENU from any touch-tone
phone and follow the simple instructions. After indicating where and what you want to eat, you'll hear brief
descriptions of several local restaurants that meet your
dining criteria.
Most restaurants on the Casco Bay Weekly Talking
Menu change their listings several times a month. So in
addition to hearing about new spots, be sure to check
out old haunts that may have added new menu items or
specials since you last visited.
Talking Menu cost 95¢ a minute, charged to your
phone bill.
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1-900-680-MENU
Take the guesswork out of dining.

C.,.co Bay Blcycl. Club offers evening
rides every Wednesday at 6 pm, in the
Yarrnouth!Freeport area. Leisurely paced
15-20 miles,low traffic. Dinner after al a
local eatery. Helmets recommended! Call
Charley at 865-3636 or Ketra al 8294402 for dates and locations.
Crul.'ng the Mldcoa.t Maine Audubon
offers this tour of Boothbay Harbor Aug
10 from 9 am-I pm. Experience the
beauty and diversity of Maine's midcoast
region on this summertime cruise through
tidal waters of the Kennebec River. Rafts
of eiders, seals, osprey, cormorants and
eagles are all likely sightings. Whales &
Seabirds of Ihe Gulf of Maine II. a repeat
of this trip, will take place Aug 17. Cost is
$20. To reserve space, call 781-2330.
Get Your Paddl. W.t III Bring your
kayak and the willingness to meet new
friends to PorUand's East End Beach at
6 pm every Thursday evening through
Labor Day. AI levels are welcomed and
encouraged to join in the fun . For more
information, call 772-5357.
H.r Wild Song: Wllderne. . Journeys
for Wom.n Maine's newesl wildemess
guide service is offering ftve trips for
women this summer. Founded by wildemess guide Anne Dellenbaugh, Her
Wild Song has planned canoeing and
backpacking journeys that are appropriale for novices and experienced outdoors women. Forinfo,call773-4969, or
write to P.O. Box 6793, Portland 04101 .

Maine Audubon S •• k. Volunt••r
Naturellsta The society offers guided
natural hislory walks Ihrough the sum-'
ITl9( for the public and seeks salt marsh
and nature enlhuslasts to be trained as
naturalists for the walks. Increase your
awn knawledge of the natural history of
our IocaJ environment while sharing your
own enthusiasm and wonder with children. For more Information, call Heidi
Palola at 781-2330.
Maine Wom.n Outdoo,.. sponsors hiking, biking and camping lrips for women
18 years of age and older. Upcoming
events: Aug 4, mountain biking at Sunday River, call Sandy at 657-5134; Aug
biking - ferry trip to Bailey Island,
bike bad< to Portland, call Katie at 6652881 ; Aug 23-25, beginner's baCkpacking weekend, call Mary at 872-6891. For
more info on MWO call Sandy al 6575134 or Karen at 797-3006.
MOAC (Maine Outdoor Advenlure Club)
offers the following events: Aug 7, 7 pm,
monthly MOAC meeting, with a slide
show of a M I. McKinley expedition, at the
North Deering Congregational Church,
1364 Washington Ave. Portland; Aug
10, day hike (strenuous) through northern half of the Presidentials; Aug 17,
second annual MOAC Summerfest at
Camp Ketcha, Scarboro, volunteers
needed. caN Tony at 773-1788; Aug 21,
6>8 pm, sunset sail on the Palawan,
discount rate of 10 percent for MOACians,
call Bill at 871-7028 by Aug 19 to reserve
aspace;Aug 23, canoe Irip to Umbagog,
call 846>3036;evening walks around the
Back Cove, meet at Payson Park Tuesdays at 6:30 pm and Thursdays at 6 pm,
call 829-4124; surfing at Higgins Beach,
call 871-1216; Frisbee at Scarborough
Beach Tuesday eves, call 775-2563;
spontaneous rock climbing trips, call 7664457; outing to Rangeley Lakes area
July 12-14. call 828-1532.
MOFGA Farm & Gard.n Tau,.. Whether
you're interested in animal agriculture or
a vegetarian, self-reliant lifeslyle,
MOFGA's 1991 Farm and Garden Tours
have something to offer. From Beth and
Art T racy's efficienl hand tools to the
Peariman'sSOvarietiesofapplesand58
varieties of potatoes, take the time to
enjoy and leam from some exemplary
farms. Hosts have scheduled a specific
day for visits on alilhe farms. Most are
MOFGA-certifted organic or are farmed
organically by MOFGA members. For a
list of farm tour dates, directions and a
description for each, see Ihe July/Aug
issue of the Maine Organic Farmer and
Gardener, available at newstands or from
the Maine Organic Farmers and GardenersAssoc. Box 2176, Augusta 04338,
tel. 622-31 18.
Nature Lecturea Wolfe's Neck Wood's
Stale Park in Freeport offers nature programs at 2 pm on summer weekends
and on some weekdays. The hour-long
programs may include a walk, short talks
and other activities. Reservations are
not required. An asterisk marks wheelchair-accessible programs: Aug 1, Nature Legends';Aug 3, Animal Habits and
Homes'; Aug 4. Secrets of the Shore;
Aug 7, Plant Strategies'; Aug 8, The
Osprey'sStory'; Aug 10, Nature's Medicine Chest by Mary Thorp. pharmacist;
Aug II, Stories in Stone; Aug 14, Nature
Legends';Aug t5,In the Pines'; Aug 17,
Secrets of the Shore; Aug 18, Protecting
Our Environment with Leon Ogrodnick,
environmentalist. For more info, call the
park at 865-4465.
Nature Volunt..... The 1991 SERVE!
Maine Voluntary Directory lists volunteeropportunities throughout Maine with
state and federal natural resource and
environmental agencies. Opportunities
include endangered species at state
parks. back country rangers on public
lands, DEP river qual~y monitors, inlems at Land Use Regulation Commission fteld offices and conservation educators for the Soil Conservation Service.
The projects reqUire volunteers with skills
and abilities ranging from enthusiasm
and interest in nalure to highly trained
professionals. For more information or
to obtain a copy of the directory, call or
write 10 Libbey Seigars, SERVElMaine.
Maine Dep't of Conservation, Station 22,
Augusta 04333, tel. (207) 289-4945.
Outdoor Hotll ne Call 774-1 118 for a
listing of bicyc~ng, hiking, cross country
skiing, canoeing and other outdoor activities sponsored by the Maine Outdoor
Adventure Club and the Casco Bay Bicycle Club.
Pllgrtmag. on the W ••t Bank of the
K.nnebec A walking and water joumey
conducted by Earle "Bud' Warren. Journey through the history of the west bank
of the Kennebec River from Bath to
Popham. See the remains of early shipyards and view the sites of mills and
docks. Leave Maine Mar~ime Museum
Aug3at9am by bus and, with numerous
stops along the way, arrive at Popham at
2 pm. Retum by boat from Popham to
view the sites from the water. Lunch
served en route. Cost is 428 for members, $34 for non-members. Reservations required; call 443-1316.
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IIcIIrborough Marah Nature Cent.r
W . .kly Program. include the follow·
ing: Canoe Tours - discover the vast
array of wildNfe and plants, as well as the
fascinating hisloryofScarborough Marsh
as you paddle along the meandering
Dunstan River. Times: daily from 10Il :3Oam;Tues& Thurs !tom 6-7:30 pm.
Cost: $6 adult member, $5 Child of mernber, $7 aduh non-member, $6 child nonmember (deduct $1.50 if providing your
awn canoe). Salt Marsh Adventure (for
all ages) - using all of your senses,
explore the unique ecology of the salt
marsh and discover the interdependency
and adaptations of plants and animals
living there. Times:Tues & Thurs from 23:30 pm. Cost: $2 member, $3 nonmember. Dawn Birding - the best birding
is o"en in the early morning when birds
are mostactive. Look and listen for egrets,
glossy Ibises, herons, ducks, willets,
sparrows, swallows and more. Times:
every Wed from 7-8:30 am. Cost: $2
member, $3 non-member. Formoreinfo,
call the center al883-5100.
Senior Sundeys Reawaken your sense
of wonder during this nature presentation and leisurely walk especially for seniors ages 50 and over. Aug 11 & 25,
from 2-3:30 pm. At Scarborough Marsh
Nature Center (take Route 1 to
Scarborough and turn east onto Pine
Poinl toward Pine Point Beach - also
marked Route 9 West. SMNC is half a
mile down on the left). Cost is $2 members. $3 non-members.

Th. Names Project, Maine, a chapter

FOR

KIDS

Chlldr.n's Art Cia. . : Setting the
Sc.n. Using works in Ihe exhibition
"Impressionisrnand Post-Impressionism:
The Collector's Passion: students develop slories that come alive when they
create minlalure Sfage sets and puppets. Ages 7-12. The series runs Aug 6,
7 & 8 and costs $25 for PMA members
$35 for non-members. Call 775-6148 t~
register.
My dog. took me for a walk the other day and we ended up by
O.A.R.E. Summer Activilies In an effort to
Deenng HIgh School. A kick ball game was in progress on the
provide kids with exciting allemalives to
large baseball field. A summer school vocational skills class was
drugs and alcohol, the Portland Police
Dept DAR.E. Program will be providing
out enjoying the sunshine and getting some exercise.
adventure lrips throughout the summer.
The dozen kids (six girls, six boys) were having a hell of a good
On Ihese trips, kids wHI learn positive
time
~cking around the soft red gym ball. A couple of the kids
risk-taking and how to work with others
were In wheelchaIrs, so they rolled the ball instead. The others
while having lots of fun. A police office;
and school teacher will accompany kids
were physically or mentally challenged. Their enthusiasm level
on all trips. The follawing is a list of trips:
could ~ot be measured because it was too high off the chart.
Aug 6, high element ropes course in
While the youngs~ers smiled and kicked their worries away, the
Durham, NH; Aug 8, whitewater rafting
five t~chers had theIr hands full. The hustling staff all seemed to
on the Kennebec River in Bingham, ME;
Aug 13, windsurfing on Back Cove; Aug
be haVIng as much fun as their students.
16-17, camping & whitewater rafting on
A steady flow of praise and encouragement flowed from
the Penobscot River (for older kids) in
"coaches"
Barb, Debbie, Rita, Collen and Maureen. The kids got a
Millinocket, ME;Aug 23& 29, whitewater
tad confused occasionally (so
rafting on the Kennebec River in
did the teachers) but when
Bingham, ME (forkids involved in PROP's
Peer Leader Program); Aug 30, techniheaded in the right direction
cal rock climbing in Durham, NH. C;all
were not to be denied. You'd
Officer Karl Geib al 874-8523 for more
be
surprised
how
many
home
runs
they
kicked in this single
info on trips.
game.
Interpreting the Salt Ma... h through
Pottery Search for natural artifacts from
After the game, I had the opportunity to learn a little more
the salt marsh and incorporate them in
about this summer school. It lasts four weeks and features
your own handmade pottery. August 14
vocation~l s~lls, acade?,ics, exercises and athletics, walks, games,
from 1 0-12 noon. At Scarborough Marsh
commumca:lOns,
and field trips to fun places like Willard Beach
Nature Center on Route 9 West. Cosl is
$3 member, $4 non-member, plus a $2
and .Fort W~h.ams, l<:ettle Cove, Maine Mall and the Deering Oaks
fee for supplies. Call 883·5100 for info.
Festival. This IS the fmal week of their Challenging and fun
Need to Talk? Dial Kids hotline is for
summer program.
leens who have a problem or need 10
Deering High has a nice little vocational summer school going
talk. The hotline is open from 2:30-5 pm
and
most of Portland probably doesn't know or care. That's OK.
Mon-Fri. Teens calling in talk to other
teens who are well trained to listen and
These 12 kids know, and it's likely they'll remember this kind of
help. Calls are kept confidential, except
love for a long time.
when Ihe caller is in danger. Topics
~>: dog took me h~me.because I wasn't feeling well. More
discussed on the hotline range from famspeclfical~y, I was feehng Jealous. These kids were completing a
ilyand school to sexuality and relation·
very special month, one full of learning and Jaughter (not necessh,ps, peer relations, birth control, lone·
liness, substance abuse & suicide. If you
sarily in that order).
need to talk, call 774-TALK.
Nice job, Deering! Portland Public Schools should be very
The Portland Public Library'.
proud of you.
Children'. Room Schedul. for the
week of August 1: Aug 2, 10:30 am,
Mike Quinn
Tales for Twos; Aug 5. 10:30 am, Preschool Story Time; Aug 7, 9:30am, Fin·
ger Fun for Babies; Aug 7. 10:30 am,
Bookmaking Participants will create a Gotta Dance, Inc. Smoke- and chemSpecial Summer Reading Program for
free dances with swing, Latin & ballroom
personal joumal in the sty/e of 17th·
"Moose Mainea' (face-painting & story);
music every Friday from 9-12 pm, and
cenlury lIalian limp-paper cover bindAug 9, 10:30 pm, Tales for Twos. All
every Sunday from 3-6 pm. Refreshi~~s. Using the simplest hand tools, parprograms are free and open to the pubments. Cost is $5 per person.
tt<:tpants will create Iheir books from handlic. Five Monument Square, Portland.
Thompson's Point, Building 1A, Second
made cotton/abaca paper covers, velFor more information, call 871-1700.
Floor. For more info call 773·3558.
lum tapes & archival quality, machineSclenc. Camp The STAR Science Cenmade text papers. The creative process HAGS (Hysterical Angry Girls Sorority)
ler would like to inVite children ages 8-12
w,1I continue as participants write in their
Women's performance terrorism. For
to come and reveal the engineer within
newly made journals. Taught by Pamela
more information, writetoP.0.BoxS031,
them. This four4ly workshop is designed
Fae Cole, who operates the Kennebec
PorUand 04 10 1.
to spark interest, curiosity and asense of
Hand Bookbindery in Machias. Aug 24 Introduction to Spinning A workshop at
adventure in design lechnology. Aug 12from 9 am-4 pm, at the Maine Writers
Sabbathday Lake Shaker Village, on
15, from 9 am-noon. The fee is $6S. For
Center. Cost is $40/$50 includes materiRoute 26 in New Gloucester. Working
more information, call 77S-7362.
als. Pre-registralion is required; payment
with a Shaker neece. students wUlleam
Sum
r Programs for Chlldr.n at
in full should be sent to Maine Writers &
to sort. tease and handcard. They will
Rlv.rton Public Library On WednesPublIShers Alliance, Maine Writers Censpin "in the grease' on drop spindles.
days: Toddler Story Hour al 10:30 am;
ter, 19 Mason St, Brunswick 04011, tel.
Plying and skeining will be demonstrated
Summer Craft Fun (all ages), led by
729-6333.
as well as spinning on the flax whee.
Phyllis Forward through Aug 14 at 1 pm.
Botti. and Can Redemption Day SponHandspun yarn will be dyed with a tradi·
On Fridays: Finger Fun for Babies, 9:30sored by The Greater Portland Affiliate
tlonal Shaker butternut recipe. Aug 24,
9:45 am ; Preschool Story Hour (3 to 5of Literacy Volunteers of America , the
from 10 am-4 pm. Fee: $25. Send nonyear-<>lds), to :30am. Students 5-13 are
funds collected will be used to provide
refundable deposit of $15 by Aug 15 to
invited to sign up for the summer reading
support services for tutors who donate
RR II, Box 640. Poland Spring 04274 .
program. Prizes will be given forchildren
their time 10 help adults Ie am to read.
For more info, call 926-4597.
who reach their reading goals for the
Info on volunteer opportunilies will also Men'. Gospel The Greater Portiandchapprogram. Sign up through July 5 during
be available. Bring bottles & cans to
ter of the Full Gospel Business Mens'
normal library hours: Wednesdays 9-6,
Brighton Beverage, 873 Brighton Ave,
Fellowship International is pleased 10
Thursdays 12-8. Fridays9-12. 1600 For·
Aug 10 from 9 am-3 pm. Forfurtherinfo,
have Ron Gobeil as guest speaker on
esl Ave. For more info call 797-2915.
call Cheryl Klein at 767-5186.
Aug 10 at 9 am. The breakfast will be
Th. Enriched Golden Ag. C.nt.r inheld al Valle's Steak House at Exit 8 on
vites men and women 60 and over 10
Brighton Ave. Portland. Cost is $5. Res·
Wednesday luncheons. There is a dona·
ervations are necessary; call Bob at77 4tion of $2 and programs are as follows:
6416 or Dick at 799-6636 by Aug 8. Men
Aug 7 - Dave Moody and "Jug Band';
& women of all faiths are welcome.
Aug 14 - Ray Hilton with a Sunsel Mu.lc on the Bay Caco Bay Lin. . is
Squares demonstration; Aug 21 offering summer music cruises, which
Rhoda Mite of the Peace Corps speakrun through Sept 8. Leave the CBL tering on Swaziland; Aug 28 - Beau &
minal at 5 pm on Sundays al hear three
Dave McMakin's music program. The
hours of R&B/soullMolown/New Orcenter is located on the ground level of
leans-Zydecolswing by Big Chief & the
the Salvation Army building , 297
Continentals. All ages are welcome. TickCumberland Ave, Portland. Reservations
Th. Big Sound. Benefit at Ram 1.land
ets are $10 for adults, $5 for children.
must be madeinadvance.Call774.£974.
Farm Come join the celebration at an
Group rates are also available. Call CBL
out-of-Ihe-ordinary, fundraiser dance F~ux Flnlshfng Worbhops Learn spongat 774-7871 for more info.
lng, ragging, rag rolling, combing, color
party. Brave Combo. those outrageous
wash and marbling. Two-nightworkshop
nuclear-powered polkaholics who have
Tuesdays Aug 6 & 13 from 6:30-9 pm.
rocked Portland 1W0 years running, will
Private group Instruction also available
make thisanight like no other. Aug 24, at
on laux finishing and other decorative
6 pm, light supper provided by some of
applications for the home. For more info
the area's finest food emporiums and a
& registration, call Decor-able (645 Forpolkalcha-cha refresher course; $50 per
est Ave, Portland) at 772· t 939.
person. Dance, auction & horsd'oouvres
at 8; cash bar; $25 per person. All pro- FI.a Mark,t Aug 3 from 10 am-4 pm at
ceeds to benefil PorUand Performing
Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth SI, PortArts and Big Sounds From AllOver. Call
land. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat, 11 am-5
774-0465 10 order your tickets.
pm. 775-624S.

Learning and laughter

for kids

SPORT

Adult Swim L.sson. Portland
Recreation's Aquatic Division is accepting registrations for an adult swim lesson
program to be held at the Kiwanis Pool
on Douglas Street. Classes will meal
from 12-1 pm. Mon-Fri, Aug 12-23. To
register call 772-4708 or drop by the
pool.
Beach VoII.yball for Muscular Dystrophy Aug 10, from lOam-5 pm,onOId
Orchard Beach by the G98 Boom Box, in
fronl of the Waves. Prizes & T-shirts for
top fund-raising teams. Put together a
leamofsix players and call Action Sports
Unlimited at 773-2428 to register by Aug

3.
Portland Rugby Club practices Tues &
Thurs eves, at 5:30 pm. at Fox Street
Field off Marginal Way. Players of all
abilities are welcome. Games and tournaments scheduled throughout the summer. For more information, call Peter at
829-4607 or John at 774-5221 .
Senior Fltne•• for M.n & Women 55
and Over USM Lifeline oflers classes
Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays from
10:30-11:15 am at the USM Portland
campus gym on Falmouth Street. Program consists of progressive exercises.
Registration is ongoing. Call 780-4170
for more info.
Softball Marathon to Fight N.uromu.cular Ol....es Top funcl-raising team
wins custom uniforms. Labor Day weekend. Aug 30-Sept 2, at Deering Oaks
Park Family Fun Day. To register your
team, call Action Sports Unlimited at
773-2428 by Aug 2.
Sport. Eat 14th Ann ....1Bowdoin and
Back 1 O-MII. Run to the Coast One of
New England's premiere road races happens Sunday, Aug 18 at 8 am sharp.
Entry blanks and details can be obtained
from Sports East in the Topsham Fair
Mall, at 729-1800.
Thlrtysom.thlng Socc.r A group of individuals from the PorUand area, ages
30 and over, meat to play soccer Sunday
eves at 6 pm on the lower field behind the
high school in Cape Elizabeth. Events
include pick-up games, challenge
matches with other area clubs and occasional toumaments. For more info. call
767-7122.
Training Tips for Injury Fr. . Running
Dr. James Carter will be discussing the
how's and why's of simple procedures
which can dramatically decrease your
risks for injury and help you get more out
of your running program. Aug 7 at 7 pm
at the MerrH! Memorial Library on Main
Street in Yarmouth. Free and open to the
public. For more info call 846>771 1.
Volleyba II Portland Recreation offers pickup games through the summer on TuesdaysandThursdays, from 7:30-9:30pm .
Fee Is $1.50 for residenls, $3 for nonresidents. Proof of residency required .
At Reiche Communlly Cenler. 166
Brackett St. For info. call 874-8873.
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of the National AIDS Quilt, will be holding
panel-sewing workshops alThe Sewing
Shop,461 Stevens Ave (at the corner of
Pleasant and Stevens) from 2-5 pm on
Aug 14 & 18. If you have any questions,
call 774-2198.
National Federation of the Blind will
hold its annual state convention on Aug
10 at the Portland Regency Hotel. 20
Milk St Guest speakers will include state
and national legislators. agency directors and educators. There will be panel
discussions on emloyment and technology. Registration begins al8 am. Cost is
$15 and includes lunch. All blind and
visually impaired persons are encouraged to attend, as well as parents of
blind children. For reservations, call 7727305 by Aug 3.
Th. Path of H.rb. Learn aboul the wild
edibles & medicinals that are free from
nature by joining Pol Hermes for a plant
identification walk through the countryside. Aug 11. 2-4:30 pm. for $20. On Aug
18, from 1-4 pm, you can take Herbal
Preparations Made by Your Own Hand
and leam to make your own herbal extracts, salves, oils & finiments for $30.
Hermes. herbalisVorganic farmerl
wiidcrafter/teacher, is also awner of Crystal Springs. a 40-acre, MOFGA-certified
organic herb & vegetable farm in Dayton
that also serves as a teaching center
offering a variety of herbal & educational
workshops. For info and registration, call
499-7040, or wrile Hermes at 70 Hollis &
Buda Road, Dayton 04005. Please regIster In advance, if possible, by sending
a non· refundable deposit of $10.
Red Cross Cou,... . The Red Cross is
offering several courses in August. Community CPR is an eight-hour course Ihal
teaches adult, infant & child CPR skills.
This course will be held Aug 8 & 15 from
6-10 pm. The cost is $36. Standard First
Aid, also an eight-hour course, teaches
adult CPR and standard first aid skills. It
will be held Aug 5 & 12 from 6-10 pm or
Aug 17 from 8 am-S pm. It costs $36.
Adult CPR is a four-hour course which
covers rescue breathing and choking, as
well as CPR for adults. It'll be held Aug
27 from 6-10 pm and costs $28. Preregistration is reqUired. All courses will
be held at the chapter office al 17
Stanwood St in Brunswick. To register,
call 729-6779.
Scarborough Histortcal Society Museum Annual Fair For sale: antiques,
crafts, jewelry, plants, clothing. books &
mags, dishes, tools. toys, athletic equip-.
ment and more. Aug 3 from 9 am-3 ~m
on US Route I, Dunstan Comer, next to
Engine 6 Fire Slation. Museum will be
open for tours. For info call 883,£159.
Schoolhou. . Art. C.nt.r Annual Craft
Show will take place Aug 24 from lOam4 pm on the Arts Center grounds, 100
yards north of the intersection of routes
114 & 35 in Sebago Lake Village. Maine
artisans are invited to exhibit theircrafts.
For more info, contact Donna Stone al
892-9736, Glenne Gray at 657-2t83 or
the center at 642-3743.
South Fre.port Summer F. .tlval win
run Friday. Aug 2-Aug 4. There you'll find
lobster dinner, chicken barbeque, and a
blueberry pancake breakfast Saturday
morning Irom 8·9 am, as well as Cfaft
tables, books, garden produce, nea market, and more. The Nothing Flat will play
dance music Saturday from 8-1 1 pm,
there will be kids' games & activities
Salurday from 1-5, and a children's parade on Sunday at 2 pm. At the South
Freeport Church on South Street. Call
865·4656 for more info.
Th. United Maine Craft.m.n 22nd
Annual Cumb.rtand Craft Snow w,1I
take place at the Cumberland Fairgrounds Aug 9- 11. Over 250 Maine Cfaftsmen will be exhibiting. Children's tent.
food concesSions, Maine food products
and more. $2 admission. For more Info
call Penny Evans at 443-2787.
'
W_kly Job Hunt.... • Support Group
The Career Center at Connections is
now offering this support group on Tuesday momings, from 9-10:30 am, for $10
a session. Carol Andreae and Mark
Nakell, career counselors al Connections. will assist participants with job
search strategies, skills and support. No
reservations are needed to participate in
these sessions. For info, call 773-4413.
Wom.n·. international Folk DanCing
Beginner's classes in line and circle
dances of Bulgaria, Greece, Turkey, Armenia, Yugoslavia, Rumania, Israel &
others. No partners needed. Thursdays
at 7:30 pm, Williston West Church, 32
ThornasSt, Portland. Cost: $2. Formore
info, call Ruth at 774-9378.
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O~JfCTS
484 Cor'9ress Street
Portland, Maine 04101

774-1241 OSlXTlmer Hours
Monday-SatlXday 10:30-6
Sunday 12-4:30

8ARDING~ BOOK ~RO~

538 Congress Street
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prinls
Boughl & Sold
Highesl Prices Paid
•
Search Service
Tax & Insuraoce Appraisals
Slagle Items or large collections wanted

BROWSERS ALWAYS WELCOME
tD 1m to 5:3D pm Mon.·Sot.
Membar
AntquorlOl"l Bookse"~ As5oclCJton of America

1-800-228-1398
761·2150
538 Congress 51.

646·8785
Route 1, We".

STO P and smell
the FLOWERS
... and have diTll/er afterwards!

Purchase a
$20 gift certificate

ALBERTA'S

at

.. LlIId receive a

$5 gift certificate from

I L0 V E
fLOWEQ8
19 Plea!Hlnt ~treet
Portland • 774-5882
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help wanted
TELEMARKETER

CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A

body & soul

caw CLASSIFIED AD

roommates

INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL GROUP
THERAPY for those invested in discovering the true self. Explore with
dreams, journals, or expressive
media. Elaine Goodrich, LCSW, 9341212.

ROOMMATE WANTED, MlF, share
two BR apt. Hardwood floor, nonsmoker, WID, Fireplacel woodstove,
no pets. Newly renovated, $325/mo.
Heat! electric included. Walk to
MMCI USM. 874-2448.

TROUBLE RELATING? An experiential group forming for men & women
focusing on issues of intimacy and
communication. Contact Anthony
Provazza, M.A., Psychotherapy Center of Maine. 871-9256. Individual
sessions also available.

SEEKING HOUSEMATES: Beautiful
country home in Raymond. 30 min.
to Portland. Fumishedl unfurnished
bedrooms.
Jacuzzi,
fireplace,
privacy, 100+ acres of woods. Complete appliances. Reasonable rent.
Call 655-5246. Leave message.

The art of being yourself. The art of
Nakellbeing
creative.
Mark
Psychotherapist, 773-4413.
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen
Austen, M.A., L.M.T., Ucensed Massage Therapist. Alleviate chronic
backaches, headaches, neck and
shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress,
improve flexibility, muscle tone, circulation, athletic performance. By
appoinbnen~ 865-0672.
ROLFING: HOW DOES IT WORK?
In a series of ten sessions, connective tissue is manipulated and
released, allowing you to become
straighter
and
more
flexible.
BRUNSWICK appointments available. Call 582-4580.

C~lltQr
Moving and BeIng Moved
Saturday, August 17
9:30am to

4 pm

A one-day workshop for
adults to explore their
creative selves in movement
Cost: S7SOO

Coro!;n" L o"'f~ D'RECTOR
M.A. REGISTERED DANCE TIiERAPIST
207-871-8274
150 ST. JOHN STREET
PORTI.AND, ME 04102

Portland Yoga Studio

'" -A""""" . . ,.
797-5684

Yoga Teacher

SEFERLIS & TROTTIER
COUNSEUNG & HYPNOTIiERAPY

Brief~apyforthe'90s
ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS, COlPLES
Raa.,,'l8tMRlt81

222 St. John St.
Suite 219

Portland
871-8134

raalva Therapy !lewnry Graup
Molly Hoadley, M.A. ~~
Drama
Therapia!

"

~.

Lisa SQamboti, M.A.
Expressive
Therapist

$79-1959

WE MAKE NEWS MAnER

INNER LIGHT

Kripalu Yoga
Marllt"t/oll·l,,-MotlOI1
Phoenix Rising Toga Therapy
Kim Chandler I 0 Exchange 51
874-2341
Portland

Stroudwater
neighborhood.
Housemate, nls female wanted.
Whole upstairs. All amenities including wid, kitlbath, storage, parking, 2
miles to downtown. Great private
yard abutts AudUbon Sanctuary.
$3fI:J + 112 util. 773-8618.

roommates

CAPE ELiZABETH- Share home
with Christian male, 31. Near Fort _
Williams. Must be non-smoker,
responsible.
Prefer USMI FESSENDEN STREET. One
courteous,
someone quiet, but amiable. $350+ bedroom, eat-in kitchen, sun porch,
1/2 util. and deposit. Available Sept.
living room, modem bath, oil heat,
1. 767-1274.
hardwood floors. $495 plus utilities.
HOUSEMATE WANTED, Munjoy 761-2595. Messages returned.
Hill, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, modem
WEST END NEWLY RENOVATED 2
kitchen, wid, plenty of living space,
BR with off-street parking, gas heat,
yard, deck, parking. Share with 30's deck. Exceptionally clean and sunny
non-smoking teacher and 2 cats.
wi hardwood floors. Offered at
$375+. 772-77f1:J.
$500/mo. +utils. Sec. dep. and
references required. No dogs. AvailMALE WANTED FOR GREAT 3 bedroom in town apt. $2751mo. includes
able 9/1. 879-7120.
rent, utils., phone, cable. $2fI:J sec.
dep. Students! musicians preferred. EASTERN PROM AREA- A fantastic
2 bedroom apartment. Brand new,
874-9002. Avail. immed.
views, hardwood floors, WID, baseNON-SMOKING
ROOMMATE ment, $610/mo. 799-7771.
WANTED to share spacious, sunny
East End apt. with F. $225 + 1/2 utils. EASTERN PROM AREA: Large 3
bedroom; livingroom; dining room;
774'{)474.
kitchen;
porch ;
WID
hookup.
PEAKS ISLAND- MlF ROOMMATE $6fl:J/mo. plus utilities. Available Septo share spacious house in lovely tember 1. 767-3833.
setting. Own room with private
HANOVER ST. CONTEMPORARY, 2
bathroom. Sorry, no pets. $2fl:J/mo.
+ 1/2 utilities. 766-2025. Leave mes- bdrm with loft in great building. Spacious kitchen and living room view of
sage.
Back Cove, parking and laundry
PORTLAND HOME TO SHARE- facilities. $750/mo . Heat & hot water
seeking F (n/S) who likes cats. $350, included. 774-6363.
112 heat. WID, sun deck, yard,
neighborhood. Must be honest, reli- NORTH DEERING MODERN 2 bedable & respect home as their own. room townhouse apartment, country
setting, parking, WID hook-up, wrw
Fumiture available . 797-2111.
carpeting, garbage disposal, sec.
PROFESSIONAL FEMALE (USM dep., lease. $575 + utilities. No dogs.
Faculty) and easy-going 12 yr. old 797'{)860. Available Sept. 1st.
daughter seek rental and other
parent! child combo for houseshar- PORTLAND WEST ST. Spacious
ing. Relocating to Casco Bay Area in apt., 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, eat-in
kitchen, tremendous Walk-in closets,
August. 873-4336.
gas stove . $490/mo. includes heat &
PROFESSIONAL MALE SEEKS N/s hot water. Avail. 9/1 or sooner. Call
mature roommate to share 2 bed- 773-4562.
room condo in quiet rural area . Easy
access to turnpike. WID, dishwasher. BEAT THE HEAT: Cool Basement
$300 + 1/2 utilities. Call David, 985- apt. All utilities, WID. $375. Combo
2858 or 934.{)658.
full kitllvg. rm, Ig. bedroom, walk-in
RESPONSIBLE
NON-SMOKING pine closet. N/s female, no pets,
roommate wanted to share 2 bed- storage, parking . Lv. message, 775room apt. near Northgate Plaza with 2566.
26 ylo prof. GM. $30O/mo. + 1/2 utils.
Parking, laundry. 797'{)192 evenings.
Avail. 9/1-1211.

apts/rent

houses/rent

RESPONSIBLE, NEAT, STRAIGHT.
nls female seeking same to share 2
bedroom apt, Woodford's area.
WID, storage, parking. Ages 28-35
prefered. $275 heated + 112 utilities.
773-9557, leave message.

HOUSE FOR RENT: Sun-filled,
charming
2
bedroom,
newly
renovated, all appliances & minimal
upkeep. Efficient, clean, bright & airy.
$62O/mo. + utils. Call 797-9275.
Avail. Sept. 1.

ROOMATE
WANTED:
MALE!
FEMALE to share 2 bedroom apt in
Portland. Non-smoker, cat lover,
vegetarian, easy-going. WID use, offstreet parking, plenty of storage. Call
Cynthia, 874-7480. $2751mo. + 1/2
utils.

HOUSE FOR SALE- OR RENT:
Charming West End home. 2 bedrooms, 1-1/2 baths, living, dining
(bay-windows),
Wrw
carpeting,
modem kitchen, deck. PLUS: attractive basement aparbnent. WID.
$95,000 or $7751mo. 773-8927.

Charge your Classified ads

by

phone

775-6601.

I

houses/rent

LOVELY
CORNISH
COUNTRY
HOUSE for rent, Uke new, spectacular mountain views. One bedroom, appliances, super-insulated.
45 min. to Portland. Non-smoking
couple
or single.
References.
$5851mo. Available Sept. 1. 1-6253655.
PEAKS ISLAND- Large, sunny Victorian, 3-4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms,
garden, woodstove, 5 mins. to the
boat, year-round. $7fl:J/mo. +utils.
Sec.Dep. Contact Kris or Del at 7665153. Avail. Sept

offices/rent
FURNISHED
OFFICE
with
secretarial and bookkeeping services
available. Approximately 400 sq.ft.
Also available 800 sq.ft. unfumished
office. Parking available. Monument
Square area. Call 772-6527.

studios/rent
ARTI CRAFT STUDIO SPACE available to share. $1751mo. includes all
utilities and many extras. Call Nancy
at 797-3468.
ARTISTI MERCHANTI PROFESSIONAL: Come
to
Portland's
Montmarte (Munjoy Hill) 950 sq. ft.,
Congress St., 1st fl., ample on-street
parking. Possible live-in. 871-1095
any1ime.
STUDIO- 317 Cumberland Avenue.
Join other artist! craft people in building. From 400-1200 sq.ft. Light and
heat included. Parking available. No
lease required, can 772-6527.
STUDIOS : Artists only building, all
inclusive, tin ceilings, artist sinks,
high energy environment. Darkrooms
to suites with views. $75 to $200 a
month. 799-4759 or 79S-7890 ask
about our summer specials.

real estate

real estate

AT.L

new homes

70' X 14', 3 bedrm.
$14,995, $15,995,
$22,995, $26,995,
$29,795. 72' X 14' 3
bedr: $21,695. 80' X 14'
3bedr: $19,795, $19,995,
$23,995, $24,895,
$25,895, $25,995,
$27,495, $28,995. 24
wides: $24,995, 28
wides: 52': $34,995. 56':
$37,995. 60': $36,995.
64': $41,000, $42,895,
$42,995. Apr 12.75,
Homes from Fleetwood,
Henderson, Mansion,
Norris. Most are one of a
kind.
Daily 10-8, Sunday 10-5.

LUVHOMES
Rt 26 OXFORD
child care
LOVING BABYSITTER WANTED,
for toddler boy in my West End
Portland home. Tues., Thurs., 4-7,
and some weekends. Long-term
commibnent. Call Sarah, 773-3546.
BAY
MONTESSORI
CASCO
SCHOOL Programs available: Summer Morning Arts, 9-12 noon; drop-in
care available. Children ages 3-6.
September Pre-school and after
care, llexible scheduling. Stop by at
440 Ocean St., South Portland, or
call 799-2400 for more information.

FREEPORT - One floor condo
living ... 2 bedrooms, open spacious
rooms. Complet!y applianced . Condo
fee only $44. $77,000, FHA-MSHA
finance available. Diane O·Reilly Harden Reality. 799-1501 - pager
758-5630.

ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES: Leam
this trade, we send instructions,
parts, and check for assembly. Call
404-426-0072 Ext. WB3027.

HOMES FOR SALE BY Government
Agencies- One dollar (you repair), or
$t ,600 (move in). Call 1-805-5646500, Ext. HA3611 for immediate
response.

ASSEMBLERS: EXCELLENT INCOME, easy work assembling
products at home. 7-day 24-hr. service. Info 504~6-1700. Dept.
Pfl:J86.

AFFORDABLE
, LIVING

NEED A JOB FAST? Receptionist!
secretary, bookkeeper, accounts
clerk, warehouse laborer, construction, trades, delivery drivers, hotel,
restaurants. Up to $400- $600
weekly. 1-800-678-8181.

$1 69

for 180 Months with
$1,500 down 70' X 14', 3
bedrm. $14,995. Apr 12.75.
Double wide, 3 bedr, 2 bath:

$23,995.
Homes from Colony,
Keystone, Mansion, Titan,
Laurel Hill

***

FAIRIANE MOBILE HOMES,
DAILY 11-6 (CLOSED WED.)
SUNDAY 1-5. RT. 93, EXIT
20, RT. 3 TILTON, NH.

***

FAIRIANE/HONEYMCX>N
MOBILE HOMES, DAILY
10-6, SUN. 12-5, (CLOSED

help wanted

NEED A PART-TIME INCOME? You
must have a typewriter or good
handwriting. Hours and location
flexible. Call NOW for details 1-800783-8946, Ext. 315.
THE PEOPLE WITH AIDS COAUTlON needs a dependable part-time
person with some office skills to
oversee lunch program and CO-{)l"dinate volunteers. Evolving position
you can help create. Written
response only: PWAC., 377 Cumberland Ave., Portland, ME, 04101 .
Deadline August 16. E.O.E.
$200-$500
WEEKLYI Assemble
products at home. Easyl No seiling.
You're paid direct. Fully guaranteed.
FREE 24 Hour recording. 801-3792900 Copyright # MElt4DH.

UTnETON, NH

$40,OOOlYH ! REA~ BOOpi K,Skea/nddonTYt
F II out slm e I
scnpts.,
like- form . EASY! Fun, relaxing at
home, beach, vacations. Guaranteed

L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- '

paycheck. FREE 24 hour recording.
801-379-2925 Copyright #MEI14EB.

4

WED.) RT. 18,
MILES NOR'"M.J OF
1

n

******

by Linda Barry

Casco Bay Weekly has an opportunity for an energetic
individual to join our sales team.
We are looking for a highly motivated self-starter to
aggressively pioneer new advertising accounts in our growing
classified section. The right person will be highly organized,
possess excellent interpersonal and telephone skills, and be
able to work independently. Prior telemarketing experience
will be a plus.
The position will require working evening hours, Monday
through Thursday; 4-8, and pays an hourly wage plus
commission.
If you are as enthusiastic about phone sales as you are about
the role Casco Bay Weekly plays in the community; send a
resum~ and cover letter to:

IdU.i:E\'J

I W4g ~ [IJ

" " . ,..Y·U"G"t·S"~M"£-MA-\.L.

BR\oNDA WHO USED TO BE MY BEST
FRIEND BEFORE WI: MOVtD. BRc.NDA
~~_.__-~~;...~~·-.·~~"::-:-"";·:""":'~:!>I WHo \ Swoil.c. ON BIBLES I WOUlD
1!1.1I L~"O"'-D'N' rlh .. rn.erfl)c<Ti'.niSt"&"'RR.~i.lq,
ALwAyS BE BEST F~I~NOS W.llH ANI>
WHEN You A~E" 01.0 AND Ovr OF SHAPE
I3R~NDA WHO \ OWE A lETTER. TO.
P.EM,EMSER THAT GIRDLES COST .$li.'l'i.
DEAR. ~R.ENO'" I AM soR.R.Y I HAVE
SIl.E
I'IOT WRIT[EN FOR So LONG. DEAR
TAATS W\-1Al
NOA WIl.OTE ON HER
BP-ENOA I MISS Yov ALL THE TIME
plcrvl\.E,OvR SCHOOL PICTuRES WHERE
WHAI IS I-IAPHNING SOUL SISTER ~e
fHE'\' GIVE yov So MANY Yov DON'r
~
6
KNOW WI-\Al TO 00 WITH THEM. I JVST
au ErriNG DOWN WITH THE WINDFOUND GRENDA'S IN A DRAWER. ~
MILLS OF '(ovll. MIND?
~~

- ·0 ." 0. .

SSlA Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Mlchae.1 W. Pajak, ClassHled Manager

~~~

0Isc0 &y WuJdy IS G. r,1Ud OpporI~.lIy Employer.

HE L P I
Uve-In Nanny/House Manager for
great family - 4 wonderful children
(4,6,15,17) who IIlCently lost their
mother -- ideal candidate would
be: energetic, loving, VERY
EXPERIENCED, fun, responsible,
non-smoking and looking for
long -term commitment. Starting
midlend August. Moming time off
for classes/other interests.
Excellent pay, health benefitS.

WE MAKE NEWS MAnER

\, '~

tt3q~

~~~~=::1~~ ~

f'-.=r ....... ~

Receptionist • Secretary
Bookkeeper • Accounts Clerk
Warehouse • Laborer
Construction Trades
Hotel • Restaurant
Delivery Drivers

T\-\~N \ GEl A BLAN K QVT ON WHAT
ElSE 10 SA'1'. BRENDA I AM SOP-RY
I WAS MEAN 10 YOV At.L THOSE
TIME SAND \ I-IOH

BOYFRIE.ND . ANI>

You GOT A N\CE
\l.~M"EMY,ERALL

$400-$600 WEEKLY
Available Immediately

1·800·832·2626

,.

IT WOVI.D TRW MY MIND OVT TO SeE
MAIN REMEMBE.R TKE TIME VIE
FIRS1 $TA'1'£O uP ALI. NIGHT. WHAT
\S '1'OuR \.IFE LIKE Now WHAfS THE

yov

FAR11-\EST You VVENT WIII-I A Gvy

YOu

WERE MEAN TOME
I \-lAVE. FOp..(,OlitN ABOUT \T Do you
HAVE A NEW BEST FRIEND? \ DON'T.
NE'iER ONE UI';E YOV. v="",~§:::d
=r:------.:..-:,.....J OH
Yov (l.1~PEO IT MAN! SO\1.~Y.

THOSE TIM'CS

::::

,

~

NEED AJOB FAST?

774-8444 Days
767-3815 Eves.

~
~\~~~

""~~
,~~

I'M SerWHN SHON D AN D TI-I IR D
BASE AND R'CMEM~£R. I SAID 1'0
NEVER LIKE Fll.EN'HIN6 I WAS
WRONG. PLEASE 00 '(OU \-lAVE AN
EXiRF\ SC\-\oot. ?ICTU!lE SENO IT AND
wRITE ME wRITE ME WRITE" ME. THl
M'C ARE You DIFFERENT?~,

business serv
Asymptomatic person with AIDS
looking for needed income; graphic
design,
landscapingl gardening,
planting & maintenance, minor
renovations & rebuilding, stonewall
work, painting, etc. $$ neg. References- 761-2582.
FOR THOSE NASTY CHORES,
spotless cleaning, int. & ext painting
and yarct.vork, call Mike, 871-1559,
MIDDLE-AGED
DEPENDABLE
professional available for housel pet!
plant! teen sitting. Day, week, or
month. 775-4888.
PHOTOGRAPHER. .
Celebrations,
healing portraits, weddings, families,
freinds, children, births, dance,
theatrical , gardens, homes, yachts;
dark room and camera instruction,
film processing, contacts and fine
printing. Friendly, honest, Charles
Melcher 775-630 1.

business opps
EXCITING OPPORTUNITY selling
unique astrological reports written by
us specifically for babies and
children. Simply show sample to
friends and relatives. Insightful and
informative narrative sells itself.
Great gifts. Ideal if already involved
with selling Avon, NuSkin , other baby
products, etc. Call or write for inforIMAGES,
mation.
EMERALD
P.O.Box 149, Portland, Maine,
04112. (207)761-9562.

BOOKKEEPER
&lOR
OFFICE
MANAGER available. Hourly or daily.
Permanent, part-time or special
project. Independent workerl selfstarter. Leave message, 766-5655.
College Student with truck available
to do odd jobs and moving. Very
handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who will move
you for less. n4-2159 any1ime.

business serv
Does MONEY

control your life?

Explore your relationship with Money
6--wed" monty.lssuts groups start In xpt

FOR YOUR SHOPPING ERRANDS,
paying bills, banking needs and
other errands call 772'{)110.

~fjli~;fi:I~~~i~i~li

HEFTY GRADUATE STUDENTS
(brothers) with pick-up truck for fast
and effective moving, light hauling,
and nasty summer projects. Call
874'{) 159.

CertainTeed II

Insured

up to 30 words

$9

$6

31 to 45 words

$12

$8

each additional word .25¢

oroommat••
oap\a/nHlt
o houa"/nHlt
o offlcealrent
o etudloalnHIt

o .enonellrent
o reel .etate
oauc1lons

DEADLINES
Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-6601 for display rates.

o child care
o help wanted
o jobs w.nted
o bll8ln ... M!'IIce.

NEALEY PlASTERING
8 2-6601

Thompson Antiques & Fine Arts
Bought & Sold
Saturdays and Sundays 10-5

4

20 Danforth St.
Portland, ME 04101

weeks -

4

Shop, n3-1948
Home 282-8957

dollars

The Best Wheels Deal Around! Sell your vehicle through
Casco Bay Weekly Classlfleds. Call 775-6601

LANDSCAPING
DESIGN· INSTALLATION
STONEWORK. MAINTENANCE

MEG LORD
799-0632

20 word limit, no changes please.

775-6601

ORDER FORM

Your classified ad: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o dating MrvIc••
oetufffor ....

o gar.gelyard oal_
o _ntad to buy

ocomput.,.

o mualcllnatruments
owhHla

ou-tererta
DIMming

Name:. _______________________

o publications

oenlma"
lost & found (free)
legal notlc..
o bll8ln ... opportunities o bulletin bo.d

Address~·

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o
o

FINE PRINT
CIIIIIaified ado mu.! be paid lor in advance wkh cash,
pertanaJ check, money order, V... or Meeten:ard. Loot
& Found ~em. Iioted free . Cle8ei1ied ade are
non-refundable. COO .haIt not be iabIe lor eny
typographical erroro , e>mieeione, or cheroee in the

To the new world o/PLASTER
.Supply, hang, finish at 75¢1aq. ft.
·Contractor Pricee atarting at 35¢1eq. ft.

Cbuck Thompson

commercial

wheels -

WAKEUP!

Mc:mberNARI

CATEGORIES

o body & aoul

4

Dana Micucci
839-6170

Today you need a PERFECT
RESUME. Laser resumes (Macintosh) for as little as $18.00 Computer
resume fax service, laser envelopes,
and same-day service available.
Satisfaction guaranteed! 854-2972.

8dd'1

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning perSClO.,. or worse,
cleaned up after them •••
You need me in your life.

772-8784

TYPING! WORD PROCESSING
SERVICE on
Macintosh
Plus,
resumes with cover letter, reports,
spreadsheets, manuscripts, general,
etc. Pick-up and delivery, reasonable
rates, call Carole at 797-7668.

week.

.. and other life support servICes

residential

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
1 week

(

GOMPULSIVEIClEANING

Katherine Clark

MANAGERS: Are you looking for an
innovative, progressive way to help
your people handle work related
conflict? I have developed a new
program that can assist you in this
area. Call Anny Young at 865-6812.

RATES

NASTY~NEAT

T~~

________

lat week;, _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ add'i weekaat:, _ _ _ _ _ __

Te~~e~·

_____________________

TotaI:_ _ _ _ __

PHONE IT IN: 207-775-0601 VI88 or Mastercard 0C89h 0 check 0 money order
ad which do rot affect the veJue Of content, or
8lbItantialy chango the lTIMfling the ad. Credk wiR
be iooued when a viable error hae been determined
within one week 01 pubication. T_ eheete available
lor $2/copy.

0'

FAX IT IN: 207-775-1615 VIsa 01( Mastercard
MAlUWALK IT IN: CBW, 551A CongI988 St.,
Portland. ME 04101

0 VIlIS 0 Mast8lC8ld
Crecit Can:I It: - - - - - - - - - Exp.date":-_ _ _ _ __

30 Ozsco &y Wukly

dating services
EBONY IVORY SOCIETY. Meet
singles of different racial or ethnic
groups for friendship or dating.
Stamped envelope: Post Office Box
8628, Metairie, LA 70011 .
SINGLE BY CHOICE OR BY
CHANCE? Send for a FREE copy of
Newsletter for Singles, P.O. Box
2475, South Portland, ME 041162475. Have we got news for youl
U.S. ASIAN CONNECTION- for free
photo brochure and details of the
beautiful, . faithful , marriage-minded
ladies from overseas in our pen-pal
club call 702-451-3070 and leave
your mailing address.

Compatibles

AuguS11,1991

wanted to buy
WANTED TO BUY

ORIENTAL
RUGS

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

Top cash paid for
your old oriental
rugs regardless of
size or condition"

Notables

874-2233
computers

COMPUTERS

Call the big guys first,
then call us"

783-1500
Lewislon

PROVIDENT AUTOMATION
SOLUTIONS
772-9884

Money back guaranlee

'If

PERSONAL
CALL®
Dial 1-900-370-2041
24 hours a day 99¢/mln

_ _ __
_ __ __
_ __ __

4) _

_

_ __

6) _ _ _ __

FUN LOVING, WITTY, SINGLE
woman, 68, would enjoy the company of a single man about my age
for dancing and evenings out I enjoy
country music, flea markets, leisurely
rides, etc. Lers meet. I will answer all
responses. CBW Box 752. 'U'5472

_

7) _ _ _ __
8) _ _ _ _ __
9) _ _ _ __

10) _ _ _ _ __
11) _ _ _ _ __
12) _ _ _ _ __
13) _ _ _ _ __

HONEST, ATTRACTIVE, DWF, 34,
seeks non-smoking genHeman, 3245 who is physically and emotionally
f~ for an important relationship if
chemistry is there . I enjoy being outdoors, friendships, bicycling, music,
laughter and much more. Photo.
PorHand area . CBW 753. "B'5470

14) _ _ _ _ __
15) _ _ _ _ __

pes-NETWORKS
PERIPHERALS-SOFTWARE

Multi-user database
systems that work

1) _
2) _
3) _

5) _ _ __ __

Before you spend another
dollar on computer equipment,
do yourself and your company
a favor by calling us for a free
consultation. We will gladly
meet with you to discuss your
needs and offer a senSible,
economical solution. We offer
superior client service and
excellent prices.

883-1066
Portland

ATTRACTIVE, AMOROUS, ADVEN TURESOME, atypical professional
female with irreverent sense of
humor and reverent sense of self
seeks same (but of male species) for
dancing,
fun ,
films,
dining,
philosophizing, playing, loving and
leaming
together.
Recently
Relocated. CBW Box 751. 'U'5475

Name these musical notables. The
first one, for example, is Neil
Diamond (the G clef is just a G clef).

"'!ne Dating Service That Cares"
Remember when you were in
school? Everyone you .knew
was Single. So is everyone we
know.
That's how we've introduced
thousands of relationshiporiented singles. Through our
caring concern and personalized service, we can introduce
you. Call today:.

women'- men

I

using Progress" rdbms on
dos/unix/vax 774-3465

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
certificate from Alberta's for the first prize winner. The
second prize winner receives two free passes to The
Movies on Exchange Street. Winners will receive their
prizes in the mail. Drawings are done at random.
Contestants are ineligible to win more than one prize in
a four-week span. Only one entry is allowed per person
per week.

All entries for this week' s puzzle must be received by
Wed., August 7. The solution to this week's puzzle will
appear in the August 15 issue of Casco &y Weeldy.
Send your best guess to:
Real Puzzle #82

Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101

'82 NISSAN SENTRA WAGONAutomatic, PIS, P/B, AmlFm casmiles ,
but well
sette,
122K
maintained. Runs great. $1000 or

IBM COMPATIBLE- "Visual Commuter". 256K dual 5 114" floppys , 80
column LCD display. Also included:
12" amber monitor. Centronix printer
+ software. Great starter computerl
$250. Call Ralph at 772-3368.

1984 Nissan pick-up 5 speed, amlfm
cassette, heavy duty bumper,new
bed, exhaust & shocks , runs great,
needs paint, 59,000 miles. To small
for a family of 4. $1300.00 or BO.

ROLLE I SL66 MEDIUM- FORMAT
CAMERA system: Immaculate condition. All Zeiss lenses and top-of-theline accessories. Sold as a package
only. Must see. Serious buyers only.
$4,500. 774-4732.

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED: '89 Mercedes... $200 ; '86 VW... $50 ; '87
Mercedes... $100; '65 Mustang ...
$50. Choose from thousands starting
$25 . FREE 24 hour recording
reveals
details:
801 -379-2929
Copyright" MEI14JC.

SMALL REFRIGERATOR for dorm!
cottage, $65; 1990 Smith Corona
typewriter with accessories, $160;
desk, $75; Conant ball maple
secretary's desk, $125 ; file cabinet,
$5; cross-<:ountry excercise machine, $85; National Geographic
"America" series, $18; n5-4888 .

.

~

wheels

ESOTERIC
AND
ANCIENT
TEACHINGS, unusual gifts and
childrens books at Maybe Someday... , a non-profit bookstore. Open
1~ daily. 195 Congress SI. on Munjoy Hill. 773-3275.

TWO WATERBEDS- One kingsize,
$150 ; one queensize, $100 or best
offer. Both in good condition . Call
799-3726.
USED FURNITURE FOR SALE:
fulons, tables, chairs , bureau, shelves, kitchen items, and a large nude
male painting. All reasonably priced
and guaranteed to move fast. Call
874-0099.
WORK THAT BODYI York weights,
60 Ibs., 10 lb. bar, $30. Univega 12speed, $100. Soma soft-sided
waterbed, baffled mattress, queensize, $250 . 799-4652 .
5 PIECE SECTIONAL for sale; includes two wall-hugging incliners
and queen-sized sleeper. One year
old. Blue fabric. Must sell- moving.
Leave message: 772-8703.
TOP QUALITY HORSE HAY for sale
by the ton or by the bale. Call 207282-<l382 and leave a message for
Peary.
PLANE TICKET FOR SALE- Going
to Burbank, Califomia on August
28th . Burbank is close to the L.A.
area. If interested please call n49463. I'd like to get $150 or BfO.

6/0. n4-9217.

n5-2852.

1985 TOYOTA TERCEL 5-door
hatchback. No rust, well-maintained,
great condition . 117K highway miles.

Solution to Real Puzzle # 80

DRUGLORD TRUCKS! $100; '84
Bronco, $50; '89 Blazer, $150 ; '75
Jeep CJ, $50. Siezed Vans, 4x4's,
Boats . Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details. 801 -379-2930. U.S.
Copyright
"
MEI14KC.
U.S.HOTLINE Copyright.

learning
JAll. PIANO LESSONS- Begin with
the blues and advance to contemporary styles. College instructor
giving private lessons to students of
all levels in technique, theory, and
improvisation. David Libby, n36530.

PORTLAND
PROFESSIONAL
(DWF : intelligent, attractive, trim , tall)
seeks counterpart (S/DWM: sensitive, genHe, forties) to share city
delights and nature's beauty. Interested in exploring friendship while sharing activities, ideas, and dreams?
'U'5461

1) Statue of Liberty

2) Great Sphinx
3) Taj Mahal
4) Eiffel Tower

5) Parthenon
6) Colosseum
7) Easter Island
8) Gateway Arch
9) Great Wall
10) Stonehenge
11) Space Needle
12) Washington Monument
13) Notre-Dame Cathedral
14) Arc de Triomphe
15) Big Ben
16) Leaning Tower of Pisa
17) N elson's Column
18) Great Pyramid

men ,-women
This week, Portland's Nancy Sosman and a friend
will dine at Alberta' s. Phippsburg's Heather
Alexander and a friend will take in a movie at The
Movies on Exchange Street.

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was recently
published 11y Harper and Row.)

bulletin board

learning

$1500. n5-2871.

~~~f
N
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Evening Classes Forming in Swing / Ballroom Dance
Athletic Dance every Monday at 6:00 pm
Basic Adult Tap every Thursday at 6:00 pm
AND For Kids & Teens:
. Tap
. Jiuterbug
. Modem Jazz

773-3558

TlI O MI'SO N'S POINT, POI1TLAND

lost & found
FOUND : PACKAGE OF SIX very
nice drawings- left on Cumberland
Ave. Signed "Stephen Drew-. Write
Jennifer, 4n Cumberland, Portland,
04101 for return .

bulletin board
HEY RED I Portland hasn't been the
same since you hit the city of angels.
I can 't wait to see your shiney, happy
face once again ... until then my
sweet. P.S . I like your dress.

MWF SEEKS MWM (born 811/57 in
Decatur, Alabama) for Birthday
Celebration. Happy 34th Birthday,
Jeny,love,Susan. !r5474
PETITE, ATTRACTIVE, SWF with
long beautiful hair who likes
romance, books, kids, outdoors,
dancing, if you're a similar S1DWM ,
and drug free, let's see what we
have in common. 'U'5464

(Monu-mental)

stuff for sale

MWF LOOKING FOR A FEW good
men for a fun-filled fantasy about to
come true for some summer fun and
possibly more. Respond to P.O.Box
295, Ptid, ME 04112. "fr5455

bulletin board
SAN DY- our love is the most beautiful thing I've known. I'm sony I'm so
rotten . I love you . I need you . Please
take me back.-JOHN
STOPI STOP! Quit paying for past
credit difficulties. If you've been
denied credit, call us now for comple1e details on how to restore your
credit history. 1-900-884-8804 Ext.
014. 24 hrs.l $20 per call , adults
only. C.CA
DRIVING TO ARIZONA end of
August, would like help with driving.
1-929-4864.

HEADING FOR ' EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a commercial jet anytime for only $160 with
AIRHITCH ®!
For
details
call :
AIRHITCH® (212) 864-2000.
LISTEN UP GALS I Thelma and
Louise live. They're running a HAG
ranch at the bottom of that canyon.
Happy trails, HAGS .
$3,000 UNSECURED SIGNATURE
LOAN . No credit check ! Bad credit
no problem I Must have verifiable income. Also home, auto, business
and farm loans. 1-303-694-<l327, 1303-694-<l315.
BACK-COUNTRY MOUNTAIN BIKE
EXCURSIONS, Southern Maine,
SatlSun, Aug. 10111. (Also Sept. 7/8,
Oct. 516) . 2 guided bike trips (3-4
hrs. each), ovemight tenting , a sweat
lodge
style
sauna,
pancake
breakfast, Maine maple syrup,
swimming and some snacks, riding
in foothills of White Mtns. A spirit,
body, and mind experience. $35 per
person per weekend. For infolenroll
phone 207-625-8189.
DID YOU WITNESS A CONFRONTATION
BETWEEN PORTlAND POLlCE AND
CIVIUANS IN FRO~ OF lHREE
OOUAR OEWEY'S ON NEW YEAR'S
EVE, 1/1/91? F SO, WE NEED YOUR
HElP. PlEASE CALl. LEE AT (207)
761-<l9OO. CONADENTlAI.ITY Will BE
RESPECTED.

NEW TO AREA- Sensitive, attractive
SM, 35, nls, nld, vag , seeks attractive SF 20's-30's who, like me,
doesn't crave the latest or loudest.
We can share a lot if you value
health, conservation, and a relatively
simple but full life. CBW Box 749.
'U'5469
ooB BATHER! We waded near the
shoreline. YOU : long hair, one-piece
suit, and beautiful eyes. ME: short
hair, white shorts , and wide eyes . My
nephew asked your name and if you
were vacationing . Let's have dinner
or just a hello. Please call . "fr5476

caw

PERSONAL

(Calls cost 99¢/mn)

men .-women
I'M A 32, DWM, NSIND, 5'11", 170
lb. attractive, athletic, independent,
honest, sensitive, affectionate, caring
individual and enjoy all sports,
oceansl lakes, hiking! walks, cycling
w/&w/o motor, music, movies, and
fine dining. In search of DISWF, 2534 with similar qualities and interests. Compatibility is the key to starting everlasting friendships & ... write
mel CBW Box 734. 'U'5440
DESTINED TO BE SINGLE- MWM,
handsome, healthy, fi~ clean , fun,
nice, not macho, seeks 81M female
to kindle flame, friendship , more.
Photo appreciated. All answered.
CBW Box 750. 'U'54n

RELATIONSHIP RECENTLY END?
me, too. Feeling better and sick of
being alone? Me, too. Looking for
new people? ME TOOl See, Iors in
common already. DWM seeking 3045 WF with pretty face, good figure.
'U'5460
ME TARZAN. YOU JANE. NO WAY.
This 49 ylo DWM executive likes
easy walks at Two Lights, not
mountain climbing; candlelight dinners, not camping; and videos in
front of the fireplace are great. If you
are a S or DWF, 35-50, slim and trim
non-smoker and looking for a
relaxed relationship, I would like to
meet you . I know that you are out
there somewhere. 'U'5459

SWM, 27, professional student, fit,
good looking ~ you think so, looking
for SWF, 20-30, nonsmoker, chemfree, light drinking fine, prefers oneto-one. You and I are each independent, but still seeking that special
type of mutually exclusive giving and
recieving, and voluntary dependability. My passions and interests
include friends, music, fitness,
downhill skiing, singing, acoustic
guitar, deep conversations, whacky
times, growing intimacy, and occasionallong walks, travel, camping .
Tell me about yours, and about yourself, and about anything I Include
photo if you 'd like. CBW 744.
"fr5456

person 01 the week
ME TARZAN, YOU JANE" NO WAY" This 49 y/o DWM executive likes
easy walks at Two Lights, not mountain climbing; candlelight
dinners, not camping; and videos in front of the fireplace are great.
If you are a 5 or DWF, 35-50, slim and trim non-smoker and looking
for a relationship, I would like to meet you" I know that you are out
there somewhere" "fr 5459

HEY GIRLS, I am age 42, single,
never been married and I am available. If you are a SWF, age 20-40,
5'3"- 5'7" tall, 100-145 Ibs., I have
been looking for you for a long time.
Can't seem to find you at all. I know
that you are out there somewhere. I
know that you must be as lonely as I
am and you do wish that you could
meet a nice SWM, one who is fun to
be with. Well, here I am . Must like to
have a lot of fun and enjoyment, to
go for walks on the beach, for
moonlit night walks on the beach,
and to cuddle up in front of the T. V.
By for now, and I hope to hear from
you soon. Please write: Good Looking, P.O. Box 15324, Portland, ME
04101. 'U'5478.

men'- men
GM, 45 ylo SEEKS OTHER G/BM
45~5 lor friendship and fun. All
responses will be answered. P.O.Box
10273, Portland, ME 04104. "fr5467
GWM, 31, 1651b. I love the outdoors
and don't mind getting dirty when
working in the garden or changing
the oil. I'm sensitive and emotional,
yet masculine and down to earth,
and have not been promiscuous.
Some people say I'm cute. If loyalty,
sincerity and exploring the mtns.
mean more to you than being in a
bar, write or call. CBW Box 748.
1!'5468

Each week, the person who places the funniest or most creative Casco Bay Weekly personal is chosen as
CBW's "Person of the Week" and is awarded two free movie tickets, compliments of Maine Mall Cinemas.
SWM, 35, STABLE, but would rather
be a bam. Lacks the big paunch .
Likes hogs and long walks through
bleach . Seeks non-bogus woman,
27-38, active. Can crack a book and
mix a drink. No hard sell- if you want
to meet a nice guy, call. CBW 754.
'U'5471
TIRED OF BEING ALONE? This late
30's DWM is looking to change all
that for some nice young lady (and
himself). Curious? Call now, lars
start a new chapter. 'U'5465

DO YOU LIKE SOUTHERN ROCK?
Are you a groupy? SWM just over 30
seeks attractive SWF with heart of
gold for trips down the coast with local guy "in the business", must like to
travel, intimacy not necessary, but
easy going nature is. Would like
friendship and trust and warm company most of all, lers make some
memories. 'D'5473

YOU'RE READING THIS, BUT you
don't think you'd respond to an ad.
You're exceptional , attractive, intelligent, why lower yourself to this?
This SWM agrees but searches
everywhere for Mrs. Right. !r5462

IT WAS SUNDAY, 7/28 , 4:15pm, Old
Orchard- Our vehicles met in the
traffic- Yours: light blue mini van,
Mine: black pickup. You said something quite meaningful and now I
want to respond. Were you for real or
just merely demonstrating pure ignorance? Please get in touch ... CBW
Box 747. !r5466

EXHAUSTED EMOTIONALLY from
relationships. I've given upl My
friends said don't try an ad . OKI
Seeking a caring thin attractive
female 18 to 35. I'm 35, 5'5", thin,
white male. CBW Box 745 . 'U'5458

SWM SEEKS FRIENDSHIP and
conversation with early 30's SWF
with long beautiful aubum hair who
likes camping, movies, quiet times
alone, gardening , and jazz rhythm
and blues, lers talk. !r5463.

ANY CHANCE OF MEETING a special, well-adjusted, mature Maine
woman? This attractive, articulate,
healthy SWM, 38, hopes sol Am very
communicative, and endowed with
quick smile and wit along with emotional maturity, confidence and occasional craziness. Love painting,
movies, the arts, nature, hiking,
biking , dining out, traveling and
coastal exploring. Talking sports, fast
cars and drinking prowess aren't interests. Seeking attractive, trim, intelligent SWF, 27-40, with sense of
humor and adventure and easygoing nature. Prefer woman who is
comfortable in jeans or high heels
and still passionate about some
things in life . Not looking for perfection, just a cut above the rest. Can
match your charm and independence with warmth and excitement.
Photo appreciated . CBW Box 738.
'U'5449

companions
GAY/BI MEN ages 25-40ish in Gorham- Portland area. Let's form a
small, informal and supportive group
and spend time becoming friends
doing activities that might be of interest to each of us. Perhaps we can
get together once every couple 01
weeks and get to be really good
friends . I'll respond to each of you.
CBW Box 746.

Respond to any
personal ad
on this page"
Call

900-370-2041
Call costs 99¢ a
minute.

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A COW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost SSC/min)
How to respond to a personal ad
Just can 1-900-370-2041 from any touch-lOne phone .
When Personal Call~ answers, follow the instructions and
enter the four-digit .. number of the ad that interests you.
You may then leave a response , enter another". number or
browse through other messages. (Calls cost 99¢ a minute.)
To respond.to an ad wilhout a .. number, write to the P.O .
box or CBW box indicated. When addressing mail to a CBW
box, be sure 10 print the box numberclear1y on the lower lett
hand comer of your envelope.

How to place a CBW personal ad
You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping
by our office at 551A Congress St. in downtown Portland.
Call n5-6601 to find out more.
Each Casco Bay WeekJy personal ad comes with free use
of a Personal Call~ 'II' number. When you place your ad,
you'l be you'll be given your own" number and an easy-tofollow ins\nlction sheet. It's important that you call and
leave your personal greeting before the paper comes out on
Thursday-thatway you won't miss any of your responses.
When recording you 9O-second greeting, relax and be
creative. Desaibe yourself - but don't leave your full
narne, telephone number or address. We suggest you
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to

leave their telephone numbers and besl times to caH.
You can change your .. message as often as you like.
And you can start getting responses right away .

Your ad:

What does a personal cost?

Category:

Personal ads of 45 words or fewer cost only $5 a week.
Additional words cost 25¢ each. All personal ads must be
placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45 words or
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.)
Use of a Personal Call~ 'II' number is free. Use of a CBW
box (including mail forwarding) costs $5 a week. Use of a
CBW box wlo a" number costs $9 a week. All personal ads
and box services must be paid in advance .

Owomen ... men

Rules & deadines
casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seeking relationships. CBW will refuse ads that seek to buy or
sell sexual services. No full names, street addresses or
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be accepted . We reserve the right to
edit or refuse any ad.
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on the
Monday prior to publication. Bring or send your ad to: Casco
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portiand, ME 04102.
Phone: n5-6601. FAX: n5-1615

Omen ... women

o women ... women
Omen ... men

o companions
Confidential infonnation:

I of words: - - - (H more than 45)

name

~eek: -------

See rat. at loft

I of weeks: - - - 2·_rrinll1'1um

C/iY, statt, Zip

caw box: _ __ _
A!ldSSper_
T~ldu.:

phon.

________

, fM

G
...1 No Heavy
Metal! (Well, OK,

some)
Join "lorenzo's Emotionally
Bankrupt & Morally in Debt"
Ihird anniversary lormalless
exlravaganza, Thursday,
August 1, 1-3 p.m. Call
780-4976 anytime Ihis week 10
leave a message 10 be replayed
on-air. Be there or ... miss it

92 Exchange St.
Portland, ME 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open Every Day

Br~tio

,

The Shoes of

is open!

Featuring

Sutntn
If you knew what
they felt like,
you'd be wearing
them now.

Open 7 days
Offering a new
menu for
lunch & dinner.
Free parking.
Take Out Available.

Twin Lobster
Dinner

$11.95

Bilkendo~k

VISA • MASTEHCAHD • AMERICAN EXPHESS

~\.

Maine's ~ Authentic
Oyster Bar

NEW BUB CITY
SANDWICHSMITHS TO THE OLD PORT
151 Middle Street
Next to Videoport
Por~and

Og!JteJf

828-0211
FAX 828-0318

Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our Full Menu served from llAM to Mldnlght >;J
Best Steamers in Town
"";',,<>;;>n

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of

&,_$_-+

Lunch:
Monday.friday, 8-4
Light Dinners,
Sandwiches, Pizza:
Wednesday-Saturday, 4.g

Famous since June, 1991. New Sub City has become a legendary
purveyor 01 state-of-the-art sandwiches, roUed Syrians, salads,
soups, pizza, Green MIn. Coffee Roasters coffee, sinful chocolate chip
cookies (insulin therapy not Included), muffins and other delectable
dally specials to discerning business, professional and stressed
executives 01 the Old Port office community.

Columbo Non Fat Yogurt· Make Your Own Sundae
only S125

5 Portland Pier

..

772-4828

t(

CuELL,IWmt~.I'VE GiDWt{ Q~ITE A NICE. Am

VAN DYK£ awp.

NOW I THINI( 1\'>1 REAPY TO PlJIV TIle Plt~ OF It HEP-C/ff' Bmr

CJtI'lAAcrER! WfTH A GRiX:JI'{ IJEIIET Ilf'lP nE-DY£D Df!Sffl~1 I'lL
FIT IN AT ALBW'AS!

-

I

Watch prehistoric sea
creatures come to life through
the amazing robotics of
Dinamation International
MAY 25-SEPTEMBER 2
191 Riverside SI. at Exit 8, Portland
$3.50 per person
children under 1. FREE

.sOfoili PEOPl£ JUrr N£VfR..

6.Er1HE PICnJRE. SURE.
AU3£RTIl S IS HEP, WITH-If,

t-X>W.

an- AllY-

Open year-round
746 Stevens Ave. , Portland

fjoNAnrR.

Call 797-KITE (5483)

A-(jo-~ .. -

ONE CAN

O/u mE ClX>L.

VIO£> /I"''YTIME

The Children's Museum
of Maine

Itow ~~ THEi'{ APi:.
CAlL 77~-DOf6.

